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The principat aim of this survey r{ras to ínvestígate the personal
and sociat adjustment of bicultural second generation Greek imnigrant
adolescents. A secondary aim was to examíne ethnic ídentification.
previous regearch had Índicated that*when eubcultural values
were at variancé with the domínant culturer personal and social
maladjustment resulted f.índing expression ín alienationr delinquency
and mental disorder. In addÍtíon, lÈ wa6 generally believed that
these consequenceE were heíghtened durlng adolescence, that marginal
period followíng chitdhood yet precedíng adulthood. Although later
studies have since disaðsocíated bícul-turalism from these adverse
effects, the natter is not completely resolved.
Bicultural group adjustnent (n=113) was evaluated against two
monocultural groups, Anglo-Australian (n=64) and Greek (n=105).
Furthermore¡ adjustment was considered with respecÈ to the degree of
paternal assimilation of Australian host group cultural values. This
procedure involved first-generatíon Greek nígrants who were required
to complete a S-point schedule of asslmílation. The investigation
r,\ras croEis-sectíonal Ín design, in addítion to cross-nationalr and
involved sampling students enrolled throughout the fíve grades of
secondary school¡ i.e., grades eight through twelve. Subjects were
matched as closely as Ívas possible f,or ageT school grade, family
cohesívenesg and ethclass.
Level of àdjustment (derived fron the Mooney Problem Check LÍst-
form H), self-esteem (as measured by the Coopersmíth Self-Esteem
Inventory) and ethnic identification (assessed via the semantic
(xi)
differential) were the critería of comparison. Monocultural Greek
and bicultural Greek-Australlan subjects were also requíred to
complete a questionnaire (the Greek Adolescent QuestÍonnaire) which
was desÍgned to provide supplementary informatíon regarding the
respective biographies of these two subgroups. Psychometric
instruments were suítably translated into Greek for the monocultural
Greek sample.
The findings of this research do not lend support to the theory
of culture conflict. Contrary to tradítional belief, Greek-Australian
biculturalÍsm was not aasociated with personal or social maladjustment.
Adjustment was also generally unaffected by degree of paternal
assimilation. Although overt tension was found to occur between
Greek-Australian adolescents of the second immigratrrt generation and their
immigrant parents, this was not of an íntensity to result in low
self-esteem and cultural aIíenation. The fincling of cross-cultural
sex differenceÉ¡ argueÉ further agaÍnst the existence of culture
conflict. Females ín general were less well adjusted and had lower
self-evaluatíons than males.
The index of ethnic identificatíon showed that the bicultural
subjects of thís study maintained strong ties wíth the Greek migrant
group. positiver although weaker, identification was also displayed
with Greek people in Greece. Ethnic identificatíon did not generally
occur with the Anglo-Australían host group. Rather than occupyinçI
the border area between two cultures, í.e., Greek and Australian,
second generation Greek-Auetralians indicated a strong ethnic preference.
In short, culture conflict was not a major problem for the
bicul-tural participants. The evidence did however índicate that
adolescence was a difficult transítion for the Greek monocultural sample.
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The impact of international mfgratlon upon Australiars development
and populatÍon structure has been profound. AÈ no tí¡ne in the history
of this country has migration been of euch nagnitude and diversity as
in the post-lrtorld !{ar rr era when the restrictlve imnigration poricies
of the first hatf of Èhle cenÈury were relaxed arrowing admíttance of
non-BrÍtish people from areae euch as continental Europe, the Middle
East and more recently south-east Agia. Auetralia today accommodates
some 80 distínct .ethníc groups 'of various rerigious denomínations and
speaking some 60 dÍfferent languages (Revíew of Multicurtural and
Migrant Education, 1gg0). Furthernpre¡ Burnley (Lg76,) attributes
an estimated 60 per cent of the population growth between Lg47-Lg7L
to immigrantg and their descendentE. The socio-cultural alternatives
fostered withín cerÈain ethnlo group sett,rementg has encouraged the
developmenÈ of immigranÈ blculturaliEm, i.e.¡ learning to conform to
the cultural patterng of another ethnrc aroup contacted through
migration. while thÍe may have rr¡nÍted appricatÍon to the originar
irunigrant generation 1t 1s particularly relevant to theÍr Austrarian
born children. The adjuetment of the rat.ter is a major concern
and their socio-curturar posrtÍon ts the centrar theme of this
research.
Biculturarrsm has been deecribed as that condition where ,,two
or more ways of behavlour could be learned by an Índividual and emproyed
under diff,erent circumstanceg where appropriate.', lspicer, 1968, p.24).
This definÍtion fails however to distinguish the bicultutal situation
from the multicultural, i.e. where more than two curtures are present.
(xv)
Thus biculturalism, as is interpreted here, specifically refers Èo the
co-existence of two dist.inc! cultural systems each accorded with
equal status.
Literaturê, corcêEoing the denographÍc distribution and
adjustment of the new adult arrivals ín post-war Australia is
extensive, ê.g., Taft 6' Doczy, L962¡ Price, 1963¡ Zubrzycki, L964¡
Jupp, 1966. In comparison, conErOlled systematic research of the
second immigrant generation remalns limited. This is rather
surprising in light of the current interest given to multiculturalism.
The future existence of cultural diverSity is very much dependent
upon the ¡nanner in which lnmÍgrant descendents deal with theÍr dual
cultural heritage.
The major objective of this survey has been to investigate the
personal and social adjustment of second generltion Greek immigrant
adolescents. Specific referençe was made to the Greek cultural
system, the valuesr beliefs and behaviours of a major non-Bnglish
speaking immigrant group in Australia which differs in many important
respects from the dominant cultural norm. Isolation of Greek
culture for examlnation vJas further influenced by the Greek ancestry
of the author. Familiarity with the language and cultural values
were essential to the research deslgn ueed here.
The investigation of biculturalism and its relationship to
individual adjustment is approached by definíng the context within
which this gtudy is set. Due consideration ie therefore given to
the mode by which the inmigrants arríved in AusEralia, the reception
encountered and the settlement patterns created. Immigrant culture
(xvi)
in the receiving socÍety is then examined in relation to socialization
and its conseguences upon the developlng self-concept. The literature
review concludes with a summary of previous research contribuÈíons







I.1.I Theoreticaf considerations: Assimil-ation and rel-ated conceÐts.
The large scale migratíon initíated by the Australian Federal
Government immediately after the second world war was based on a
need for labour created by a rapidly expanding economy and a concern
for the countryrs defence. Sínce colonízation by Great Britain late
Iast century, English cultural traditíons have prevailed. The English
language was and stiII remains domlnanÈ. Government schools were
similar to those in the United Kingdom. Diet, dress and ínstitutions'
e.g,,parliament, judicial system, public servíce, police force, were also
characteristically British. Furthermore thís was considered highly
desirable, hence official government policy, with the support of the
general public, was initially directed Eowards the complete assimilation
of the migrant netvcomers. The sentiment felt during this period
was aptly summarized by the Honourable A.A. CaIwelI, the then leader
of the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party, in a statement on immigration
policy:
"....migration .... shall, in essence, retain
homogeneity of our people and the basically
British characterístics of the Australian
nation ... vte should all realize that
when peoples of different nations attempt to
Iive side by side in one geographical unit
the seeds of dissension which are inherent
wíthin them quicklY germinate.'l
(Immigration Reform Group ' L962, p.160)
Alternative cultural systems were thus díscouraged. A state of
complete assinifatjon where "the imrnigrant stock not only becomes
indistinguishable from native stock in terms of culture and physíque
but feels itself, and is felt by others, to be quite indistinguishable"
(Price, 1963, p.20I) was idealLzed, Assimilation was considered to
be complete at that point when the immigrants renounced 'oId' social
characteriStiCs and values for the Inevt'. In the present context
however, the term assimílation ís used to refer to that process
"whereby a newly arrived immigrant grouP acquires the language,
diet, values and other social characteristics of the host society"
(Burnley, L976, p.2541. The conseguent loss of native cultural
values, an implicit assumption of the former definition, does not
necessarily app1y. rdeally then roldr and 'new' cultural systems
may co-exist within the sane individual.
It is generally accepted that the procesa of assimilation operates
at t$ro levels, internaf and exxernal (Taft, 1965) i or subjective and
externaL (Johnston' 1963, 1965a, I972r. Essentially the distÍnction
lies between the covert' subjective feeling of belonging to the host
society and the overt behaviour expressing this feeling. Thus an
individual may superficially appear to be fully assimilated in the
absence of t,rue psychological commitment.
IniÈial policies expressing the desirabÍIity that immigrants lose
all traces of cultural distinctiveness were described as monistic.
The end result was total absorption by the dominant host majority.
within the Australian context thís involved learhing the English
language, adopting Australian customs, refusing to form cohesive ethnic
3
enclaves and friendship patterns¡ and culminating in hosÈ group
intermarriage. The policy of imposed assímilation was deemed
unsuccessful during Èhe sixties. Plural.jsrn and interactionjsm were
introduced as alternative solutions. PIuraIism, not as extreme in its
philosophy as monism, accomodated for the preser.vation of at least
some cultural distinctiveness while interactionism involved cultural,
genetic and where applicable, racial mixture (Taft, 1963).
Multicufturalism, the most recent addition to the assimilation
alternativesr involves cultural diversity¡ equality and mutual tolerance
(Townsend , Lg76l. Majoríty and minoríty group individuals alike are
free to follow the cultural oríentation(s) of their own choosing'
Migration theory is overwhelmed by an array of Èerminology the
differences between which, in most instancesr are only slight.
Assimilation therefore is distinguished from integration' a compromise
solution whereby a minority grouP adopts the values of the host society
while at the same time retainíng many of its traditional values
(Burnley I Lg76, p.2551¡ absorption, the incorportation of immigrants
into the economic system¡ accommodation, the co-existence of many
groups of varying cultural backgrounds within a unitary social system;
accufturation, the adoption of new cultural values and amalgamaXion,
the biological and/or cultural fusion achieved through intermarriage
(Price, 1963, P.20I).
The mechanisms underlying immigrant assimílation remain elusive
and have varied with the interpretation of the indívidual researcher.
Richardson (1961) writing from a psychological perspective conceived
assimilation as an identifiable sequence of stages occuring within the
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individual. The sequence began with the experience of a cerÈain
minimum level of satisfaction with the host socíety. This was a
necessary precondition for identification with that society which
once achieved ultímately red to the incorporation of new cultural
varues by the immigrant. Assimiration was complete only when
movement through the entire seguence had occured. Gordon (1961, Lg64l,
another stage theorist., conceived assimilation as a series of seven
subprocesses. f'lith thÍs interpretation, structutal assinil-ation, the
entrance of inmigrants ínto host society institutions such as clubs
and social cliques on a prÍmary group level¡ $râs all important, for once
it had occured the remaining stages, colrectively referred to as
behavioutaf assimiLation, necessarily forlowed, i.e. adoption of host
society curture, psychologicar identification with that society,
intermarriage, and concordant intergroup relations characterized by a
notable absence of prejudice, discrimination, por{er and value conflicts.
The difference in theoretical orientation between researct¡ers is atsJ
reflected in the various indices employed in its assessment. As such,
there is no universarly accepted technigue for the measurement and
quantification of assimilation. Assessment is therefore at the
dÍscretion of the researcher.
Relat'ed to the above is the concept of. aTienation, which within
the context of immigrant adjustment may be defined as the ".. .
separation or estrangement or detachment (of the índividual) from some
supportive reratÍonship" (Kovacs & cropley, L975, p.L7), particularly
cul-turar rerationships. one of the main functions ascribed to
culture by Gordon (1978) is the provision of norms and standards
essential to the regulation of socÍal living. A state of alienation is
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said to resul-t when activity lackg euch regulation. This is akin to
the Durkheimian conception of anomy, i.e. normlessness. Taft (L974,)
has outlined four possible situations ín $rhich cultural alienation
or rnarginality is probable. rn the first instance arienatÍon may
occur as a result of the value conflict encountered upon membership in
two different ethnic aroups. Bicultural individuals by definition
are familiar with the respecÈive cultureg of Èwo disÈinct ethnic
groups, and therefore this is the arternative whÍch wirr concern us
the most. The remaining situations are as follows. The alienated
individual in the second situation is one who occupies a social position
on the fringe of oner and only one, group. The thi.rd situation
depicts an indivídual who is rejected from the original cultural group
while being denied membership elsewhere. The finat alEernative results
when a sufficient number of so called 'marginarr individuals form
a distinct group Eeparate to either of the previous groups.
Thus far we have noted bhe controversy surrounding the concept ó.¡
assimilation, iÈe defínition, method of assessmenÈ and its clesirabitity
as a social policy. I In its current use assimíIation wiII refer
primarily to the process of change inÍÈiated by contact with a neh/
socio-curturar system. rts function is the incorporation of new
curtural information. Reference was arso made to the process of
alienation. Together these two proceeses determine immigrant
adjustment ín a new society.
rn the writings of earlier researchers assÍmilat.ion was depicted
as ranging along a singre dimension defined by ethnic and host groups
respectivery. consequently the assimiration of host group varues
resulted in a corresponding arienatÍon from the ethnic group.
Assimilation and alienatíon were thus inversely related. This model
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has been labelled the unidimensionaL nodef and is illustrated in
Figure I.'1. The conceptualization of immigrant adjustment was severely
limited with this model. Adaptation was always in the direction of the
host society. No allowance lvas given to the changes made by host
individuals in response to imrnigrants, the changes within the immigrants
adapting Lo life as $tas experienced within the ethnÍc group and changes made
by the ethnic group in response Èo the new envíronment (Holenbergh
Young, L9791.
Recent evidence has come to the fore questioning the validity of
this tradiÈionar perspective. The work of several researchers, e.g,
Bottomley, L976, L979; Johnston, L972¡ lrlcFee, 196g; putninð, IgBl;
Smolicz & Harris, cited by SnrcIicz, L979, tend to suggest that simultaneoqs
ethnic and host group identificatlon is in fact possibre. such data
have given rise to the nul-ti-dimensionaL modef (Aigure I.2) i¡t which host
and ethnic groups form independent dimensions. Furthermore, the
processes of assimilation and alienatÍon are considered to function
independently. That is, assimilaEion is possible without a1Íenat-ion
and vice versa. At this poínt of the discussion the term acljustme¿t,
indicaLive of assimilation and/ot alienabionr becomes more appropriate
(Purninðr I98t).
The various end states depicted in the multi-dimensionaL model
result as follows. When the process of aesimilation operates in
conjunction wíth alienation, the immÍgrant becomes re-etÌ¡njfierl with
a consequent shift of culturar allegiance to the host group. This is
the outcome bearing the greatest rese¡nblance to the objectives of
monistic assimilation. The classÍc 'narginar manr or ¿J-ienaLetl
type results with alienation from the immigrant group while at the 
\
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same time:failing to gain entry into the host group. An immigrant
however may remain totally etlutic in the absence of effective
assimilation and/or alienation. This lat.ter alternative Ís highly
unlikely as the immigrant undergoes some degree of change during
migration and the initial resettlement period, Assimilation, in
I
the absence of alienation, will result with the integration of two
cultural sysLenìs, j..e., biculturalism. Ehe integrated state provídes
the focus of this study. The research conducted by Bottomley (1979)
with second generation Greeks in Sydney has indicated that it is
possible to participate successfully within two cultural systems.
Similarly, Smolicz & Harris (cited in Smo1icz, L979', identified a
subset of Polish bicultural and bilingual university students.
rndividuals such as these indicate the rearity of biculturarism.
The multi-dimensional model may be adapted for use with three
or more culturar groups. However, the moder as depicted above wirl
suffice as only two ethnicities, Greek and Anglo-Australian, are
considered here. As was discussed above, immigrant adjustment may
proceed in a number of alternative directions. The particular direction
taken requires a consideration of influential personal and situational
factors.
L.I.2 Factors affecting immigrant adj-ustment.
The policy of assimilation characterized the initial immigrant
reception. Certain individuals and groups were more susceptible to
such pressure than others. It is now intended to outline the
variables which nay have operated to eíther enhance or modify its effect.
Major considerations include the migration process¡ the nature of the
host society' the ethnic culture and individual characteristics of
the immigranÈs themselves.
Chain migration best describes the mígration of Southern
Europeans to Australia. Essentially this refers to a sequential
movement of individuals to a particurar destination inítiated by
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encouragement from an original traveller. Chain migration waS
unassisLed by government agencies. The immigrant and his family
provided most, if not all, of the financial and emotional support.
Once established these individuals encouraged further movement from
the region of origin. croup settlements of relatives and fríends
were the result (Price, 1963). Inítial adjustment was,dependent upon
the nature of society left behínd. Reviewing the past migration
literature, Johnston (1965a) had observed that a problematic adjustment
to an unfamiliar socio-cultural system usually awaited those rural
individuals settling within an urban environment. Such was the
situation faced by Greek migrants, the majority of whom originated
from the island and rural areas of Greece. The motives underlying
the decision to migrate may also influence adjustment. Poor economic
conditions prevailing in the home country were ident.ified by Vasta (f975)
as the major contributor to Italian migration. Furthermore, it was
anticipated that any subsequent change would be greatest in this
economic area. Indirect support is provided by Greco (L9761 who
concluded that although first generation ltalian mothers have no
doubt changed many of their accustomed ways of behaviour e.g. entry
into the Australian labour force, no corresponding changes in values,
i.e. "subjectiverror I'internal" assimilation, have resulted. The
economic motive has been documented amongst those circumstances
influencing Greek migration (e.9. Stavrakis, L978; Vlachos t L968¡
Vondra , L9791. Thus a similar situation of minimal subjective
assimilation might also be applicable amongst Greek immigrants. A
further consideration Ínvolves the actual length of time spent in the
new country. The more permanent the move, the greater is the
exposure to the host society, and the more likely it is that the
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lnnlgrant wlII adopt the assoolated cultural values (Rlchardson, 1961).
A Elmtlar argrument has been developed by de AnLcts (1976) uslnq the
concept of connitment. It ls argrued that people move at that
stage of life wÍth the leagt amount of commitment e.9.' young,
unmarried, chÍldless lndividuals. In deecrlbing Greek migratíon
Price (1963) has indicated that many afngle males left with the
lntention of making their fortunee before returning home. The
adoption of new socio-cultural,conventione vÍere tsherefore not essential
with this temporary change of address. However' once in Australia many
were I'committed" to remain. ConvereaÈlon with members of the Greek
community reveal that a substantial number of imnigrants who have
subsequently marrÍed and raised families in Australia remain for the
educational advancement and future prosperity of their children.
prejudice and discrimination enanating from the dominant social
group have been ident,ified as amongst the main reasons for immigrant
non-assimílation (Taft, 1965). The predis¡rosition of the receiving
soclety is thus a ¡rowerful determiner of the way in which immigrant
adjustment proceeds. Ethnic communiEíes have tunctioned to insulate
Èhe immigrant from such adverae effects. Dist.inctive group norms can
be maintained and group interactÍon maxi¡nized through residentíal
proximíty to those of similar cultural bacltground. The creation of
"cultural islands" enabled the immígrånt generation to significantly
control not only theÍr own soolalizatlon, but also that of their
young. Breton (1965) has observed thät ethnic communities associated
wíth a high degree of institutional completeness, i.e., a large number
of community organizaÈíone, have greater success in directing the social
interaction of their members. Frequency of contact with the host
I1
society is reduced as is the effectiveness of assímilation. The
Greek community of Montreal¡ Canadê¡ $râs classified by Breton amongst
those ethnic communities characterízed by high institutional
completeness. Bottomley (L976, 1979) and Tsounis (1975) have confirmed
that this tendency exists amongst Greek immigrants Ín Australia. The
absence of major differences of dialect and customs betvreen various
regions of Greece has facilitated this process.
Also involved in immigrant adaptation is the position accorded
within the socio-economic structure of the host society. Gordon
(1965, Lg78) íntroduced the concept ethclass to refer to social
status differentiation within an ethnÍc group. While one may
share certain behavioural similarities wiÈh those occupying the same
social class, and an ethnic identiÈy with those of the same ethnic
group, the ethclass represents that area qthere conmon attributes
are maximized. The individual derives a sense of personal identity
from his or her ethclass. Interaction between members of society
occurs largely within the confines of the ethclass. This was
especially true of the immediate post r.rar situation in Australia where
the vast majority of Southern Europeans with minimal education and
facility in English filled vacancies requiring semi- or unskilled
Iabour and inhabited the lower socío-econo¡nic areas. An
investigation of the residential distribution of eight foreign-born
groups in Melbourne using 1954 and 196I census data identified Southern
Europeans as exhibiting the greatest residentíal concentration
(Lancaster Jones , L9671. Greek immigrants \dere the only group in
which residential concentration increased withÍn the period under
examination. Southern Europeans were also asSociated wÍth the
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highest degree of occupational concentration. In-marriage
statistics, with the exception of the Maltese ethníc group, also
followed suit.
Marjoribanks (1980), in another context, found that the ethclass
exerted a substanÈial influence on school achievement by characterízing
the learning environment to which 1l year olds were exposed.
Representatives of the four largest ethnic groups in Australia, i.e.
English, Greek, Southern ltalian and Yugoslavr were compared with
children from Anglo-Australian middle and working class backgrounds.
AII migrant groups were categorized as working c1ass. The learning
environment most conducive to school achievement in the prirnary
grades was found within Anglo-Australian middte class homes. The
remaining ethclasses were less successful in this objective- Ethclass
distinctions are therefore significant in Australia today.
Immigrants arrive in a new society equipped with knowledge gained
from previous experience. Such knowledge, commonly referred to as
cultural heritage, has received much attention in migration studies.
Richardson (196I) posits that assimilation proceeds with less difficulty
when the core values of sending and recef.ving countries are similar
than when such values conflict. Reuch et al., (1948) Iabel this
discrepancy as "culture distance". The larger the discrepancy, the
greater is the adjustment required. In fact there may exist certain
cultural needs which are only satisfied within the ethnic community.
For Greek immigrants in particular ¡ language and religion represent
differentiating features which tend to reinforce ethnic segregation-
During the longstanding Turkish occupation of Greece the church became
the primary force in the preservation of a disÈinct ethnic identity, a
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function which it continues to perform in countries of immigration.
This historicar event may, in the case of Greeks, be operating to
further the resistance to assimilaÈion.
UItimately, the effect,iveness of assimilation wiII of course vary
with individual factors such as the value given to the culture of the
home country and the willingness to preserve it. Buckland ìtgrr,
pp.23-24) describes this sentimenÈ amongst Greek immigrants in Sydney:
"When a minority group experiences prejudice
from the receiving group and when the former
has a very old and highly valued culture
which it has been socialized to consider the
highest and most desirable culture on earth,
and therefore vastly superior to the host culture,
it is logical to assume that this minority will
'do everything in its power to protect its own
culture. t'
Other factors influencing immigrant adjustment include the presence
of distinguishing physicar features. characteristics such as skin
colour and hair type are considered to inhibit assimilation (Simpson,
1968). However' this factor holds greater significance for racial
groupsr ê.9. the sÍtuation faced by negroes in America. The adjustment
of the newly arrived inmigrant is further infruenced by age.
Johnston (1965a) has argued that younger immigrants are in a beÈter
position to assimirate. The underlying reasoning is based on the
tentative assumpÈion that the task of ignoring one's cultural heritage
is made easier when it constitutes a relatively smalL part of the life
span. The mature immigrant however will encounter greater difficulty
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in disregarding such knowledge. The possibility that assimilation
differentialty affects the sexes has also been discussed. It has
been argued that migrant women are less susceptible to assimilative
forces <lue to confinement in the home domain while raising children.
Males, on the other hand, are encouraged to assimilate at work
(Johnston, I965a). This logic however is very much bound by the sex
role definitions prescribed by culture. For example, while this may
generally be true of Greek and Italian ethnic groups, it has less
relevance to Latvians (Putninð, 1981). A final factor worthy of
attention is ethnocentrism (Triandis, I9B0). Acceptance of alternate
cultural values is considered more difficutt for the ethnocentric
individual who regards his own cultural Vantage point as superior to
alI others.
The adjustment process initiated by migration is a complex
phenomenon. It is no longer appropriate to conceptualize immigrant
adjustment as a simple function of assimilation of new, wilh a
corresponding alienation from old, cultural values. In a multi-
ethnic nation such as Australia a number of adjustment outcomes are
possible. Numerous intervening factors, the most important of which
were presented above, are responsible for the fate of alternate cultures
and the type of socialization received by future immigrant generations.
I.2 Cul-ture and sociafization
Culture has been variously defined and interpreted in the literature.
The theme common to all its uses is concerned with the provision of
norms essential to the regulation of social living. Every ethnic group
is associated with a unique culture (Francis, L947 ) and the process
by which man acquires culture has been referred to as socialization.
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I.2. I Sociafization
Socialization describes ". .. . the acguisition of behavj-our
congruentwithgrouPnormsandValues.Astypicallydefined'it
assumes a relevant reference group \¡rhose norms are to be transmitted to
the new member through an agent or agents acting for the group ... Ehe
process it describes continues in various contexts through-out the life
of individuals" (Hess, Lg7O, P.458). In this sense socialization
is closely related to social control, its purpose being the internal
regulation of behaviour according to the life ways of the social group
of which the individual is a member '
,l An individual comes under Èhe influence of numerous socializing
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agencies throughout a lifetime. Primary socialization is the term
reserved for the initial socialization received within the family group
and is coberminous with childhood. / tn" family is considered to be the
first and foremost agent of socialization (Dinkmeyer, 1965; White, L917).
Therein the child acquires a distinct set of values, roles and prohibitíons
through interaction with significanÈ oEhers. The family becomes for
the chil_d the first group whose values and norms he refers to when
evaluating behaviour. Hess (1970) has likened the family to a "filter"
affecting the interpretation of stimuli which come to bear upon the
chil¿. During this developmental stage the child has no knowledge of
socio-'cultural alternatives. Conseguently, the parental- world is
internalized as the only world. Berger & Luckman (1966) have argued
that potentially harmful effects upon individual functloning may ensue from
the realization of alternate points of view. This will be pursued at
greater length elsewhere.







A connection has been made in the literature between self-concept,
self-esteem and behaviour. Coopersmith (L967 ) associates the self
held in high esteem with traits such as trust, assertiveness, creativity
and social independence. In contrast a high level of anxiety is indicative
of low esteem. Purkey (1970) and Piers & Harris (L964) are among a
number of researchers who emphasize the relationship between school
achievement and self-concept. The general implícation given is that
a positively valued self-concept corresponds with favourable adjustment
and high esteem, the opposite being the case for the individual of low
esteem. Attempts to change behaviour through manipulation of the self-
concept stem from this relationship. A more recent suggestion
however claims that setf-concept is a consêQuêncÇrrather than a cause,
of behaviour (Yates, 1980). To this date the relationship existing
between self-concept, self-evaluation and behaviour remains inconclusive
(VJells & Marwell , L9761 .
The self-concept is regarded as multidimensionaL with each person
possessing a large number of betiefs concerning çelf which vary in
importance and clarity. Thus the setf-concept cannot be described
using a single dimension. Nevertheless, many researchers have combined
these various dimensions when attempting to quantify the construct.
Coopersmith (L967) for example regards the diffefent dimensions of self
as reflecting the diversity of experience. These dimensions are labelled
self, peer, parent and school respectively¡ and comprise the Coopersmith
Self-Esteem Inventory. These dimensions are consistent with the major
socializing agencies referred to earlier.
There is a general consensus in the literature concerning the
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social nature of the self-concept. An individualrs sense of self
results largely from experience with significant others, parÈicularly
parents, siblings, relatives, peers and teachers. significant others
exert considerable influence over self-concept and while a few self-
perceptions are achieved in isolation the greater proportion by far
result from social interaCtion. The ConsequenCeS of onets o!'¡n
behaviour are reflected by the behaviour of others. In this way the
individual comes to view self from various perspectives. Élence the
expression ,,looking glass self" coined by cooley (quoted in Burns , L9l9 '
P.13), the implication being that self-concept is not altogether under
self-control. Rather, self-concept is influenced to a significant
extent by the imagined evaluations ascribed to oÈhers.
purkey (1970) raises two points emphasizing the dialectic nature
of the self-concept. on the one hand the self-concept consists of a
Iarge number of beliefsr each associated with a positive or negative
evaluation, organized into an overall system of importance' The more
important a belief concerning self, the less responsive it becomes to
change, thus ensuring stability in self-perception. on the other hand'
the self-concept is dynamic enabling adaptation in a changing environment'
The maintenance and enhancement of the perceived serf provides one of the
motives underlYing behaviour.
L.3.2 Ässessment of the seTf-concept
self-concept is not directly amenable to experimental quantification'
Assessment, varies with the aims and theoretical interpretations of the
investigator. consequently there is no generally accepted method by
which to assess self-concept and esLeem'
Assessment has followed three general lines of inquiry' Self-
report techniques derive information from each subject's personal
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statements of those aspects of self specified by the researcher.
I¡ühile such methods claim the advantage of interpretation and ease
of scoring, the resulting information is very much dependent upon
the subject's self-ah¡areness, willingness o, un"illingness to divulge
the necessary details and expressive ability. Deliberate distortion
either through responding in a socially desÍrab1e manner or through
acguiescence may also render the resultant information unreliable.
The adequacy of the self-report is further influenced by the topics
covered and the reliability and validiÈy of the testing procedure. An
alternate procedure involves the direct observation of behaviour.
Limitations imposed by experimenter bias and the possibility of behavioural
distortion serve to reduce the accuracy of this method. The final
alternative to be considered involves the administration of unstructured
test stimuli as exemplified by the Rorschach Inkblot Test and the
Thematic Apperception Test. While projective techniques such as these
prove useful in uncovering those aspects of self which a subject may
not be consciously aware of, scoring and lack of objectivity pose
problems. Additional complications arise with the determination
of reliability and validity. 
r
Despite their limitations, self-report inventories constitute the
majority of measurement techniques in use. ft has been known for
some investigators to employ tvro or more methods, in conjunction with
each other in an effort to overcome Èhe disadvantages associated with a
reliance upon a single technique. Coopersmith (L967) combined self-
reports, teacher reports and psychological tests in his elucidation of
the antecedents of self-esteem. It was subsequently discovered that
the three indices used, in this instance, were consistent in over B0
per cent of cases.
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1.3.3 Minoritg group membership and seTf-concept
Ethnic idenÈity forms an integral part of pelf-concept. The
family is associated with an ethnic background which comes to inffuence
the individuaÌ, directly or indirectly¡ by characterizing the
environment to which he is exposed. The adverse consequence of minority
group membership upon self-concept and esteem was the prevailing theme
of earlier investigations. The internalization of dominant society's
negative predisposition towards such individuals was considered
inevitable. Hence the widely held belief that minority racial,
religious, ethnic or social groups contained a greater proportion of
maladjusted individuals. By implicationr the white Anglo-saxon
majority was considered to be the reference group to which the
minority individual aspired. Feelings of inferiority also stemmed
from the disadvantages associated with minority group statusr e.9.
poverty, prejudice, discrimination etc. The findings emanating from
later studies have challenged the validity of these conclusions.
Issue is not taken with the very real possibility of psychological and
physical malaise resulting from those disadvantages outlined
immediately..above. Rather criticism is direcl-ed towards the
methodological procedures by which these results, were obtained. It
is argued that the lack of suitabte experimental control, the subject of
the next chapter, has been a contributing factor to the state of the
evidence.
Evidence Iinking racial and ethnic group membership to inferior
seLf-concepts and low self-esteem is rather tenuous. Zirkel c
Moses (1971), attempting to clarify the situation, investigated
the self-concepts of Negro, Puerto Rican and rwhiter students
enrolled in the upper grades of three Connecticut elementary
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schools. The ethnic group representing the majority varied between
each school. Intelligence, sex and socio-economic differences were
controlled for. Using the 42-item Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory
the researchers found self-concept vras significantly influenced
by ethnic group membership only. Majority-minority proportions
within each school did not significantty affect the results obtained.
Contrary to previous expectations Negro students held more favourable
self-concepts than 'white', although this failed to reach statistical
significance, while the Puerto Ricans held the least favourable
self-concepts of aII. The self-Concept of Negro primary schoolers
was not nearly as favourable in comparision Lo 'white' counterparts
in a study conducted by Gibby & Gabler (L967'). Intellectual ability'
a component of self-concept, was investigated from Èhe three perspectives
of self-perception, self-idea} and the self-imagined perception of
significant others, i.e. father, mother, teachers and friends. The
tendency to overrate intelligence characterized the responses of Negro
subjects. In contrast, their twhiter contemporaries possessed more
realistic appraisals. It is argued that the inferior social position
accorded to Negroes in American society is largely responsible for this
result. Both of these studies however suffer the same methodologicaJ-
shortcoming. The respective investigators failed to give details
concerning the ethnic composition of the so-called "white" study group.
The credibitiÈy of such research is very much dependent upon the ethnic
homogeneity or heterogeneity of this sample.
Gordon (1965), in a review of the traits reportedly associated
with the socially disadvantaged, has identified a general tendency
to consider discrepancies from white middle class norms as deficits to
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be overcome. In conclusion he argues that there is probably no typical
socially disadvantaged child, rather a diverse assortment of such
children exhibiting equally varied characteristics. Arias (L9761
explains the persistence of inconsistent data by directing criticism
towards the inadequacy of generaLizing with culture specific assessors
of the self-concept. The majority of assessment techniques are
based upon white, middle class, Anglo-American values which when used
with minority group individuals serve to confirm the pre-existing
belief of inferiority. Evidence in suPport of this claim was obtained
from her investigation of 480 Mexican-American and Anglo-American
children attending elementary school in California. The research
procedure initially involved distinguishing between those subjects
identifying with Anglo-American, traditionat Mexican or l¡oth value systetns.
All subjects were presented with two self-assessment techniques, the
Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory and the Bicultural Inventory of
Self-Concept, oriented towards the respective cultures of America
and Mexico. As was hypothesized, Coopersmithrs Inventory \das considered
inappropriate for use with Mexican cultural identifiers. The largest
discrepancy between cultural groups was obtained on those items
relating to the home, i.e.rthab area in which co¡nmon sense would lead us
to expect the greatest difference. It is interesting to note that
no significant group differences were obtained on self-concept indicators
in the school domain. Arias suggests, on the basis of this,
that subjects by this stage rrrere sufficiently acculturated to the school
environment. Additional confounding influences may result from a
poor experimental design (Zirkel, L97Ll. Studies purporting to show
that significant differences doin factexist between racial, ethnic or
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national groupings may in reality report only superficial differences.
Methodological weaknesses include the failure to equate subjects on
critical variables such as language(s) spoken, cultural backgrounds,
socio-ecomonic standing, intelligencer a9e and sex. Experimenter
variabfesr e.9., ethnicity and skin colour, may also influence research
findings as does the context and era in which Èhe study is set.
Soares & Soares (1969) present a ne$t interpretation of the
relationship between ethnic membership and self-perception. The
research design used involved a comparison of children enrolLed in
elementary school located in areas described as either "advantaged" or
"disadvantaged". The latter was characterízed by poverty and attended
mainly by Negroes and Puerto Ricans. The former however catered to
the white, niddle c1ass. The unexpected finding was that while students
of each category held positive self-perceptions, those classified as
disadvantaged evaluated self with greater favourability. The results
are interpreted in terms of reference group theory. That is' the
salient reference group for such children are other "disadvantaged"
children. This finding contests the view attributing impaired
self-concept and low self-esteem to minority group membership.
ofcourse, there are other interpretations of this result which
emphasize the adverse consequences of racial and/or ethnic group
membershipr e.9.t d response set of extremity (Long, cited by Zirkel,
f97I) and defensive responding (Greenbergr cited by Zirkel, L97I),
hence the elevation of Negro and Puerto Rican group results.
Recent British investigations have similarly failed to detect
signÍficant self-concept differences between the children of host and
immigrant groupsr e.9.rLouden, L978; Verma & Bagley, cited by Burn'
1979. It has been argued and confirmed by research (see Coopersmith,
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t967 ¡ Rosenberg , Lg65) that interpersonal relationships and the
immediate environment.i.e.rthe ethclass¡ significantly influence
self-esteem. Broad social divisions within society are no longer
considered as important. The social area defined by the intersection
of ethnic group and socio-economic boundaries define more accurately
the Iocation of oners membership and reference grouPs than either
variable alone. In a society composed of numerous groups, membership
and reference groups need not necessarily coincide. trsscntially the
distinction lies between the former representing "a group in which
the individual has physical membership" and the latter "a group with
which the individual feels identifiedr the nor¡ns of which he sbares
and the objectives of which he accepts" (Hartley & Hartley ' L952' 
p.480) .
Of the two, the reference group exerts greater power over behaviour.
Valláe (cited by Taylor et aI. , Lg73) has suggested that ethnic group
solidarity and coherence are greater where social and geographical
boundaries coincide. Furthermore, recent evidence indicates that
minority groups characterized by solidarity are better able to secure
higher levels of esteem for their members (Lefley, cited by Burn, L979, .
In other words, $rhere reference and membership groups coincide there
is greater likelihood of high self-esteen. However, when the nsrms of
equatly important reference groups conflict' a situation which may
arise through assimilation of dominant group values in the absence of
ethnic alienation, i.e., the state referred to as integration, the
individual may experience conflict which may in turn reflect negatively
upon self-esteem.
The significance of a mul-ti-ethnic nation upon self-concept is
expressed by Harris (1980) with the concept of psychosocial identity'
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with this perspective. identity is as much a result of the social
categories one belongs to as it is of socialization. An individual
may find himself interacÈing within a number of cultures each reflecting
different and someLimes conflicting images. Reflections of self
gained from the perspectives of home, school and peers integrate to
form a unified self-concept. In this way most individuals are able
to identify themselves as a specific human being with a given name
and a relatively stable set of personal characteristics. Identity
is thus best understood as a multidimensional, selective process.
This interpretation is consonant with the multidimensional model
of ethnic identity previously outlined. Integration of these various
selves is dependent upon the social system of which one partakes.
Dinkmeyer (1965) postulates that lvhen the expectations of the principal
agents of socialization coincide, socialization proceeds unhinderecì and
biographical consistency is maintained. However, when values and
standards vary between sociaLizLng agents, socialization proceeds with
less certainty. For participants of more than one socio-cuLtural
world, an integrated self-concept becomes increasingly difficult to
achieve (Shibutani, I96f). The "Iooking glass" in this instance is
refracting self Ínto a number of diverse components. When these
differences become too great the individual may suffer from the
conflict engendered between two or more alternatives which cannot
be accommodated. Hess (1970) introduces the term "congruence" to
describe the compatability of values and institutions between various
socio-ecomonic strata. This concept may be generalized to inclucle
ethclass differences.
Identification with an ethnic or racial group occurs early in
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the life of an individual (Hartley et aI.' 1948). In a study of the
development of ethnic identificaÈion amongst second generation Latvians
in Australia, eutninè (198I) found evidence suggesting its presence by
at leasÈ eight years of age. Racia! awareness has been documented
as arising considerably earlier (CIark & Clark t L947; Proshansky c
Newton, L973't . Societies which make little or no conoessions for
alternative cultures introduced during primary socialization within
minority groups run the risk of adversely affecting the development
and evaluation of self-concept (Harris' 1980).
Language and culture interact to influence self-concept
(Sotomayor' L9771 and personality (ChristoPhersent L973). An
investigation of Anglo-American and Franco-American male and female
high school students by Giles, Taylor, Lambert & Albert (L9761 labelled
both factors as axiomatic in the formation of ethnic identity. The
evidence indicates that the mother tongue is intimately associated
with sel-f. Through language, culture is passed on to the
young child. Language functions not only as a mode of expression but
as a means of structuring and interpreting the environment. The
devaluation and lack of regard shown to migrant languages and cultures '
particularly in the pastr flâY result in feelings of inferiority and
doubt (Smolicz, 197I) culminating in negative self-appraisal (Harris,
1980; Sotomayor I L9771. tvloreover, with the operation of such
influences the child of immigrant descent may come to consÍder the
parental language only as an oral means of communication' thereby
relegating it to an inferior position. smolicz (r97I' P.5) has
reserved the term "kitChen language" for situations such as these.
This feeling may generalize to a consideration of those who speak
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the language as second rate individuals (Christian' L9761. These
reasons constitute the main criticism levelled at the advocates of
complete re-ethnification (i.e., otherwise referred to as assímilation
in the traditional terminologY).
Smyrnios (1978) working in Australia stresses Èhe significant
influence of culture, the other major component of se1f, in the
development, evaluation and Èreatment of psychological problems
afflicing children of migrant background. Host society behaviour
towards ethnic minorities according bo preconcei't¡ed ideas is considered
by him as one of the antecedents of maladjustment. Ethnic stereotyping
as such may leave these children with a poor sense of personal identity.
Moreover, it may be responsible for their cultural alienation' both
Australian and ethnic. Many of the difficulties encountered in
childhood may continue to be effective throughout adolescence, the
optímal stage according to Erikson (1963) for developing a stable
sense of personal identity.
I.3.4 Adol-escence and xhe seff-concept
our interests centre upon the developing individual, hence the
relevance of adolescence. this has been described as a period of
transition between childhood and adulthood (Coleman' 1961) beginning
somewhere about the twelfth year of life and terminating by the time the
individual has reached twenty (Connell et al. I L975r. Although the
ages defining these boundaries vary between individuals' at some time
within this period physiological changes take place to which western
culture has attached special significance. Cultural anthropologists
have shown that this betwixt and between period has no parallel in
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'primitive' societies where changes from one status to another are
clearly delineated with the performance of ritual (Turner , L9741.
There is a general association in the literature between
adolescence as experienced in western society, personal and interpersonal
conflict, emotionality and rebellion (Mussen, Conger & Kagan, 1963).
The social- context is considered responsible for much of this
turmoil.
The socialization begun within the family is insufficient preparation
for effective functioning in developed nations. Social and technological
change have rendered parental skills and values less immediately
relevant. Parents consequently attempt to socialize their children
with values which were relevent to a somewhat outdated era. Generational
differences are accentuated with technological progress (Keniston, L962) .
Furthermore, the highly specialized nature of modern western society
has eroded the familyrs importance in training the child for his future
role in society (Coleman, 1961; Eisenstadt, L9621. During adolescence
non-kin organizations such as peer groups and the education system
become major sources of influence over the developing individual.
Adolescents tend to form disÈinct group structures and follow alternate
value systems.
The adolescent is denied fuII membership status in adult society.
As a consequence the peer group becomes increasingly salient. A peer, as
defined by Dunphy (L969, p.16) is "a person whom one meets on terms of
approximate equality, a companion of roughly equivalent status." The
significance of age-mates is enhanced through concentration in school
five days a week and up to six hours per day. Consequently peer
group influence over attitude and behaviours ís particuJ-arly strong
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during adolescence.
According to Eisenstadt (L962) peer groups prevail in modern
industrial society where fuII adult status regarding occupational,
political and recreational activities for example, is less dependent
upon family influence. rn this sêhsêr peers are instrumental in
effecting the transition to adulthood. Such groups have even greater
significance for those adolescents of immigrant origin where migration
has rendered the socialization achieved in a distant society inappropriate
for the nevr environment. It is suggesÈed in the literature that adolescence
is the ideal period for the consolidation of the different aspects of
self resulting from secondary socialization and for the establishment
of positive self-regard.
Coopersmith (L967), in an investigation of pre-adolescents, i.e.,
individuals between the ages of ten and twelve, outlines three conditions
essential to the formation of positive self-esteem. Parental concern
for and interest in their children, Èhe establishment of explicit
standards of behaviour and non-punitive treatment were the major factors
responsible for high self-esteem. Lower levels of esteem were
consistently associated with parental disinterest and the absence of
well defined rules and values governing conduct. It was therefore
concluded that a well-structured, demanding, environment is conducive to
high esteem.
A subsample of the American adolescent population h¡as judged by
Engel (f959) as possessing relatively stable sel-f-concepts over a two year
study period despite the turbulence associated with the developmental
transition. Greater stability however was characteristic of those
with posiLive self-concepts. Instability and maladjustment were
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associated with negative self-evaluations.
The relationship between biculturalism, self-concept and
adjustment however, remains a matter of speculation. It has been
argued that adolescents of immigrant origin face "double jeopardy"
in the achievement and maintenance of favourable self-concepts (Connell
et aJ., Lg75, p.240). Circumstance as such dictates the individual
contend with his adolescence in addition to a distinct ethnic and
cultural heritage. The culture prevalent at home is at variance with
both the education system, described elsewhere as I'Anglo-conformist"
(smolicz , Lg7g, p.84), and host society peers. cultural ambivalence is
therefore anticipated in those areas where the tenets associated with
these major sources of social influence conflict. ConneII et 91' , (L975)
outlines several important differences between Australian and immigrant
youth, Greek included. Group differences !,rere particularly evident
in the areas of family and peer relalionships. Family ties were
stronger in the immigrant household as was parental, or rather paternal'
authority. Migrant teenagers tended to interact only with those of
similar background and boy-girl relationships were severely curtailed.
The low incidence of reported disagreement with parental figures over
issues of relevance to the adolescentr e.9.' personal appearance'
friends, was attributed to the stricter control exercised by immigrant
parents. Of the groups investigated, Southern Italian respondents
followed by Greek and Asian were concl-uded to experience the least
saÈisfactory parental relationship. This general pattern was reflected
in the various indices of self-concept. That is, an unsatisfactory
relationship with one's parents Ì^ras associated with inferior self-concept
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scores for certain groups of migrant adolescents, Italians in particular'
These results \^/ere interpreted to signify Èhe presence of culture
conflict. several important sex differences were also discovered in
the data. Such differences, while less freguent amongst the immigrant
sample, generally conformed to the Australian pattern. Females tended
to evaluate self less favourably than males. A noteworthy discovery
was that females in the immigrant sample were responsible for a larger
proportion of the sex difference than were females in the Anglo-Australian
group. This was especially true of those items concerning parents. on
the basis of the evidence, it was concluded that adolescence was a
difficult transition for immigrant youth despite the fact that the
overall effect accorded to migrancy and sex role differentiation was rarely
very large. Internal variation within the entire migrant sample was
considered responsible for this result. The proposition is therefore
forwarded that the combination of several ethnicities is an unsatisfactory
procedure in the elucidation of culture conflict and maladjustment.
Matteson lLg74), using the coopersmith self-Ilsteem Inventory
found an association between family conmunication problems and low
adolescent esteem. similarly, parent-adolescent conflict coincided
with low self-esteem amongst a sample of Australian university students
(vùatkins, Lg76). Though not directly appticable to ethnic subsamples,
the results nevertheless índicate a problem area facing host and
immigrant populations alike. As yet, the issue of whether conflict
occurs with greater frequency within the migrant 'household remains
unresolved. It is argued here that resolution rests with the discovery
made by vJhitlock (r97I) of a major methodological weakness afflicting
cross-cultural research. Using the incidence of suicide as an illustration'
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itisreporte(]i.ntheliteraturethathígherratesofoccuranceafflict
some immigrant sectors of the population when comparison is made 
to
thehostsocietynorm.Consequent}y,migratÍonandpsychoJ-ogical
disturbance have been linked. This interpretation requires
reformulationwhenreferenceismadetotheratePrevalenEinthe
country of origin. lrrith the exception of English speaking 
migrants'
the incidence of suicide was found to approximate the home based 
rate'
Methods for committing suicide also followed suit, indicating 
the
significanceofculturalinfluence.Inasimilarmannercultural
conflict has been associated with mígration, especially the second 
immigrant
generation. Hov¡ever, few if any attempts have been made to verify
this relationship wiLh the situation as it exists abroad'
L.4 )\clj ustment of second generation inniclrant adol-esccnts
,JJhroughout a Iifetime an individual encounters lìumcrous ¡llcnl-s
of socialization, the guiding principles of which may not necessarily
correspond.Asit.uationsuchasthismayarisewithinonesoclo-
cultural systemr €.9.r peer group norms may contradict 
parental'
expectatj.ons,buttheliteratureindicatesgreaterconflictpotential













worlds." fn the cont.ext of migration, the marginal situation is bhat
social area bordering two socio-cultural groups and the rnargipal
man, interpreted in Lhe classic sense, is one who experiences this
situation as a personal Problem.
Stonequist. (I937) identified three stages in the life-cycle of
the marginal man. Initially the individual has no ah/areness of the
inconsistency surrounding his or her racial or ethnic group membership.
It is cìuring the second stage however, the crisis stage, when the
individual becomes consciously aware of the identity conflict resulting
from membership within two groups. At this stage, marginal personality
traits such as identity confusion, inferiority, personal instability
and extreme race consciousness, emerge. During the final third
stage bhe inclividual reacts to this situation and for some ' acljust-ment
may involve assj.milation into the dominant social group, rvhile for others
identification occurs with the subordinate ethnic or racial group.
Still others may fluctuate from one group to another.
The tragic plight of the marginal man dominated American
migration research prior to and for some time after the second world war.
Frequent reference was made to Ehe "impact of two or more cultures"
(Levy, 1933 , p.42) and the "social schizophrenia" (Bernard, L942)
resulting from living on the "margin of two cuftural worlds" (l(oenig,
1952; p.511). Related to this area is bhe early work on bilingualism
and its consequences, positive or otherr"/ise, upon individual adjustment.
l'ihile the evidence favoured bhe latter a]-ternative the effect of the
social situation could not be discounted. Soffietti (I955) in fact
the bilingual's
who attributed





Corroboration was given by SpoerI (L9461
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the emotional maladjustmenÈ found amongst a sample of bíIingual
coJ-lege students to conflicting cultural loyalties. As a group
the bilinguals were characterized by a problematic home Iife, incompl-ete
idenÈificatlon with America and a rejection of the parentaL cul-ture.
The influence of social circumstance, i.e. bicultural-ism, was also
acknowledged in the work of Bossard (1945) '
Inac]assicstudychild(r943)identifiedthreedistinct
reactions to conflicting cultural expectations occuring within a
group of second generation Italian males resident in America.
Individuals could pledge al-Iegiance to one ethnic aroup, as did those
classified as "rebel-S" or "ingroupers". The cultural dilemma was
solved by the former with the wholesaÌe acceptance of American culture
and a consequent severing of affil-iations with the It.¡Ij-.¡n etlinic aroup-
This strategy results in much intrafamil-ial conflict. Alternatively the
in-group response involved complete identification with aÌl- things Italian.
As a general- rule ì-n-groupers experienced unfavourable relationsirips
with non-Ital-ians. The remaining strategy, labelled "apathetic",
was characterized by an avoiclance of the conflict associated with a
consistent nationality label. The individual oscill-abecl bet"veen
Itafian and American ethnicities. At times the so-called apathctic
type escaped the conflict of cultures either by rernoving himself
physicallyfromrorrepressinghisawarenessof'thesituation'on
other occasions there was partial affiliation with both cultural
groups. Each mode is considered to represenL a possible solution to
the question of identity, Italian or American? Ramirez (1969)
confirmed the existence of rel¡el and in-grout> reactions with Mcxican-
American adolescents. This typology was afso extendecl to accommodate
E
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the al-ienated, i.e. those estranged from both ethnic and dominant
culture, by Fong (f968). In contrast to Child (1943) however, he
evaluated the capacity to live in two cultura} worlds favourably, as
the most rewarding solution of all.
Marginality, induced by the conflict of cultural values, dominated
Australian migration studies. Nowhere \¡¡as this conflict as severe as
that occuring within the family. Immigrant parents were considered
to derive much of their standards and behaviours from the home country
while bhe children, due to greater exposure through school, media and
Anglo-AustraLian peers, become increasingly familiar with Australian
culture, hence parent-child conflict. Using a revised version cf the
Day at Home Questionnaire, Aciler (1966) compared parentaJ- activity
within Australian and British immigrant homes. The dominant role
ascribed to the female in the AustraLian family regarding decision
making and implenentation was a clear contrast to her less powt:rf.ul
immigrant counterpart. Such differences were reduced with increasing
length of residence in Australia. Similarly, parental disagreement,
occuring with greater frequency amongst new arrival-s, diminished
with time. According to Jupp (l-966) a different situation existed fc¡r
Greek and Italian imrnigrants who were more li-kely to retain the traditions
of the respective home countries.
In a non-Australian context, Danziger (L91L) ir-rquircd into the
family relationships of host and ftali.an immigrant male adolescents
in Toronto. The latter were subdivided using an index of accuLturation
based upon parental acquisition of English. Those scoring low on this
index generally resisted their son's attempts toward autonomy thereby









In contrast, parents with higher scores generally adhered to the
Canadj.an pattern of authority distribution in which the son is
granted greater independence. A certain fundamental difference
however distinguished between the cultural groups. EducaEional
advancement was an individual prerogaÈive amongst host group adolescents
but was pursued for famil-y honour by ltalians. Thus Italian customs
remained operative in some areas despite the degree of acculturation'
Differentiaf assimilation of immigrant family members has been
identified as a major source of tension amongst the second generation
(Friend & sharpe, Lg73i Kern, L966; Zubrzyckí, L964). with reference
to Italian immigrants in Brisbane, Vasta (1975) concludes that parental-
assimilation bears directly upon the personal and social adiustment
of the children. using the Tennessee self-concept scafe, vasta
identified a tendency for improved adjustment with greatcr parental
assimilation. Unassimilated parents on the other hand ran the risl<
of alienating their children through insistence upon the excl-usive
use of Italian within the home and adherence to authoritarian chilcl
rearing methods. A somewhat similar situation was uncovered by
sal-agaras et al. , (Lg'|2, Lg'| 4) regarding the assimilation of Greek immigrants
in Adelaide. Children were generally more assimilated than parents'
husbands more than wives and boys more than girls. The researchers
,levised a method for quant,ifying culture based tension using the
discrepancy between parent-chiId responses to a series of multiple
choice type questions. t^iithin a sample composeri of 17 males and
25 females, boy-girl relationships, nationality of friends and ethnic
group identification were associated v¡ith the highest tension Levels-







females, to parental demands despite Èheir own reluctance to contorm'
The overall incidence of tension remained low, a situation which the
authors felt resulted from an unwillingness on behalf of subjects to
disclose such personal information. The findings outlined immediately
above should be interpreted with caution due to the complece absence
of control grouP data.
Unwillingness to attend ethnic school and communication difficulties
within the immigrant househol-d provide other potential sources of
conflict with parental authority. As progress is made through the
Austral-ian school grades, familiarity with English surpasses that of tt¡e
immigrant language. communication between the generations is reduced
and misunderstandings prevail. This problem is particularly
significant during adoj-escence and is exacerbated by divergent cultural-
ideals. In¡erviews conducted with 14 year old Australian-Greek femafes
revealed hostility towards parents which was expressed in antisocia-l
behaviour and truancy. such behaviour was attrrbuted to the fact that
irnmigrant children lack knowledge of the fundamental values of the
parental cufture (Koutsounadis, LgTg). Additional conflict may arise
over the discrepancy inherent between immigrant and host value systems '
ê.g., the preservation of honour within the Greek family is paramount
and therefore takes precedence over individual needs (LIaIl & Styì-ia¡ou,
1980;Isaacs,Lg74).Ithasalsobeenobservedthatbraitssuchas
individual achievement, autonomy and independence, while valued by Anglo-
Australians, were not encouraged by Greek immigrants (Marjoribanks'
1980). A general outline of the roLes and expectations required
of the Greek female is given in Figure 1.3. A popular discussion


























































































significant developments at 4 different points in the





















































































appears in Cleo, October, 1980, PP'42-46' 491'
The evidence presented thus far has indicated the inevitabilj'ty
of mental conflict for the individual of the second immigrant
generation. The reasoning is based upon the incompatability of
two distinct socio-cultural systems represented by the traditionally
oriented immigrant on the one hand and t,he assi¡nilated youngster on
the other. Furthermore, it has been stated and affirmed by research
that. such a situation has serious repurcussions upon adjustment' A
confused sense of personal identityri.e., the idea of wno one is
(Derbyshire, f968; Greco, vasta & smith, L977; Gobbo, L975) ' restlessness
(young, Lg2g), personality disturbance (Radziowsky, 1963), rejection of
immigrant parental figures (Buckland, 1971), rebelLion and juvenile
delinquency (Radziowsky, 1963; Zubtzyckí, 1964), low academic achievement
(Taylor , Lg78; I'liseman, 197I), mental health problems (Giggs, L977), are
just a few of the problems which have been associated with the dual
cultural experience.
Evidence emerging from later and better designed research
projects challenged the culture conflict idea. Aellen & Lambert
(1969), using a multitude of instruments examining attitude, personality
and ethnic identification (the semantic differential technique being
included in the design) failed to find evidence of personality
disturbance, social alienation and anxiety amongst a group of
adolescent males of mixed English and French descent in Ca¡rada' All
subjecÈs were able Èo integrate both nationalj-ties into a unified
ethnic identity, acquired the respective cultural values and expressed
rel-atively unbiased attitudes towards the members of each group.
Critics of this study have argued that because respondents contacted
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by Hills (f973) involving a comparison of British, Dutch, German,
ftalian and Greek adolescents with Anglo-Australian counterparts.
Regarding issues of general social concern, the Anglo-Australian
cultural- group was identified as experiencing the greatest corrflict
with parental authority. Hourever, in matters holding greater
relevance to teenagers, e.9., driving a car, drinking alcohol, all
adolescents regardless of cultural background generally dísagreed with
parental opinion. Consequently much of the tension discovered was
attributed to the discontinuiLy between the generations rather than to
conflicting cultural norms. lf anything, it was concl-uded that Anglo-
Australian adolescents confl-ict with parents to a greater extent Ehan
did those of the other cultural- groups.
The present state of the literature can best be sLlnunarized by
recognizing hhat the evidence linking cultural conflict, ethnic
al-ienation and adolescents of the second immigrant generation is
highJ-y tenuous. There are many and varied reasons for the inconsist.encies
present in the data. Some of these rnay be attributed to the social
environment encountered upon migration, the particular culture (s) in
question, the social position accorded within the receiving community,
the formation of ethnic enclaves and the effecti.veness of sociali.zation
therein, individual predisposition and research methodoJ-ogy used. ft
is proposed here that the procedure by which cultural conflict is
identified and subsequently examined constitutes the basic weakness
of previous investigations. It is this problem to which the




Data generated by the combined efforts of psychologists,
sociotogists, and other social scientists researching the consequences
of international migration upon personal adjustment have been
inconclusive. Earlier evidence has indicated that when subcultural
values were at variance with the prevailing culture' personal and
social maladjustment were unavoidable. It was generally assumed that
such disorders intensified during adolescence, that marginal period
following childhood yeÈ preceding the attainment of full adult status.
Later research however, has since questioned the valiciity of these
generalizations .
, The association between biculturalism and mal-adjustment may have
resultecl, in part, from a confusion with terminology. The term
cuLture conffict has acquired many connotations in the l-iterature
dependent upon the meaning intended by previous research workers. For
this reason Johnston (1968) found it essential ùo distinguish between
cuLtute tension, the experience of interpersonal conflict, and cuftute
confl-ict referring to the intrapersonal. The former is considered
typical to aII immigrants, the second generation in particular' and
occurs between the individual and others. It does not necessarily
follow that cultural tension will develop into the mental strain
believed to afflict the marginal individual. Any future reference
made to such terms will be in accordance with that outlined here.
From the inception of the concept the marginal situation has been
synonymous with the marginal type of personality. Characteristic
traits inclu<le feelings of insecurity, ambivalence, self-consciousness
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and chronic nervous strain. The necessity of distinguishing 
between the
marginal siXuation and the marginal personaTity vlas pointed out
by Kerckhoff and McCormick as early as the mid-fifties- The
marginal individual who shares the experience of two or more socio-
cultural worlds from birth with those others of similar biography is
in fact a participating member of a culture., albeit marginal, with
norms and behavioural expectations equivalent to those provided by a
unitary culture. The individual in this case wiII not therefore
experience the marginal situation in which he is "driven close to or
beyond the boundaries of that order that determines his routine'
everyday existencer" (Berger , L967, P.321. In this way an individual
may occupy an ambiguous ethnic status yet show no sign of marginal
personality traits (Gotdberg, L94Lr. An investigation by Green (L9471
found that while a majority of Potish-Americans were able to cope with
the marginal situation induced through migration, the Greek-American
sample on the other hand was at higher risk to marginal personality
symptoms. Significant cultural discrepancÍes' the attraction held
by the host society and the restricted participation accorded to
ethnic minorites were among the causal factors identified. Similarly,
Australian studiesr e.9., Johnston (1965b) have indicated that
marginal personalities result under those circumstances in which the
immigrant wishing to integrate is denied the opportunity for doing so.
Iatorking in a related field, Lambert (L977 ) has found cause to
differentiate between two subtypes of bilingualism labelled
accordingly as subtractive and additive. For our purposes this typology
may be extended to include biculturalism and by doing so illustrate
the fundamental distinction between the unidimensional and multi-dimensional
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models of immigrant adjustment. Thus subttactive bicultutalism-
bi1ingualjs¡n'would describe that individual who replaces the original
Ianguage and cultural identity with another. Such was the underlying
assumption of the traditional unidimensional conceptualization.
Such a model does not accommodate for additive bicuLturalisn-bilingualism
in which a newly acquired language and culture supplement a pre-
existing system. The bicultural individuat of this latter type is
described as integrated by the multi-dinensional model. Bhatnager
(1980) has introduced a further retractive type, describing the
individual who wishes to reject the cultural knowledge of the host
society but refrains from doing so due to its dominant social position.
Individuafs at great risk to the personal trauma associated $¿ith
cultural marginality are those with insufficient knowledge of either
immigrant or host society culture (Kovacs & Cropley | 1975i Sewardr
1958). Bostock (1977) has suggested that an alternate ethnic
identity is best achieved, not when the original ethnicity is
eliminated through assimilation, but wl¡en that ethnicity is securely
maintained. The work of Derbyshire (1968, L969) using Mexican-
American adolescents resident in Los Angeles lends support to this
argument. The adjustment of individuals acceptant of their Mexican
cultural heritage surpassed those who denied their ancestry. The
multi-dimensional- view of immigrant adjustment is weIl grounded in
light of these findings.
The major purpose of the proposed research is to further the
understanding of immigrant biculturalism. To this end issue is
taken with the investigative procedures by which past information
was obtained. The initial dilemma confronting the research worker
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involved quantification of the phenomenon known as'culture conflict.
The identification of such conflict has proven to be somewhat
problematiC, and itS measurement even more so. A commonly used
technÍque involved the administration of identical scales to
immigrant parents and their chilcl (ren) and ascribing any discrepancy
between the two sets of results, irrespective of direction, to the
conflict of cultures. Use of this method $¡as exemplified by Hills (1973)
with a selection of second generation adolescents representing six
ethnic groups in Australia. It will be recalled that while no
evidence in support of cultural conflict was uncovered, tension was
apparent between the generations of all national-ities, Anglo-Australian
included. It is suggested here that this approach $¡as limited with
the broad ethtlic cross-section involved. Culture was previously
defined in this text as a system of norms and values essential to
the regulation of Iife amongst other individuals which is unigue
(italics added) to each societal group. Consequently it is maintained
that assessment of any tension and conflict ensuing from diverse
value systems is best approached with the use of culturally relevant
instruments. Referring once again to the aforenamed study' a
standard series of scales were administered to the various ethnic
groups examined. If indeed cultural conflict were present' the general
nature of the measuring instruments precluded its ídentification.
The proposition is therefore for\^/arded that while generatiånal conflict
was assessed, cultural factors were not appropriately accounted for.
Moreover, culture dictates the expected behaviour of males and females.
Southern Europeans in particular come to mind where the distinction
between the sexes is constantly emphasized. The limited attention
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given to the sex role differences constitutes another shortcoming
of this study.
Other research designs lack the provision of a host society
comparison group; e.9., Buckland, L97L¡ Salagaras et al., L972, 19'14.
While cultural tension and conflict were examined by a series oÈ
questions specifically oriented towards Greek cultural values no
comparative data were obtained. This work does however provide
valuable insight into ethnic community Iife which may assist in the
formulation of hypotheses for further research.
The same methodological weakness, i.e., absence of an equally
matched control group, has disadvantaged Vasta's (1975) research of
second generation Italian adolescents. A furLher problem lies with
the reference made to the normative data accompanying the Tennessee
scale of self-concept. Since the norms were based upon the American
experience it is suggested that they were incorrectly generalized to
an Italo-Australian sample.
The research design most commonly employed in the examination
of immigrant biculturalism involved a comparison of dominant host and
minority ethnic samples selected as far as vras possible according to
criteria defined by the investigator (s). Research $ras constrained by
the unsubstantiated belief, reinforced by the unidimensional model,
that biculturalism necessarily implied two discrepent ways of
life which were incompatible. The bicultural individual was ,condemned
to a life of eternal conflict unt.il one cuÌtural system was
discarded. Pressure was always in the direction of the dominant
social group and entaifed losing all traces of 'foreigness' . While
the evidence \ivas convincing it haÈ only recently been pointed out that
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little consideration was ever glven to Èhe eltuatlon as it existed
in the land of the imrigranÈtg forefathers. Indeedr â Bom€what different
interpretation may be achieved fro,¡il thls peropectíve aB was illustrated
by Whitlock (197f) who found the culture of certafn groups of non-
English speaking mlgrants to Auetr¡Ila a maJor determlnant of the suicide
rate. In conÈrast, English-rpeakfng lnmlgrants tended to approximate
the Anglo-Australian norn. The regults ylere explalned on the basis
that knowledge of Englfeh le a facl.lltator of aesimllatlon in all
aspects of life, sulclde lncluded. Stated differently, the language
barrier helpe to preserve the lmnfgrantre pre-existing cultural pattern.
A greater awareneas of cultural dlecrepâncles may tentatively be
suggested anonget the Àuatralian pEogeny of inunÍgrants with limÍted
English skilI. f{hether thle awareneas wl1l develop into the cultural
strain of the kínd referred to here cannot be dlscerned without
reference Èo the family patÈerns prevalent in the country of origin.
To the author's knowledge thla hag not been attenrpted.
The addítion of a home country control group would facílitate
the identification of any cultural variation introduced through
post-migratory lnfluencee. Many wrttere have referred to the
isolation of the imnlgrant cotmunity effected through time and distance,
ê.9. r Kovacs Ê Cropley rL975, vasta, L975. Behaviourg and customs
which have long disappeared fro¡n the homeland have often been observed
amongst Greek fanflles 1n Auatralla. The dowry or payment which is
supplled by a woman to the man she wedE, according to cox (1925) , for
example, is on the verge of disappearance in urban Greece but is not
an uncomnþn practice in Australla today. Koutsounadis lLg7g) has
reasoned that very often Greek parents are unaware that cultural values
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are changing in the country of. orlgin. Parentg may therefore be
relating to a eociety which is both tem¡nrally and geographically
remote from theÍr current exlgtence. A sfmflar gÍtuation apPlies
to Italían nigrante (Braccltorsl', 1980, '
An alternâtlve lnterpretatlon 1g offered by Kunz (L968) according
to whom past ll,terature has underestlmated the changeability of the
original ímmlgrant generatlon. fu|ult imtlgrantE were generally
assumed to be congtralned by tradltlon¡ lncapable of adaptation.
Kunz takes the counter¡rcgitlon that lnmigrants do in fact make
satisfactory adjustments as a result of secondary socialization of
host society values. Thus ethnlc mlnoritlee may evolve a life style
unique to both home and hoet socletlee. The imnrlgrant culture is not
necessarily an exact repllca of Èhe pre-mlgratlon era. As the inmigrant
adjusts to a nevt soclety, some tradltlone of the past $teaken and may
eventually disappear.while new Èraditions efnerge. For example, it
has been observed in Augtralia that blrthdays supplement' and for a
sizable number even replace, tradltlonal Greek celebrations associated
with the pergonre patron Balnt. Meanwhile soclal and technological
developmentg en6ure that change 1g alEo effectlve in the home country.
Using the above illuEtratlonr blrthday celebraÈions in Greece have
become popular¡though only anongst the young. Bearlng this in mínd
immigrant chåracterfstice do not always corresPond to those found in
the country of origin. InvestlgatlonE concerníng immigrants ideally
should be followed wlth a simllar study of their conpatriots abroad.
. One of the very few otudieE to acknowledge regíonal differences
exlsting wlthln a unitary aulÈure was conducted by Bottonley (1979).
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In this case an investigatlon of gecond generation Greek adults in
Australia uras preceded with several fleld trips to Greece. Through
observational procedureg and a serfee of dlscueslons with Greeks in
creece, Canada and Australla, ln additlon to information revealed by
documented sources' Botto¡nley fornulated a detafled model of Greek
culture by which Èo lnterpret her data. Furthernpre, an attenpt
was made to isolate the factors fnfluenclng the retention, modification
or loss of core cultural attrfbuteg after migration.
A discusslon of immfgrant welfare needg waB presented by Walters
et al., (L977 ) in llght of pre- and poet-nigratory factors. Regarding
Greek immigrantE in Augtralla lt was concluded that Greek culture generally
resembled that of Èhe pre-mlgratlon era though several changes were
evident. One of the nost sfgnlflcant developments eonsequent u¡ron
migration was the role change experlenced by adult females. In
contrast to traditional expectatlons, Greek female immigrants were
required to supplement the famlly lncome 1n order to relíeve the
financial difficulty resultíng frorn nigratlon.
Despíte such efforta made towards lncreaeíng our understanding
of mígratíon the author could only locate one study in whích the
actual collecÈion of data epanned two contlnenÈs. Such was the
work of Putnl¡å (f981) who investigated the ethnlc identífication of,
Eecond generation Latvians in Augtralia and North America. It vras
noÈ possíble however to galn accees to Latvian counterparts in Latvia.
Provisíon for a home country control group ís a novel ídea in
the bicultural field of reeearch. By deflnition biculturalism involves
two cultural orientations whlch deserve egual representation in the
plans of the study. Thle revlew has serverl to illustrate the
lnaccuracy of generallzatlons regardlng immlgrant youth produced in
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the absence of effective control. To date, comparative data exist
only between immigrant youth and hoeÈ society counterparts. The
situation abroad remains unclear. It is therefore proposed to
approach the empirical collectíon of data from these three perspectives.
Accordingly the adjustment of a representative group of bicultural
adolescents is examÍned ín light of evidence yielded by respective
monocultural samples.
2.L Research objectives
The review of prevÍous reEearch fíndings has indÍcated a
necessíty for systenatic research into the relationship between
immigrant biculturalism, emo tional disturbance and the ensuing
consequences upon self-eeteem. The major objective of this survey
is therefore to investigate the personar and socíal adjustment of a
group of Australian born Greek imnigrant adolescents. The evidence
thus produced will be evaluated againgt two poínts of comparison,
i.e., Anglo-Australían monocultural adolescents and Greek monocultural
adolescentg. The bícurtural group data wilt also be considered in
relation to paternal assimilation of host society values.
Ethnic group identÍficatíon and its relationship to adjustrnent
constituteg the second research objectíve.
2.2 Research hgpotheses
Due to the exploratory nature of this work the research hypotheses
are non-directional. The survey is concerned with the following questions.
2.2.L CulturaT conflict
i. There will be a aignificant difference between cultural




A sígnificant difference vrill dístínguísh those bicultural
subjects $those fathere' indicate low host society assimilation
from those whose fathersr indicate greater assimilation.
Males and females will experience dÍfferentÍaI amounts of
tension.
2.2.2 Self-esteem
i. There will be a EignÍfícant dÍfference between cultural
groups in the level of self-esteem indicated.
ii. Level of self-esteem will dífferentíate bicultural subjects
in 1ow and high assímílatíon groups.
iii, Self-esteem wíll also vary between the sexes-
2.2.3 Ethnic Ídentificatíon
Ethnic identíficatÍon is an inportant consideration in the





The present study examíned the relatíonship between biculturalism
and personal adjustment. Greek-Àustralían adolescents, i.e., the
Australian-born generatíon of Greek ímmígrant parents¡ $rêrê compared
on a series of psychometríc índices þrith Greek and Anglo-Australian
counterparts. Thus, unlike much of the previous work in this area,
this study includes monocultural representatives of each culÈure.
Difficulties encountered with the cross-cul-tural collection
of data are well documented Ín the literature (Ervin û Bower, L952i
Hudson, Barakat & La Forge, 1959; Radvanyi, L947r. Methodological
considerationsr e.9., cultural and Iinguistic differences, sampling
procedure, equivalence of test material¡ motivation and attitude
towards the task, acquire greater significance under these circumstances.
It was therefore felt advisable to test the effícacy of the selected
rating insÈruments. A pilot study was conducted towards this end
using a subsample of the Anglo-Australian and Greek-Australian
population of Adelaide. The indÍces of adjustment, judged to be
appropriate for use with this subject sample, are outlined first.
The pilot study is followed with an account of the major investigation.
3.1 Psgchomettic instruments
The indices of personal adjustment, in order of presentation,
hrere as follows:
3.1.1 Coopetsnith SeTf-Esteem Inventorg
The full length format of the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory
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(csnl) was administered to all eubjects as an índícator of attitude
toward self (Coopersníth, L967, pp.265-6). The gcale consists of
58 short, descríptive, sÈatenente whfch can be grouped into the
following five subscaleg, (l) peer (tf, gchool (fíl) parent
(iv) self (v) lle. SubJecte were requlred to respond to each
statement by checkfng one of two colunns, nLlke Me" or "Unlike Me",
indicating the BEST descrlptlon of self appllcable MOST OF THE TIME.
Atl subjects completed Èhe scale wlthln Èen nlnutee.
Advantages of the Ecale¡ accordlng to Cooperemithr lie in its
potential for assessing distlnot areas of eeteem and fn íts applicability
to a wide age span. The Scale fs also regarded by its author as
hiqhly reliable. Slnce lt,e formulatlon Coopersmlthrs inventory has
been administered Èo a broad croas-Eection of the population, sampling
individuals of diverse 6tatus ranklngs, subcultures and ethnic origins,
e.9.¡ Negro, Indian, Mexican, Puerto Rican.
Encouraging results wt th the CSEI have been obtaíned under
Australian conditiong. Ross (f9741, ln a factor analytic study using
the subscales "peerr', "parent" and nschool" with Victorian 16 year
olds, found the ecale iteme contrfbuted to global self-esteem Ín the
expected directlon. Furthertrrrre, Èhe, relatívely low product moment
correlatione calculated between scaleg were interpreted to índicate
that each Ís sanpling a dlstinct facet of the underrying construct
labelled self-eeteem. The respectl.ve constituent ite¡ns were therefore
concluded to forn three "lnternally consístent', subscales. The
investigations of Edgar t Powell lL974l and watkins, Moore & zakharov
(Lg74) also evaluate the CSEI favourably. In both cases subjects'
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ages ranged from 12 to 14 yeare lnclusive. In the former study items
comprising the entire scale u,ere conaldered Èo sample the different
aspects of self-eateem 1n the expeoted nanner. The scale also
exhibited a general coheeivenees¡ thus enabling quantification of
overall self-esteen. Furthernpre¡ teat-reteet retiability over a
five month period wae evaluated ag stable. In general, the results
reported by watkins gg gI., (.l974'l verify the above. Moreover,
predictive validity wa6 denpnEtrated in the for¡n of eignificant
correlations (p .< .05, .01) $rith indlces of school achievement and
self-acceptance. Both studles however guestion the validity and
reliability of the lie acale¡ 1..e., Èhe aegegsment of extremely
socialized response Êets, with AusÈralian eubjecte. rt $ras concluded
that the CSEI "wlth the exception of the lie scale is one of
very few personality aaeegement procedures construched on an American
population which can meet ite design criteria for an Australian
adolescent group withouÈ recourae to extensive rewording of items."
(Edgar et al. I L974, P.59). The scale was therefore congidered
suitable for the purg)ses of the present investigation.
Test booklets were acored by the regearcher in accordance with
the procedure outlined by Ross (1974). ftems Índicating high esteem
checked in the "LÍke Me" column and ite¡ns indicatÍng low esteem
checked in the "Unlike Me'r column vrere allocated a value of +I. The
overall level of eelf-eELeem was attained by sumnrning the total 50
items. Subscalee were gcored sfmllarly. In view of the research
findÍngs reported above the Iíe scale was onitted.
3.L.2 Semantic differential
The semantíc dffferentlal has been described as a "highly
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generalizable technique of measurement which must be adapted -to
the requirement of each research problem to which it ís applied. There
are no standard concePts and scales used in a particular study depend
upon the purposes of the research.r' (Osgoodr Suci 5¡ Tannenbaum, 1957,
p.i6l. Its inclusion here as a measurement technique is based on the
previous work of putninã G975, 1981) who successfully adapted the
semantic differential to measure ethníc identification. Since this
procedure yields an indívidualrs ethnic allegiance, to be distinguished
from nationality decreed by place of birth, it was considered relevant
to the present research.
Essentially the semantic dífferential is a technique consisting
of concept association and scaling. The typical task requires a
subject to rate a series of concepts on a set of semantic scales in
the form of bipolar adjectives. The order of concept and scale
presentation has not been found to signifícantly influence responses
made to subsequent items (warr & KnapPer' 1968)-
Semantic space is multidimensional. An independent series of
American studies using an assortment of male and female English speaking
subjects of various ages, political affiliations and personality
types have identified the three most common dimensions, in order of
magnitude, as evaluation, potency and activity (Osgood et al. ' 19571.
Furthermore¡ these dimensions have been reproduced using the method
of triads (Rowan, cited by Osgood, I969b) and with forced choice
data (Osgood & Suci , L969) ¡ thus increasing the confidence placed
in the basic structure of human judgement (Osgood & Suci , L969).
Studies using translated test materials with individuals of díverse
cultural backgrounds have extended the generatity of semantic space
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cross-culturally (Suci , L969i Kumata $¡ Schram, 1969). Similarly,
and of greater significance here, Triandis & osgood (1958) found
considerable correspondence between the semantic structure of
monolingual Greek and monolingual American college students. However,
the validity of this study has been guestioned. It has been argued
that the cross-culturaI simílarity reported may in fact have arisen
from the translation procedure. Nevertheless, the results of Osgood
(I969a) using only intracultural means of test construction with six
diverse cultural groups support the existence of a universal semantic
structure. In this instâflcê¡ while the research procedure was standard
for all groups, the adjectives used to define the scales were determined
by each respective culture.
The semantic differential has been evaluated as a reasonably
objective, reliable and valid instrument (Osgood, t969b). A
reliability coefficient of 0.85 was obtained when subjects unwittingly
repeated their judgement of 40 randomly selected items from a 1000 item
length test. The semantic differential is also highfy sensitive and
will isolate nuances in meaning provided a real difference does exist
between the subjective meaning of any thto concepts (Osgood, 1969b).
Respondents were required to judge the meaning of five concepts
contained wíthin a single test booklet. Actual- and ideal- self-
representations, obtained from the conCepts "Myself" and "How I I'rlou1d
Like To Bett, Were Compared wíth rating6 Of "An Australiant', "A Greek
In Australia" and "A Greek In Greeçe'r. Judgement occured against
12 adject.ive scales selected on the basis of their relevance to the
concepts. The three major dimensions of meaning were represented
by the adjectives used. Scale polarity was randomly reversed in an
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cffort to reduce response set. Each adjective pair was separated
by seven point scales following Oegood et aI., (1957) who argue that
these steps represent approximately equal units in the process of
judgement. Scales of five and nine points respectively, white
suitable for certain subject groups, have generally been reported to
yietd less reliable discriminations.
The semantic differential was admÍnistered to Anglo-Australian
and Greek-Australian subjects in English by the investigator.
Directions, outlining scale operation and attitude required by the
t,askrwere printed on the front cover of each test book. The instructions,
a concept example and adjective scales appear in Appendix A.
Instructions were illustrated using the concept "My Teacher" and the
adjective scale defined by "fair" - "unfair". The qualifiers "s1-ightly",
"quite" and "extremely", in both directions from the scale midpoint,
were used to illustrate the rating procedure. The sample concept
and scale is given below. The 60-iÈem test task took a¡rproximately
ten minutes to complete.
FIGURE 3. I Sample semantic differential concept and scale.
MY TEÀCHER
fair : : unfair
extremely quite slightly slightly quite extremely
3.I.3 Mooneg Probl-em Check List - High SchooL Forn
An instrument was reguired whÍch would indicate the type and
extent of personal problems experienced by subjects regardlcss <¡f
cultural background. The ¡,looney Problem Check List (MPCL) , which
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covers a wide range of problems' 1ìtas chosen for this task. The
instrument is easity administered to groups within the restrictions
imposed by schoot timetables. Atthough it was originally devised
under American conditions with Bnglish-speaking subjects the contents
were considered suitable for Australian high school students. The
MpCL is in current use in Australian clinical settings. Furthermore,
it was found suitable with a Greek-Australian sample aged between II-
22 years in a preliminary small scale study conducted by the researcher
(5 males, l0 females). Participants expressed the opinion that
the MPCL covered the main topics of concern to adolescents. When
questioned about major problems (question 2) no individual referred
to an area not previously identified by the instrument. All
individuals were satisfied with the pre-existing categories and
included culturally relevant information when applicable. It was thus
decided to use the MPCL as a means of identifying cultural conflict.
The high school form of the MPCL details 330 difficulties.
This comprehensive líst is subdivided into lI discrete categories
of 30 items each. - The topics cotv'ered are:
t. Health and Physical Development
2. Finances, Living Conditionsrand
Enployment
3. Social and Recreational Activities
4. Social-Psychological Relations
5. Personal-Psychological Relations
6. Courtship¡ Sex, and Marriage
7. Home and Family
8. Morals and Religion
9. Adjustment to School !{ork
I0. The Future: Vocational and Educational
1I. Curriculum and Teaching Procedure
(HPD)
The check list is regarded as a highly reliable and valid instrument
suitable for use wíth both individuals and groups (Mooney & Gordon'












Vúhile the MPCL is self-administered the accompanying instructions
were read aloud to the group before testing began. Anonymity was
emphasized and subjects were encouraged to respond honestly. Subjects
were also asked to compleÈe question 2 requiring a brief, concise
summary of their major problems. The test !'¡as administered withÍn one
40..minute school lesson. The instrument yields a problem count
within each sub-category and in total. Such counts were performed
by grade level for each sex within each research group to ascertain
differencesr if any, in problen distribution and concentration.
This point marks the end of invotvement for Anglo-Australian
subjects. Up till now all subjects received identical test materials.
Vtith the aim of identifying possible culÈural factors of significance,
the monocultural Greek and biculEural Greek-Australian participants
completed an additional questionnaire.
3.1.4 The Greek adol-escent questionnaire
The Greek adolescent questionnaire, devised by the author,
was specificatly directed towards adolescents of Greek parentage living
in Australia and in Greece respectively. Its general purpose v'ras
to provide sample background ínformation and to define more clearly
those circumstances under which cultural conflict and cultural
tension might occur. The subjects themselves $tere considered to be
the best and most reliable Bource of such information. An individualrs
perception of a situation was considered a major determiner of
behaviour, consequently independent Ínformation from parents and the
like was not sought.
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The majority of questions were framed in multiple-choice
format while the remainder reguired additional details. There were





Participation in the Anglo-Australian community




The resultant details provided further information regarding Lhe
Greek and Greek-Australian adolescent samples and supplements the
data obtained with Èhe other psychometric tests. Response frequencies
were tabulated for multiple, choice type questions (see Appendix B
for the results of the major investigation) and the results are sufiImarízed
in the discussion chapter.
Questionnaire construction followed the previous work of Salagaras
& Humphris (L972) and Vasta (1975). Additional items from the
researcher's personal experience were also included. The final
form appears in Appendíx C and is considered to provide a reasonably
comprehensive summary of potential sources and areas of intrapersonal
conflict and overt bension. The average respondent required 20
minutes in which to complete the questionnaire.
3.I.5 The Greek parental questionnaire
It v.raÊ anticipated that conflict within the bicultural sample
would vary with parental exposure to assimilative influences. The
selection criteria used ensured that bicultural adolescents were already











on the other hand, were expected to vary considerabry along this
dimension. The Greek parental questionnaire was therefore administered
to distinguish those experiencing the least amount of contact with the
host community fro¡n those wit,h greater contact. The scales were
adapted from a simirar set prevíouery emproyed by putninË (r9gr) and
found to be valid indices of conscious ethnic group identification and
par ticipation.
Greek and English versions of the questionnaire were distributed
to the parents of the bicultural sampre. The cover page contained
a short retter of introduction to both the investigator and the
proposed survey. Anonymity wae assured and respondents were
invited to contact Ehe investigator shourd any problem arise. Data
col-rection lvas completed with the reÈurn of this informat.ion.
The questionnaire comprieed lwo eections. The former sought
general background details while the latter determined participat-ion
within Anglo-Austratian and Greek cultural com¡nunities respectively.
Participation wag ascertained through the use of two scales in accordarrce
with the multi-dimensionaltheory outlined in the literature survey, i.e.,
assimilation by migranÈs of Anglo cultural values does not ¡eccssariJ-y
indicate alienation from the inmigrant culture. Respondcnts indicaLecl
their spoken language ability, regular reading material, social contacts,
conscious ethnic group atlegiance and formal club membership for each
curtural community. rrGreekneÊg" and,'Augtralianization" were
quantified separately by eumming over the numerical values associ.¡ted
with each response. The entire questionnaire and scoring proceclurc
appear in Appendix D. r,o$, scoEes signified limited participaLion
and higher 6cores, greater part,icipation. The cultural boncls linkir-rg
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first generation Greek immigrants to the Greek ethnic community
were found to be very strong indeed. Scores quantifying "Greekness"
were moderate to high for all but Èhree cases. These were eliminated
for the sake of sample uniformity. In this way it t{as assured that.
the adolescent second generation sample had contacted Greek culture.
creater variation however was displayed towards the host comrnunity.
Consequentlyr the parental sample was¡ divided using only the
"Australianization" sca1e. There was a close correspondence between
responses of mothers and those of fathers. The latter score h'as
used in preference to the former as the father is considered to be
the head of the Greek family. Statistical analyses were thus
performed distinguishing those bicultural subjects with'anglicized'
fathers from those wiÈh more rtraditionalr fathers.
3.2 The bicuLturaf surye - the piTot studg
3.2. t Subjecxs
The subjects for the pilot study were selected from students
attending a secondary school known to contain a sizable Greek ethnic
component. Two cultural groups were investigated, monocultural
Anglo-Australian (n=35) and bicultural Greek-Australian adol-escents
(n=58). The former vrere the native born children of native born
parents while the latter rrere the Australian born generation of
two Greek immigrants.
Testing occurred during the latter weeks of the final school
term. Sampling rìras restricted to grades 8' 9 and Ì0 of thc statc
education system due to end of year examinations. Males and females
agcd from 12 to 16 participated in the survey.
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The Congalton Scale of Occupational Status in Australia (L9691
was used to assess the socio-ecomonic position of each family.
Status was determined by the rank, rangÍng from one indicative
of high sÈatus to seven of Iow, assigned to the occupation of the
main wage earner. In general, the family status of respondents was
categorized amongst the lower ranks of social prestige. However,
research groups at the grade 10 level were found to be significantly
different (p<.05) by a nondirectional t-test on this variable. Socio-
economic status wag consequently introduced as a covariate in the
statistical analyses. A complete description of the research groups
by controlling variables, i.e.r a9ê, grade and socio-economic rank
appears in Tables 3.1, 3.2r and 3.3.
TABLE 3.1 Matching variables-Grade I pilot data.
Monocultural
Australian
(9 malesr 6 females)
Bicultural
Greek-Australian



















TABLE 3.2 Matching variables- Grade 9 pilot data'
Monocultural
Australian
(5 males, 7 females)
Bicultural
Greek-Australian




















TABLE 3.3 },latching varíables- Grade 10 pilot data.
Monocultural
Australian


























The survey vras introduced as an investigation of the general
beliefs and opinions held by teenagers. The psychological nature of
the research and the comparisons to be made between Anglo- and Greek-
Australians were not disclosed as this may have adversely affected
task performance.
Subjects were seen in groups within classrooms during school
hours. Large, individually numbered envelopes containing the relevant
test material were distributed. Numbers replaced the use of names
as a means of subject identification, thus ensuring anonymity.
Subjects were informed that each task $ras not an examination-type Èest
and there were no right or wrong answers. Personal opinions were
sought and collaboration with others !{as díscouraged.
Participants provided personal information concerning age, sext
current educational grade and parental occupations during an initial
meeting (Appendix E contains the personal information sheet which
was distributed to aII respondenEs). The CSEI and the semantic
differential were also completed at this meeting. The MPCL and the
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Greek adolescent guesbionnaire were administered at later dates.
Additional testing sessiong vrere arranged for 14 absentees.
3.2.3 Sununarg of the resul,ts of the piTot studg
3.2.3.1 MooneA Problem Check List HÍgh SchooL Forn
Analyses of variance and planned comparison procedures applied to
responses given to the MPCL by the youngest age group, i.e., grade
eight, revealed significant sex differences. Female participants
marked a greater number of probrem areas t,han males overarl
(p<0.05) and on the subscales labelled Health and physical
Deveropment (p<0.005), social and Recreationar AcÈivities (p<0.05),
courtship, sex, and Marriage (p<0;05), social-psychologicat Rerations
(p<0.005), Personal-Psychological Relations (p<0.01), Morals and
Religion (p<0.05), Home and Family (p<0.01) and the Future: Vocational
and Bducational (p<0.05). Bicultural females erere associatecl with
higher problem means in mosE cases. The only significant cthnic
group effect occured on Curriculum and Teaching Procedure (p<0.05) where
bicultural subjects indicated greater personal difficulty than their
monocultural school peers. The effect exerted by ethnic group
membership became Íncreasingly significant in the upper grades.
During the second high school year Anglo-Australian subjects experiencecl
greater difficultiee on the followÍng: HeaIth and Physical Development
(p<0.01), Courtship¡ Sex¡and Marriage, (p<0.05), SociaI- (p<0.05)
and Personal- (p<0.001) Psychological Relations, Home and B'amily (p<0.05),
Adjustment to School Work (p<0.0I) and Curriculum and Teachinq Procedure
(p<0.00f). The general overall level of problems encountered at
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this developmental stage was also high (p<0.01) when comparison was
made with Greek-Australian grade mates. In addition, a significant
sex difference was noted at this Étage upon Social-Psychological
Relations. In this instance females faced more problems than males
(p<0.05). Culture conflictr as it was defined here, only became
apparent within the bicultural group at year ten. Problems faced
by bicultural group members outnumbered those of monoculturals on
total MPCL score (p<0.0I), Health and Physical Development (p<0.01),
Social and Recreational Activities (p<0.05), Courship, Sexrand Marriage
(p<0.05) r SociaL-Psychological Relations (p<0.0I), Personal-Psychological
Relations (p<0.05), Morals and Religion (p<0.005), Home and Family
(p<0.05) and Adjustment to School Work (p<0.05). At this stage
bicultural subjects could also be distinguished on the basis of
paternal responses to the Australianization scale. The greatest
number of problems and thus the greatest difficulty $rere experienced
by those whose parents mainLained minimal contact with the Anglo-
Australian host community. An unanticipated finding was that males
scored greater personalrproblems than females regarding Social-
Psychological Relations (p<0.0I), Morals and Religion (p<0.005),
Adjustment to School frlork (p<0.0I) r Curriculum and Teaching Procedure
(p<0.0I) and total score (p<0.05). Furthermore, on those seven
occasions where the interactíon between ethniç group membership and
sex aÈtained significance, the greatest problems were encountered
by those males characterized by low paternal assimilation. Results
of analyses of variance of MPCL data appear in Appendix c.
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3.2.3.2 Coopersmith SeLf-Esteem Inventotg
Very few differences hrere found regarding self-esteem using
univariate analyses of variance. The differences which did arise
however generally confirmed the MPCL results. Thus the greater
number of probtems faced by females in grade eight corresPonded with
lower global esbeem (p<0.05) and lovrer perÉ¡ona}-self-esteem (p<0.001).
The bicultural group aÊ a $rhole at this grade level also indicated
Iower esteem than Anglo monoculturals regarding relationship with
parents. ClearIy interpretable ethnic group differences in self-
esteem vüere not found in the remaining grade levels (Appendix H).
It was therefore concludedr'with the exception of that above, that
Greek- and Anglo-Australian adolescents share favourable sclf-
evaluations. This finding is sup¡rcrted by the responses made to the
Grcek ac.lolescent questionnaire. On Èhe whole¡Creek-Australian
subjects were content with both their school and home enviro¡rtnenLs. No
inclividual- appeared to be without friends and many befriended large
numbers (i.e., greater than Een) of Greeks and Australians. Throughout
thc years investigated only three eubjects (or 3 per ccnt) reportc-<ì
some awareness of the discrepancy between Greek and Anglo-Australian
Iife styles. Furthermore, confusion arising between Lhe respective
cultural norms and associated IÍfe styleswa6 minimal, afflicting
9 per cent of the ent,ire bicultural sample.
Intuitively however, it wag felt Èhat cultural heritage does
affect self-image. Information yielded by the adolescent questionnaire
did suggest that parents feature Prominantly in the life of all
respondents, e.g., Social life, eduCation, language, future aspiraLions.
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The sample'investigated may have been too small to reliably evaluate
the influence of culture. Furthermorer in view of Australia¡s
immÍgration history, it was possible that extraneous cultural influences
may have been included in the selection of the Anglo-Australian group.
The selection procedure was therefore changed to sample from the
third Australian born generation in the major study.
3.2.3 .3 Semantic differential
Research groups could be distinguished on the basis of ethnic
identification as measured by the concepts and scales comprising the
se¡nantic differential. Anglo-Australian subjects tended to view the
concepÈs labelled "Myself"r !'Hour I would like to be" and "An Australian"
as similar. Greek people living in Australia were considered to resemble
those in Greece and both exerted limited, if any, influence upon the
ethnic identification of Anglo monoculturals. Bicultural participants,
i.e., low and high assimilation groups, on the other hand, expressed
close psychological identificat.ion in actual and ideal self-images with
Greek people in general. The evidence indicates that in the minds
of these subjects Greeks in Australia closely resembled Greeks in
Greece. Furthermore, the average Australian $ras considered as being
totally different. The adolescent questionnaire confirms this
activer Greek, ethnic component of self-concept. The trends outlined
here were similar throughout the three grades investigaÈed. Consequently
the results using combined year data, i.e., grades eight, nine¡ tenrare
reported in Rppendix I.
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In light of the above information the major study was
designed to include the five secondary school grades. A cross-section
of Anglo-À,ustralian and Greek-Austral-ian students were selected from
years eight through twelve of the state education system. The
distinction between low and high assimilation Greek-Australian
groups was retained. Hor,tever, iÈ could not be stated conclusively
that the intrapersonal conflict experienced by Greek-Australian tenth
graders was due to conflicting cul-tural norms with the current
research design. An additional group comprising monocultural
adolescents born and raised in Greece was introduced to resolve bhis
dilemma.












the ma jor: sl,r.rcìy,
groups on the basisSubjects were alLocated to the folJ-owing
of cuI tur al- cr i ter ia .
1. Monocultural Anqlo-Australian (n=64 ) . The Austral j_an l_¡or¡r
adolescents of native born parents and grandparents. The initial
minimum requirement of at least. third generation Austral-ia¡l was rel-axeci
to include those nine individuals wÍth one British grandparent.
2. Monocultural Greek (n=105). Greek born adolesce¡rts attending
secondary school in Athens at, the time of the study.
3. LuraI Greek-Austr t (n=II3). The Australian born
adol-escents of two Greek immigrant parents. Alternate ethnicities
are fostered when both parents are of the same foreign nationality






Bicultural subjects h/ere also bilingual, fluent in both Greek and
EngIish.
In selecting a representative sample of individual_s .Eor
study, subjects of similar age, sex, ethclass and family cohesiveness
were sought.
1. Aqe
SÈudents were selected from each grade level of the South
Australian education system. The mean age in years and months for
grades eight through twelve were L2=7, 13:8, L426, 15:9, 16:l-0
respectively.
As a result of administ.rative difficulties the monocultural
Greek sample consisÈed of only those students enrolled in the middlt¿
grades of secondary school. Data were collected on l¡ehalf of the
author, from the grades corresponding to ten and eleven of the South
Australian education system. An average age of 15 years I mo¡rth was
calculated for the former, and 16 years 5 months for t-he latter. One
way analyses of variance revealed significant age differences between
ethnic groups at the Levels of grade ten (p=0.00) and eleven (p<0.01).
Consequent.ly age became a covariate in order to remove extreneous
variation from the dependent vari.ables.
2. Sex
The bicultural group was matched as closely as was p<.rssible to
an Anglo-Australian group with comparable numbers of males and females.
Monocultural Greek adolescenEs provided additional com¡tarative data
for grades ten and eleven. Behaviours deemed appropriate for males
and fema-l-es vary both within and between cult-ures, hence the
investigation of both sexes.

4. Familv Cohesiveness
Subjects were selected from intact families, í.e.1 families in
which both mother and father $,ere present ín the one household.
Adverse consequences from family disruption were thereby minimized.
subject characteristics are summarLzed throughout rables 3.4
to 3 .8.
TABLE 3.4 Grade 8 matching procedure - the major study.
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III
Monocultural Bicultural F Sig. of F
Anglo-Australian Greek-Australian




















TABLE 3.5 Grade 9 matching procedure - the major study.
rII
Monocultural Bicultural F Sig. of F
Anglo-Australían Greek-Austral ían







































F Sig. of F
Age
(years:nonths)





15.46 p = .00
f7I.35 p = .00
SD = 0.50 SD - 0.50
Socio-economic
status [ =









ta Mean status þalue based on'data frorn 20 cases.

























I = 15:8 10.91 p<.01











37.18 P = .00
Mean statuE value based on data from 20 cases.








(10 nalee, 15 females)


















3.3.2 First genetation Grèek ímmÍgranxs
The parents of bicultural adolesc€otsr i.e., Èhe migrant
generation¡ câroê to Australia from rural or semi rural areas of
Greece. The overall level of academic achievement was low with
approximatety half of the eample terminatíng theír education at
primary school. In general, females completed fewer years of
formal education than did males, and few, if any, attempts were made
to obtain further qualificationsr ê.9.r English language instruction
etc. r while Ín Australia. Hence there $ras a concentration amongst
"blue collar" ranks of the job market. The parental sample have
been resident in Australía tor, a minimum period of ben years. This
was considered sufficient time Ín which to overcome the initial
adjustmenÈ reguired to a foreign country. Relatively permanent
adjustments, rather than Ínítial contact reactions¡ stêrê sought.
Paternal adjustment provided the basis with which the bicultural
sample was divided.
The immigrant generation displayed great variaÈion regarding the
amount of contact with Australian society as measured by the
Australianization scale. Scores ranged from 0/I3, i.e.' negligible
host group contact, Eo LL/L3, Í.e., full participation and acceptance
of Australian cultural normg. Less variation was found in the
responses given to the gcale aesessing Greek cultural involvement.
The parental sample esEentially retained theÍr Greek cultural
identity. This situation is depicted in Figure 3,2. In light of
such evidence, paternal reÊponÊes to the Augtralianization scale
were used to divide the bicultural sample. The mean score of. 5.47
provided the basis of the subdivísion, where Ëcores of five or less
7S
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vrere Ínterpreted as lorr hoet socíety involvement while six or higher
indícated greater contact. Tables 3,9 to 3.I3 compare the low-and
high-assimilation Greek-AuetralÍan groups on the matching criteria,
í.e., age, socio-economic statuÊ.
I
I
TABLE 3.9 comparison of Grade I bicurtural eubJects with low andhigh aseimllated parents on matchíng variablea.
Low assimilatÍon
grouP





















TABLE 3.10 comparison of Grade 9 bicultural aubjects with row andhigh aeelmilated parents on matchíng varlables.
Low assimilation
grouP
(4 male, 8 female)
High assÍmilation
group












(i.e. Congalton gcale) x,SD
x
SD
TABLE 3.17 comparfaon of Grade l0 biculturar subjects with row andhigh aealnilated parents on matching variables
Low assimilation' group
(5 maler 5 fenale
High assimilation
group

















TABLE 3.I2 comparleon of Grade rt bicultural subjects with row and
high amlnllrted parenÈa on natching varfablee.
I¡ow aseimllaÈion
grouP
(6 male, 4 female)
High assimilation
group



















Comparison of Grade 12 bicultural subjects with low and




(5 male, 7 female)
High assimilatíon
group


















Administrative differences between schools resulted in stight
variation in the manner of subject selection and testing procedure.
The methodologÍcal details are presented separately for each school.
School A (¡=78)
The initial selection of subjects began with a survey of the
school enrolment, lists for Greek and Anglo-Australian surnames.
Forty-four students from each high school grade, i.e., 8, g, I0,
LL, L2 were contacted. Equal numbers of males and females within
each grade h¡ere assigned to either the monocultural Anglo-Australian
(n=221 or bicultural Australian born Greek sample (n=221.
The investigation was referred to as the [Teenage Survey,' and
was introduced to subjects as an experimental investigation of person
perception. Subjects were informed that the investigator,s main
concern was in the manner with which they perceived themselves and
their surrounding envÍronment. Four hours of school time during
second term were reserved for the survey. Grades eight and nine
combined for the morning session of two hours whire the remaining
grade }evels were seen during an equivalent period immediately following
Iunch. Testing took place ín the school hall under examination
conditions. In addition to the investigator, four school staff helped
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with the supervision of students. Each subject was seated at an
individual desk and received the test material within a distinctive
yellow envelope. All materials were marked with code numbers which
repraced the use of names as a means of student identification.
The particular code used here identified each subject by grade and
seating order. Thus the code number '803' was assigned to the third
respondent from year eight.
Subjects l¡¡ere required to complete an information sheet (Appendix
E) before actual testing began. The order of task completion rì¡as
indicated to students by the alphabetic retters A, B, c, D marking the
top left hand corner of each guestíonnaire. The insÈructions relating to
each new task were explained by the researcher to the group as a whole.
QuestionnaÍres marked A through c were standard across research
groups. However, Greek-Australian subjects had the additional task
of questionnaire rDr, referred to as the "Multicurtural" secÈion of
the survey, and were also responsible for returning the questionnaire
given to their parents.
The subject population was considerably reduced because individuals
from single parent households and a variety of ethcrasses h¡ere
unintentionally sampred. sanple size was reduced by a further 46
individuals due to absenteeism, Íncomplete information and noncompliance
with task instructions. Additional subjects therefore were sought
elsewhere.
School B (¡=99)
The initiar selectÍon of subjects proceeded in the manner
described above with the added requirement of parental approvar.
Letters of consent were therefore sent home to parents of possibre
subjects.explaining the research objectives and seeking permission
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for their childrs participat.ion. A Greek translation accompanied
those letters distributed to the parents of bicultural adolescents
(Appendix F ). Parental consent. was not given for seven indÍviduals.
years eight through eleven were seen during resson time of the
final school term. Three teeting sessions for each grade were
arranged. A student information sheet, the CSEI, and the semantic
differential were completed during the first session. The MPCL
was administered Ín the second session and the adolescent questionnaire,
applicable only to Greek-Australian students, occupied the final session.
As a result of final year examinations, grade 12 students devoted their
non-contact time towards the survey.
School C (n=I05)
An additional control group consisting of adolescents who were
Greek born and raised, vías included in the design of the major study.
Its purpose was to provide a further comparison with the Australian
born Greek sample. Previous work in this area has presented only one
side of the bicultural story, i.e., the differences between host and
immigrant groups, while the situation facing those remaining in the
home country has largely been ignored. Although such research has
highlighted many important aspects of immigrant community Iife,
conclusions concerning the effect of immigrant bicutturalism upon
personal adjustment remain tentative.
The Greek monocultural sample v/as secured with the assistance
of several secondary school teachers employed in Greece. Considerable
time and effort was given to the task of translating the psychomeÈric
instruments for use wit,h this subject population. The transl-ation into
Greek was done by a professional interpreter and translator. The
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translated questionnaires rdere examined further by the investigator and
an independent observer whose native language and culture r4ras Greek.
The Greek forms were considered equivalent in meaning to the original
instruments and it was concluded that a sufficient basis was established
for cross-culturar comparability. Two hundred and sixty translated
test batteries, five test samples and detailed instructions ensuring
comparable testing condition. were maired during April, r9gt. Due
to unforseen mair delays because of major postal strikesrtesting was
postponed untir tate september, the opening term of the Greek academic
year. A copy of the test materiar used is presented in Appendix J.
The test materiar was distributed to t$¡o secondary schoors
located in Athens. subjects completed the research tasks in the
order specified for the Greek-Austrarian sampre with the excrusion
of the parentar questionnaire. The ratter r^¡as irrerevant to the
population being surveyed. The Greek arphabeticar characters A, B,
f, a, marked the sequence of test presentation. participation was
anonymous and occured during school hours. The code system in
previous use was employed as a means of subject identification. one




The presentaÈion of results will follow the arguments summarized
by the resòarch hypotheses. Accordingly, relevant information will
appear under the followlng headíngs: 
-\
1. Biculturalísm and Culture ConflÍct
2. Bículturalism and Self-Esteem
3. Ethnic IdentificatÍon
Data analyses within each subsection will begin with the lowest grade,
i.e.r grade eight, and progress to the highest, i.e., grade twelve.
Each subsection concludes wÍth a summary of all relevant research
findings.
4.I BicuLturalism and culture confLict
The presence or absence of culture conflíct, i,e., the psychological
conflict resulting from discrepant cultural norms, was assessed by
the Mooney Problem Check List - Form H (MPCL) which was administered
to all research groups. Responses r¡¡ere tabulated over each individual
subscale and in total. High scores were indicative of personal
d ifficulty.
Group differences were assessed with the F-test of analysis
of variance. univariate analysis of variance operates under the
assumptions of normal distribution and comnon variance. The
evidence, theoretical and empirical, does however suggest that
the F-test is extremely robust and insensitive to heterogeneity of
variance and nonnormality (Lindquist, 1953; Winer , LglLl.
nthníc group membership and sex were Èhe main factors used
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throughout the statistical computatÍons and chronological age and
socio-economic statug, i.e., Congaltonts (1969) classification of
the main wage earnerr grere fntroduced as covariatee. The results
were considç:ed significant if the probabillty assoclated with F
was less than or equal Èo the 0.05 or 0.01 confldence levels.
Dífferent ceII frequencies rendered the classical experimental
analysis of variance deslgn lnapproprÍate for use wiÈh the data here.
Analyses therefore were perfor¡ned using the least squares regression
procedure referred to as "Etep-down analyeis" by overall & Klett (rg72l.
As with the claseical design, each effect is assessed separately but in
hierarchical order; factor maln effectg are adjusted only for those
main effectg already aseeseed, and simllarly, covariate effects are
adjusted only for those covariates already assessed.
Data analyses for gradee elght, nine and Èwelve were confined
to a consideration of three subJect groups, monocultural Anglo-Australian,
Greek-Australían of low paternal aeslmilatíon and Greek-Australian of
high paternal assimílation. Greek monocultural adolescents were
incorporated into the'research deslgn in grades ten and eleven only.
4.I.1 Grade eight
Anglo-Australian eighth graders obtalned higher mean scores
than Greek-Australfan school peers on arl MpcL scales. lrlith the
exception of Social-Psychological Relations ¡ Personal-Psychological
Relatíons and Curriculum and Teaching Procedure these differences
were significant wlth analyses of variance (Table 4.1). However,
ethníc group comparfsons on the for¡ner two subscales were found
signifícanE uslng planned orthogonal contrasts. rn both instances
a difference was fdentified between the Anglo-Augtralian and the entire
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Means, standard devlatlong and values f E for MPcL scale
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Greek-AusÈralian sample at the 0.05 levet of confidence.
Bicultural group performance vtas not signfficantly inttuenced
by degree of paternal aseímilation.
The.only sÍgnificant eex difference $ras obeerved on Home and
Family (p<.05). remaiea responded to etgnlficantly more problem
items than did malee.
The ethnic grouP by eex interactlon effect did not appear
to influence performance at this partfcular grade.
4.I.2 Grade nine
Signifícant ethnic aEoup differences erere found by analyses of
* variance on Adjustment to Schoo1 lrlork (p-<.05) and Home and Family
lp<.05) r and by planned orthogonal conparísons on total MPCL score
(p<.05), Finances, Living Conditionsrand Employment (p<.05) and Morals
and Religion 1p<.05). By consulting Table 4.2 it can be seen that
Greek-Australian adoleEcente obtalned higher mearl problem counts
in these areas. Bicultural group performance was not significantly
influenced by level of paternal asslmilatíon.
Females outscóred maleE on the eubgcales labelled Hone and
Family (p<.05) and Curriculum and TeachÍng Procedure 1p<.05). The
latter wae lndicated by way of planned comparison.
The interaction beÈween ethnic group and sex achieved statistical
signÍficance on Soclal and Recreational Activities (p<.05) and a planñed
comparíson of group'*".n" located this effect between the Anglo-Australian
and the entire Greek-AusÈralian eample (p<.05). engfo-eu"tralian males
scored significantly rnore problem lteme than female counterparts when
evaluated by the Studentre t-test (t=2.83¡ n=I4r P=0.01). No





















Mean¡ standard devlation and F scores for MPCL scale
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high assimiration groups respectively. These results are graphed in
Figure 4.1 where it can be seen that bícultural subjects, female
biculturals in particular, are associated with greater difficulties.
Analyses by planned comparison also revealed significant interaction
effects on Personal-psychological Rélations (p<.05) and on totar score
(p<.05). once agaín Greek-Australian fenales marked more problems




























FIGURE 4.1 DÍagram of mean Social and Recreational Activities









































Mean score on Personal-Psychological Relations by





























FIGURE 4.3 Meân total MPCL E¡core for ninth grade adolescents.
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4.L.3 Grade ten
Adolescents born and raised in Greece v¡ere the additional
comparison group used throughout grades ten and eleven.
v'rith the exception of Social and Recreational Activities where
a planned comparison identified Greek monocultural adolescents as the
group with the greatest personal difficulty. (p<.05), the effect exerted
by ethnic group membership proved nonsignificant. This contrasts
with the significant sex differences found by analyses of variance or
orthogonal contrasts. Female problems exceeded those of males on total
score (p<.0I) and on Health and Physical Development (p<.01), Social-
Psychological Rerations (p<.001), personal-psychological Relations
(p<.01), The Future: Vocational and Educational (p<.01) and Social
and Recreational ActivÍties (p<.0f).
Degree of paternal assimilation was influenÈial over performance
on only one scale, Adjustment to Schoo1 Work. A planned comparison
of group means associated those Greek-Australian adolescents whose
fathers scored low on the index of assimilation with experiencing the
most difficulty (p<.05). A further comparison revealed a significant
difference between the two monocultural groups, i.e., Anglo-Australian
and Greek¡ and the two bicultural groups, i.e., low and high
assimilation groups combined, on Curriculum and Teaching procedure
(p<.05). In this instance the latter evidenced the moét problems.
4.1.4 Grade eleven
A significant difference between monocultulal Anglo and monocultural
Greek adolescents was indicated by a planned orthogonal eontrast on
Social and Recreational Activities (p<.05). Greek adolescents marked
















TABLE 4.3 Grade ten: means, standard áeviations and F-ratios for MPCL.
MonoculturalMonoculturalBicultural-LoWBicultural-HIGH
Sex Anglo Greek paternal assimilation paternal assimilation



























































































































































































































































* p < .0I
4.07
3.79






























FIGURB 4.4 Group performance on Social and Recreational Activities.
observed on several other MPCL scaleÉ¡, e.9., Courtshipr Sex, and
Marriage, Personal- Psychological Relations, Mora1s and Religion
and total score, but was not statisticatly significant.
Table 4.4 indicated that although there were no significant
effects due to the sex factor, a significant interaction between ethnic
group membership and sex occured on the scale labelled The Future:
Vocational and Educational (p=.01). Performance on this subscale was
thus influenced by both ethnícity and sex and this effect is illustrated
in Figure 4.5. Higher problen counts r{ere assocíated with females
in the Anglo-Australian group and males in the Greek group, A close
correspondence was observed between Anglo-Australians and highfy
assimilated biculturals and Greek monoculturals and the low
assimilation group. Greek imnigrants who were ranked low on the




to Greek parents in Greece in that they are least influenced by Anglo-
Saxon culture. Ilence the similarity betvteen the tWo groups.
An additional interactíon effect vtas identified on Courtship, Sexr ând
Marriage (p<.05) by a planned comparleon. Monocultural Greek males faced





















































































0. 84 2.72 L.20
Mean scoresr standard deviations and F-values for MPCL scale comparison of eleventh year subjects.
Monocultural Monocultural BiculÈural -LOf[ Bicultural -HIGH Ethnic Sex
Anglo Greek paternal assimilation paternal assimilation group
(n=11) $=22) (n=10) (n=9) F F























































































































































































































Greek monocultural adolescents enrolled in the final high school
grade hrere not surveyed. Congequently, group comparisons $rere
limited to one monocultural group.
No significant ethnÍc group differencep hrere found. Analyses
did reveal that the sex of the respondent was highly significant on
the MPCL scale labelled Home and Family (p<.005). Within each ethnic
group, females recorded more difficulties-than males (Table 4.5).
Analyses by planned conparígon also indicated that the interaction
effect significantly contrÍbuted to the variance between Anglo-and
Greek-Australian groups on total MPCL score (p<.05), Personal-
Psychological Relations (p<.05) and Moral-s and Religion (p<.05). In
these instances males underlined greater problem items than did females
in the Anglo-Australian group. This relationship vras reversed within
the Greek-Australian group, i.e.¡ bícultural female problems outnumbered







































































Group performance on Personal-psychological Relations




Mean Morals and Religion subscale score divided by




















Meansr standard deviatións and values of F for monocultural
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4.L.6 Summarg - BicuTturaTism and culture conflict
Certain trends appear when consideration ís given to the
overall picture. The data indicate conftict within eighth grade
Anglo-Australians. These children had consistently higher problem
scores than their Greek-Australian echool peers on all subscales of
the MPCL, and in toEal score. wíth the exception of Curriculum and
Teaching Procedure, theee differences were sÍgnificant throughout
analyses of variance and/ot planned compàrisons, Degree of paternal
assimilation of Anglo-Saxon values was not a signíficant determiner
of bicultural adjust¡nent. During the nínth grade however,
biculturalism was associated with greater problems of adjustment.
Female biculturals in particular, showed the greatest disadvantage.
once again level of paternal assimilation was unrelated to adjustment.
These trends disappeared when data from these two grades were pooled
together for further analysis (Appendix K). No significant ethnic
group differences vrere detected.
The significance of sex role socialization was demonstrated
with the analysis of grade ten data. Fe¡nales of all cultural
groups indicated greater dífficulty than males regarding health and
general development¡ the future¡ social activities, and social and
personal relationships. Females evidenced greater problems over al1
life areas as well-.
It was also found that adjustment varied between the two
monocultural groups. Greek adolescents were tentatively associated
with the expereince of greater problems.
Bicultural adjustment elas generally unrelated to paternal




4.2 Bicul-turalism and self-esteem
This research was also concerned wíth the assessment of self-
esteem. The Coopersmith InvenÈoty of Self-nsteem was used in the
achievement of this objective. Level of self-esteem was obtained in





Global self-esteem was measured by summing over each individual subscale.
This score appears at the head of the relevant tables and subscale
scores are reported below. HÍgh scores indicate high esteem.
Analyses of variance using two classificatory factors, i.e.,
ethnic group, 6ex, and two covariates, i.e.r a9e, socio-economíc
status¡ wêEê performed on the data. The five and one per cent
probability levels provided the critical values for the rejection of
the null hypothesis. The results are presented separately for each
grade.
4.2.L Grade eÍght
The evidence tabulated in Table 4.6 demonstrates the significant
effect exerted by ethnic group membership upon total self-esteem
and school self-esteem. Planned orthogonal conÈrasts índicated that
in both instances Anglo-Australian esteem was signíficantly lower























Means, standard deviations and analyses of variance































































































* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.005
4 .2.2 Grade nine
The significance of ethnic group membership upon parent self-esteem
is shown in Table 4.7. An inspection of group means indicates that
higher esteem and Anglo-Australian background are positively related-
Biculturalism, at this stage, was associated with significantly lower
esteem in this area as indicated by a planned comparison (p<.05). It
is interesÈing to note that low esteem coincides with the signíficant
increase in personal problem counts found on several scales of the
MPCL. Females in general were also díscovered to have lower leve1s
of personal self-esteem than males. Group differences $rere not















































































































* p < .05
4.2.3 Grade ten
The effect of ethnic Aroup memberehip over pereonal self-esteem
and total self-eeteem was found eignlflcant by analyses of variance
(Table 4.8). Planned orthogonal contrasts isolated thie effect between
the Australlan and Greek monocultural groups. The latter scored lower
on these lndices of eEteem. The data in Table 4.9 also suggest that
sex of the respondent wae hlghly slgnificant ln determlníng esteem
level. Females, ln comparíEon to males, had lower leve1s of total
self-, personal self- and peer self-esteem. In fact Greek monocultural
females ¡roseessed signiflcanrty lower esteem than respective mare
counterparte in these areag, i.e., total self-egteem (t=3.08¡ n=g3r p(.005),
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personal self -esteenr (E-2.71¡ n-93 I P(.01) , peer sel-f-esteem (t'=2.L21
ñ=B3r p<.05). Furthernore¡ the respectlve effectd of ethnic group
and sex combined to elgnlflcantly lnfluerrce the level of parent
self-e6teen...Flgure¡l.10denon3trateåthattnthisareaÎþnocultural
fe¡nale esteem, l.e.r Auatrallan ânô Grcekr fs lorer than blcultural
female esteem. Directlonal t-tests again revealed significantly lower
estee¡î anongst Greek females ln cotçarfEon to Greek males (E=2'701

































FIGURE 4.10 Parent self-esteem by ethnic group and eex.
4.2.4 Gtade eleven
The results of analyEes of vlriance on eleventh grade csEI
subscale ecoreg and total scoré are shown in Table 4.9. It can be
Been that a eiEniflcant result wae obtalned only on the parent subscale
of Eelf-esteem. Thie findíng was confirned by a planned orthogonal
comparieo¡r whlch revealed a dlfference between Anglo-Auetralian and
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The latter v¡as associated with the lowest mean score and thus lower
esteem. Further ethníc group comparisons attained significance on
personal self-esteem (p<.05) and overall level of self-esteem (p<.05).
Monocultural Greek adoleecente were consistently associated with
Iower esteem in comparison to monocultural.Anglo-Australians. No
significant differences between groups were detected on the remaining
subscales, i.e., peer, school.
4.2.5 Grade twelve
Bicultural Greek-Australians vÍere identified by a planned
comparison as having greater peer self-esteem than Anglo-Australian
counterparts (p<.05).
Further analyses revealed a significant interaction effect on
school self-esteem (Table 4.10). This is diagramed in Figure 4.11
where it can be seen that Anglo-Australian and,Greek-Australian females
within the low assimílation group possess higher esteem than respective
male counterparts. This contragts with the situation found
within the high assimilation group where male esteem exceeds female
esteem. A significant interaction effectr identifÍed by a planned group
comparison, also characterized performance upon the self subscale
(p<.05). Sex differences within each ethnic Aroup were evaluated
against a directional alternative hypothesis using the Student t-ratio.
Anglo-Australian females had significantly greater personal self-esteem
than males (t=2.23, n=L4, p<.05) and Greek-Australian males, though
not statistically significant, had higher esteem than females (Figure 4.L2',.
Significant group differences were not found on parent self,
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FIGURE 4. 12 Mean eelf,scores for Anglo- and Greek- Australian
twelfth graders divided by sex.
4.2.6 Sunmarg - BicuTturalism and self-esteem
The trends resulting from the statistical computations of CSEI
data were as follows.
Anglo-Australian eighth graders had lower global and school
self-esteem than Greek-Australian counterparts. ThÍs relationship
was reversed in grade nine where biCultural level of self-esteem
declined, but only on the parent subscale. Sex differences were
also operative at this grade. wíthin each group, gírls exhibiÈed
signÍficantly lower personal self-esteem than boys. Sígnificant
group dif.ferences were not detected on those scales reflecting peert
school and global self-esteem.
r09
Data analyses of the higher school grades indicated that
monocultural Greek and monocultural Australian adolescents were
dissimilar. In those instances where statistical significance was
reached, i.e., global self-esteem, pafent self-esteem, personal self-
esteem, low scores and conseguently low esteem qrere associated with
the former. The additíonaL influence of sex characterized Greek
female monoculturals with the least satísfactory self-evaluations of all.
By late high school, i.e.¡ grade twelve, Anglo-Australian females
indicated favourable self-esteem with respect to school and personal
self. Evaluation on the peer subscale was the only area in which
the bicultural groupr considered as a whole, displayed superiority.
Bicultural self-esteem throughout secondary school did not
significantly vary wíth paternal assimilation.
4.3 Ethnic identification
The semantic differential (SD) was used as a method of
determining ethnic identity. The concepts "Myself" and "How I Would
Like To Bert became the reference points from which resemblance to
"An Australian", 'rA Greek InAustraliatt and "A Greek In Greece" vras
assessed. The SD technique is particularly useful in uncovering
connotative meaning, i.e., the underlying ímplications of each concept
(Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum, 1957).
Analyses sought to determine those concepts within close
proximlty to the self and the self-ideal. Concepts were therefore
analyzed for differences in connotative meaning between groups within
each educational grade. The initial procedure involved a calculation
of mean scale ratings over all five concepts for each research group
(The information ís contained in Appendix t). The resultant data
1r0
were then used to calculate the linear distances (D) between concepÈs
in the manner specified by Osgood, Sucí & Tannenbaum (1957, p.91).
The mathematical formula appearing below was used,
. Dir = /\uir,
l
where D., is the linear distance between any two concepts, i and 1,II
and d., is the algebraic difference between the coordinates of i and I1l
on the same factor r j. This distance may be thought of as quantifying
concept dissimilarity. In addition to absolute distance, the
association between concepts was also given due consideration in the
calculation of the D statistic . Consequently, this measurement was
preferable to other measures of association¡ ê.9., correlation
coefficients, which ignore information about profile scatter and
elevation.
The next stage of the analysis was involved with distinguishing
those concepts which assume meaning for subjects from those whibt¡ do not.
Pearson product moment correlations between all concept pairs were
calculated towards this end (Tables 4.11 through 4.27 combine the
relevant distance and correlatíonal data for each respective rêsearch
group). The correlations thus obtained were used to identify meaningful
trends in the data. Non-meaningful relationships were identified
using the technique of linear regression of D scores on correlations (r)..
The Spearman rank order correlations between D and r h,ere highr
rangÍng between -I.00 (p=.00I) and -0,77 (p<.05) for all groups
involved. These relatÍvely high correlations indicate confidence
in the use of the regressÍon line to predict those respective values
of D associated with correlations of zero. At these points, the
IlI
concepts ceased to be subjectively meaningful. The correlations
and distance measures between one's ideal eelf-concept, i.e., "How I
Would Like To Be", and the remainÍng concepts were excluded from these '
calculations following PutnínË (1981). Because the ideal self-concept
is generally an exaggeratíon of the actual Fe1f-concept, and because
correlations are relatively Ínsensitive to differences in profile
scatter and elevation, it is'argued that computations involving the
former would be misleadíng.
Osgood and Suci (L952) indicate that D Écores are amenable to
scaling procedures. Accordingly non-metric multidimensional scaling
(MDS) was performed on the data. Essentially thís is a method for
graphically representing the distance relationships between concepts,
i.e., D scores¡ as points in a Euclídean space of minimal dimensionality
(Shepard I L962) and thereby allowing a visual interpretation of the
data. Withín this space, concepts which cluster together are more
similar than those farther apart. The procedure is descriu.a ""
non-metric because it is not committed to the strong distributional
or measurement assumptions which are normally nade. Only the ordinal
or rank content of the data is made use of in determining a graphical
solutíon. Thus MDS may be viewed as a problem of statistical fitting.
Upon determining the existence of dissimilarity or símilarity¡
whichever the case may be, we seek that configuration or solution
which-best describes the data. A measure of stress normarry output
wíth the program describes the accuracy or goodness of fit with
which the MDS solution matches the original data points. The final
solution is that configuratíon of minínum stress. According to
críteria outlined by Kruskal (1964) the final two dimensional
LL2
configurations obtained here ranged between good (58 stress) and
excellent (2LB stress).
The circular boundary in the graphical solutions represents that
distance where SD stimuli cease to be meaningfully related to. In
most cases this was drawn using the concept."Myself" as the origin.
Due to the simílariÈy between MDS confígurations for low and high
assimilation Greek-Australian groupsr both solutions were represented
on the same diagram for each year level investigated and the boundary
of no meaning was drawn from the mídpoint between each respective
self-referent. In some cases this similarity r"tas enhanced when
solutions were rotated. Conseguently the solutions for the high
assimilation group ín grades eight and ten rrrere rotated by hand
about the axes by I0o clockwise and 70 anticlockwise respectively.
The solution for eleventh grade Greek-Australians classified as low
assimilates was sinilarly roÈated by 45o clockwise with respect to
the high assimilation solution. Tab}es 4.11 through to 4.27 èonhaín
more precise information regardíng the dístance relationships
between the concepts depicted in Figures 4.13 to 4.24.
MDS has found useful application in such dísciplines as Politicst
ê.g., Inogushi, Lg72; ArchaeoLogy, e.g.t Tobler and wineberg¡ L97Lt and
psychologyr e.g., putniqË, 1981. The procedure originated by Roskam,
and known by MDS(X) vras employed in this study. The particular
program selected was referred to as Minissa.
4.3.L Grade eighx
Figures 4. 13 and 4. 14 are graphical solutions of the data
presented throughout tables A.l-Lt 4.L21 and 4.13. As can be seen, the
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clustering of actual and ideal serf-profires with "An Australian',
for Anglo-Australian subjects indicates strong, positive identification.
Greek people living in Australia and in Greece were not meaningfully
identified with. Greek-Australian subjects, on the other hand,
displayed close identification with immigrant compatriots. positive,
though weaker, identification was shown towards Greeks in Greece and
Anglo-Aus tralians .
TABLE 4.11 Distances and cotrelations between concept profiles







































NB' D scores are reported above the diagonal and correlations below.
TABLE 4.12 Distance and correlat ions between concept profiles for
Greek-Australian adolescents with low assimilated fathers



































NB. D scores appear above the diagonal and correrations below.
TABLE 4.13
LL4
Distances and correlations between concept profiles
for Greek-Australian subjects with highly assimilated
fathers in the eighth grade.



































* p<0.05 rr* P = 0.001
NB. D scores appear above the diagonal and correlations below.
A Greek in Greece
A Greek in Australia
D = 5.49
Multidimensional scaling soluÈion for concepts rated











o Low assimilation group
¡ tligh assimilation group
FIGURE 4. 14 Two dimensional configuration for five concepts rated
by eighth grade Greek-Australians
4.3.2 Grade nine
Anglo-Australians enrolled in the ninth grade see themselves
primarily as Anglo Saxon, different from either Greeks in Australia or
in Greece. Furthermore, a clear distinction vras perceived between the
latter two concepts. BÍculturar subjects however, indicated crose
identificatíon with imnigrant counterparts. wo identification was








TABLE 4.14 Distances and correlatsions between concept profiles
for Anglo-Australian subjects in the nínth grade.
Myse1f How I An A Greek in


































D scores appear above the diagonal and correlations below.
Distances and correlations beEween concept profiles
for Greek-Australian subjects with low paternal
assimilation in the ninth grade.
TABLE 4 . ]-5








How I would'-iin" ;;-;; o'eo***
An Australian -0.60*


















D scores appear above
f** p = .00I
the diagonal and correlations below.
TABLE 4.16 Distancee and correlations between concept profiles
for Greek-Australian subjects with high paternal
assímilation in the ninth grade.








t:Y. t would 0.99***Ill(e Èo þe
An Australian -0.64*



















* p < 0.05 r* p = 0.005 t*r p = 0.001
n 4r'rìres appear ahove the rìlagonal and corrc''lal-ions hr'low.NR
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Configuration for fíve concepts raLed by Angto-
Australians ín year nine.
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The information contained wit-hin Table 4.L7 and îígure 4.L7
indicates strong host group identification for members of the Anglo-
Australian group. Símilarly, Greek-Australians express strong
in-group iaenti¡ication (Tables 4.Lg, 4.20r Figure 4.Lg). Greek
monoculturals, on the other hand, perceive identíty wíth Greek peopre
living in Australia. Positive but weaker identification is perceíved
with Angto-Australians and Greeks resident in Greece (Table 4.Lg,
Figure 4.I8).
TABLE 4.I7 Distance and correlation matrices between mean concept








































NB. D scores are presented above the diagonal and correlations below.
TABLE 4.18 Distance and correlation measures between mean concept





































NB. D appears above and r below the diagonal.
TABLE 4.19
1r9
Distance and correlation maÈrices between mean concepÈ
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*p<0.05 **P<0.005 **tcP =0.001
NB. D appears above and r below the diagonal.
TABLE 4.20 Distance measures and correlations between mean concept
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A Greek in Greece




Two dimensional configuration for tenth grade
Anglo-Australian subjects .
D = 10.20
Configuration for year ten Greek monocultural
responses to five concePts.
Myself
How I would like to
An Australian


















¡ Low Assimilation grouP
I High Assimílation grouP
D = 6.37
FIGURE 4. 19 Multidimensional scating solution for Greek-Australian
subjects in year ten.
4.3.4 Grade eleven
The close correspondence between membership and reference groups
persisted into the senior grades of high school. Anglo-Australians
and Greek-Australians continued to identífy with theír respective
ethnic groups. Greek monoculturals however, while perceiving a
similarity between themselves and their ímmigrant compatriots'
índicated strong and positive identifícation in ideal self-concept
with Anglo-Australian ethnicity.
TABLE 4.2I Matrícee for D and r between mean concept profilee
rated by Anglo-Australians in the eleventh grade.
Myself How f An A Greek Ín



































D scores are reported in the
r in the lower ha1f.
IABLE 4.22
top half of the matrix and
D and r between mean concept profiles for monocultural





































NB. D scores appear above the diagonal and r below.
TABLE 4.23 D and r between mean concept profiles rated by the Iow
assimilation bicultural group.
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An Australian -0.57*
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't p < 0.05 tc* p < 0.01 :t*tt p = 0.001
NB. D scores are presented above the diagonal and r below.






































Two dimensional configuration of responses to five
concepts by year eleven Anglo-Australians.
a
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D = 7.95





a Low Assimilation group
X High Assimilation group
Multidimensional ecaling solution for concepts rate<ì
















The general pattern of ethnic ídentification displayed
thoughout the preceding grades rrtas also found in grade twelve
(refer to Tables 4.251 4.26t 4.27 anã Fígures 4.23, 4.24).
TABLE 4.25 D and r between mean concept þrofiles for Australian






































D is set out above the diagonal and r below.NB
TABLE 4.26 D and r between mean concept profiles rated by final







































D scores appear above the dÍagonal and correlations below.NB
TABLE 4.27 D and r between mean concept profiles for Greek-
Australian subjects with hígh paternal assimilation







































* P< 0.05 **p < 0.01 ***p = 0.001





Multidimensional scatÍng solution of, year twelve
Anglo responses to S.D. concepts.












¡ Low Assimilation g
X uigh Assimilation group
FIGURE 4.24 Two dimensional configuration for five S-D. concepts
rated by year twelve Greek-Australians.
4.3.6 Summarq - Etlvtic identification
Ethnic identification varied between research groups, Anglo-
Australian adolescents indicated positive identification with their
o$rn membership group. Similarly, Greek-Australian adolescents
identified with their immigrant comPatriots and to a lesser degree
with Greeks abroad. Anglo-Saxon ínfluences upon the self-concepts
of Greek-Australians were minimal. Greek monocultural adolescents,
on the other hand, although indicating general identification with
Greek ethnicity aspired towards Anglo-Australian ideals.













The personal and Ëocial adjustment' of bicultural second
generation Greek immÍgrant adolescents was examíned using indices
of intrapersonal conflict, self-esteem and ethnic Ídentity, The
results and their implications are discussed below.
5.1 BiculturaTism, cuTture confTìct and adjustment
There are two opposing ¡rcints of view regarding biculturalísm
and the experience of culture conflÍct. It was previously believed
Èhat conflicting culÈural norns would inevitably result in the
e¡perience of culture conflict. Biculturalism, howeverr has since
been disassociated from necessary adverse effects. Although overt
tension may occur between the bicultural lndividual and others, it is
questionable whether guch tenefon develops inEo the psychological
conflict commonly assocíated with cultural marginality.
In the context of the present investigation, the term culture
conflict was used specifically to refer to that pst¡choTogjcaf co¡rflicb
resulbing from the contradictory denands of two cultural groups.
Culture tensÍon, on the other handr described the ove¡t tension,
manifested in the form of disagrêement, between the bicultural
individual and significant otherg.
Culture coneli'ct was aaseãeed in thlg eurvey with the MPCL
which providee a census count of personal problems of which the
indivÍdual is aware and wÍIling to admit to. Culture was defined
in a previous chapter a6 a system of norms, values and accepted
behaviours which are considered eseential to t,he regulation of human
group life. Since culture !s all embracing the MPCL was deemed
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approprÍate for use here because of lts conprehensive coverage of
significant life events. Its use v/as based upon the assumptíon that
those who were less well adjusted would attain higher problem tallies,
All subjects were adolescentsr i.e., at the stage, according to
the }iterature, of reassessment and change. Consequently
adolescence has been associated with conflict, rebellion and unrest.
A generally high level of conflict therefore was anticipated for all
indivÍduals. The theory of culture conflict however, would identify
bicultural Greek-Australian individuals as those with the highest
MPCL scores and the greatest number of self-perceived problems.
Culture conflict was thus operationally defined as that additional
burden over and above what is usually experienced. rn other
words, an emotional state characterized by turmoil and a preponderatrce
of personal problems. 
,
Theoretically, irreconcilable cultural differences are expected
to induce ambivalence regarding ethnic affiliation, hence emotional
and mental disturbance. The empirical evidence hras rnore difficult
to interpret.
At grade eight. an unexpected fínding was that Anglo-Australian
group membership was associated with the experience of significantly
greater problems. Areas causing concern ranged from a purely
physical and developmental nature through social Èo moralistic and
personal. This situation was shortlived and ninth grade data
analyses revealed the first. Índications of culture conflict as was
defined here. In comparison to monocultural Anglo-Austra1ians, the
bicultural sample as a whole indicated significantly greater difficulty
overall and more specifically with financial and Iiving conditions'
social activities, morality and relígious issues, family and
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adjustmcnt in school. several additionar interaction effects
were arso observed at this lever and biculturar Greek-Austrarian
females h¡ere associated with the most problems. AJ-thougrr no
significant ethnic group differences were recorded for twelfth grade
respondents, the evidence indicated that females, in comparison to
mares' rnarked signifÍcantry more probrem items on Home and Family
and Morars and Religion. Greek-Australian females faced, over and
above their monocultuLar Austrarian counterparts, additional
difficurties in general, i.e., totar MpcL score, and in particurar,
in personal. - psychological relationships.
The discussion of biculturalism and adolescent adjust-ment thus
far has concentrated upon the comparison between Greek-Australian and
Anglo-Ausl-ralian subjects. The situation for those remaining within
the immigrantrs home country has rargely been ignored. A cribicar
test of culture conflict wourd involve a similar examination of
monoculturar Greek adolescents. cross-nationar comparisons were
confined to the middre and senior high schoor gratles, i.c.,
grades ten ancl eleven.
The additional monocultural reference indicated that a<ìolescence
was a somewhat more difficult transitÍon for individuals of Greek
nationality. Significantly greater social and recreational problcms
were marked by individuars of this group. similarly, these
adorescents were aseociated with a hígher incidence of problems in
other areas, however statistical significance tvas noL reachecl. when
data from years ten, eleven and twerve were sur¡sec¡uentJ-y combined
for further examination, orÈhogonal planned comparisons icle¡rtifjed
the monocurturar Greek group with the experience of greater i¡tra¡:ersonar
J.3I
difficurty on the following MpcL gcaleg; socÍar and Recreationar
Activities (p=.0r), personal-psychorogicar Rerations (p<.05), MoralÉ
and Religion (p<.05) and Home and Eamily (p=.01). fn comparison,
the presenting problems of Anglo-Auetralian counterparts were 1ower
despite the common attributé of ¡nonoculturalíty.
The conflict characterizing eighth grade Anglo-Australians was
attributed to the promotlon from prlmary to eecondary school. A new
school envÍronment and an unfamíliar gchool routÍne may give rise to
probrems of adjustment. Thís wae confírmed by the low scores
obtained by thís particular group on the gubscale of the CSEI reflectÍng
schoor serf-esteem. !,loreover, the generar difficurty of this
developmental stage vras al.so indicated by their significantly rower
globar self-evaluatÍons. confríct between parent and adorescent
generations is another poseible explanatÍon of theee results. Further
comment cannoL be made as thÍs was beyond the Êcope of the preeent
investigation. This contrasls with the situatíon found at grade nine
where the bicultural sample (as a whole) evÍdenced more confrict
than did monocurtural Australiang. However, when generalizing
from the overseas data trende, euch conflict could noE be attributed
exclusively to bÍculturalien and the Íncompatability between Greek and
Australian culturar syste¡ns. rt wíLl be recalred that ín certain
specified areaB those adolescenta surveyed in Greece evídenced greater
confrict. The culËure confllct thcory in which greater difficurty
is hypothesized for bicultuial lndÍvfduals is thereÈore not supported
by the available data. rn fact,r when the information yielded by
eighth and ninth grade eubjecta was combined for further analysis it
was discovered Èhat perfornance on Èhe constituent scales of the MpCL
was unrelated to ethnic group membership (Appendix K). rn other
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words, there vtere no signlficant differencea between Anglo- and Greek-
Australians in the absor-ute number of problem items checked. These
reeults demonstrate that the adJuatnent of blcultural subjects was
not eeriously disadvantaged by the go:exlgtence of two socio_cultural
systems, namely Greek ¡¡rd Aurtrallan. rt.wàð Èherefore concl_uded
that the performance of the bfcultural group in grade nine was due to
random varíation in eample gelectlon.
very few ethnic aroup differences_were found in the senior
school grades. Howeverr coDalderable sex differences emerged,
parficularry in grade ten where fenales rea¡rcnded positively to
significantly more check ust lteme than dld mares on Health and
ehysical Development (p<.01), socfal and RecreatÍonar Activitíes (p<.01)r
social-Psychological Relatlone (p<.001) r, personar-psychological Relations
(p<'or)' The Future (p<.01) and totar Mpct¿ score (p<.0r). Male-femare
ciifferencea across all groupa were furÈher substantiated in a corollary
analysis conbining the micrdle and upper grade revels (Appendix K).
The combinatíon of grades tenT erêven and twelve was justified on the
basis that by Èhls stage Índivfduale would be sufficiently famitar with
the school routine. Higher gcoreE and thus greater problems were indicated
by females on Health and phyelcar Develo¡rment (p<,005), social and
Recreational Actrvities (p<.05), courtshrp, sex, and Marriage (p<.05),
socíal-Psychological Relatrone (p<.005), personar-psychorogícal ,
Relations (p<.os) 
' Hone and Famíly (p<.005) and overall score (p<.05).
rt is werr documented rn the lrterature that behaviour is
fnfluenced, to a sÍgnrffcânt degree, by gender. Both biologÍcal
and cultural factors are rmportant determiners of sex appropriate
behavioufs whích are inetilred in the fndividuar from birth through
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the continuing process of soclallzatíon. The differences between the
sexes are particularly salient in tradftlonal societiee t e.g. ¡ Greek
rural society (campbell, L964; safíl1oE-RothschíLd, L9741. Block
(L973) presented an analyele of the dlfferent soclalization practices
directed tòwards males and feÍ¡âIe¡. Fro¡n Èhls lt was deduced that
values such as self-concern, aelf-protectfón, self-expansion and
self-assertion (colLectlvely referred to as "agentLc',) are emphasized
in males while relatedneee¡ protectlon and support (í.e., "communion',)
are stressed anongst females ln the u.g.A. similar aurveys of other
western nations (e.9., Norvray, sweden, Denmark, Finland and England)
and ethnographic ¡naterial from nonlfterate societies also reflect this
general "agency-communion" dletínction. The results of this survey
also support the cross-cuItural similarity of male-female behaviour.
rt vras generally found that females'across arr research groups
experienced greater personal problems and were less well adjusted than
males. The evidence therefore indicates that. sex of the resporident
was a better predictor of adjustment than was ethnic or cultural
group membership. At Êeveral etages duríng the investigation the
effect of sex combined with the effect of'ethnic group to exert a
significant influence over adoleecent adjustrnent. On these occasions
bicultural Greek-Australian females evidenced greater maladjustment.
Greek cultural regulations are particularly restríctive over the behaviour
of females and this may have cauged some distress (bhe impl-ications of tf,i"
situation are dlscussed later). The nature of the interaction
effecÈ was more difficutt to lnterpret within the respective
monocultural samples. The reaeone for the greater personal difficulty
experienced by Greek and AustralÍan ¡nales were not clear.
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Level of paternal assimllatlon was effective on one subecale
only, Adjustment to School Workrwhlch was reflected in the responses
of Greek-Australíane enroll.ed ln the middle year of secondary school. A
planned comparison of group neans rcvealed those bicultural adolescents
whose fathers were ranked low on ho¡t toclety aselmllatfon expressed
greater distrubance than the hlgh crlterlon group. rt ís interesting
to note that statlstical elgniflcance occured wlthin an environment
where the chlld of immtgrant deEcent fs'officfally confronted wiÈh
Anglo-Australian culture, f.e. r ât echool where English is the official
language of instruction and education is orÍented to Anglo-AustraIían
values. These lndividuals marglnally outscored their higher assimilated
counterparts on a number of other MPCL subscales but this trend was
non'significant. on thê basls of this it ts suggested that degree of
paternal assimilation may be lees lnfluential over the personal and
social adjustment of the second lmmfgrant generation than had previously
been assumed.
Personal adjustment tras further examined with the responses
given to an open ended queetion (no. 2l appended to the t'rpcL which
read as follows, 'rHow wourd you summarize your chief problems in your
own words?. l{rite a brlef summary.rr rn this h,ay respondents could
indicate those personal problems assoclated with the greatest anxiety.
The most general conclusfon whlch Is warranted from the resultant
information ls that deepite mínor group variation, adolescence in
Greece and Australia fs associated wfth the same general anxietíes.
school is prominant at thls stage of llfe and school rerated issues
therefore recelve frequent mention. performance at school also
determines career opport,unltles later on and hence a general concern
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for the future. An increaging a$rareness of the opposite eex seems to be
responsible for the pre-occupatlon with soclal inÈeraction' dating and
personal and physical attractivenees. The latter was particularly
important to aII female survey partlcipants (The lnfornation discuesed
.l
above is summarized ln Appendlx tll.
The data thus far support an lncreastng numUer of studíes whích
question the existence of culÈure confllct. In ehort, very few
signiflcant. group dffferences, partlcularly durlng the senior secondary
school grades, $tere found between Greek, Anglo-Australian and Greek-
Australian adolescents, The laet named did not exhibit the intense'
psychological conflict characteristlc of culture conflict. Furthermore,
a similarity was observed between the sexes cross-culturally. Cultural
differences were obgcured by the signiflcance of sex role socíalization.
This is not to say however that cultural lnfluences were minimal. On
the contrary, the influence of culture or mlgration was effective over
the behaviour of Greek and Greek-Australlan adolescentsr e.9., dreek
parents were particularly restrictfve over the behaviour of daughtere.
Cultural differences may resulE ln dlsagreement between parent and
child wíthout adversely affectlng personal adjustment and mental
function, í.e., culture Èension. Thfs was investÍgated further with
the Greek Adolescent Questlo¡tnalre. In particular, three questions
were asked of the resultant data.
1. $las culture uniform throuqhout the Greek-Australian sample?
This survey ¡ras deelgned to dlvide the bicultural Greek-
Australian sample on the basls of degree of paternal aseimilation of
host group values and to comPare the results. Those subjects whose
fatherer scored low on the fndex of aesfmllation were congidered
separately from those scorlng higher.
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Host society adjustment was determined usÍng the "Australíanization"
section of the parental quesÈionnaire. Constituent items included
an ar{areness of host group identífication, knowledge of the English
Ianguage, English reading abillty, Auetralian social interaction and
club membership. An analysis of responses revealed Èhat very few
fathers experienced much host group contact. The majority in fact
indicated low to moderate involvement. On the other hand, Greek
ethnic community participation was hígh, as vras índicated by the scale
reflecting "Greeknessr' (see Chapter 3r pp.77-78). Greek immigrant fathers
rated themselves as decidely Greek ín identity, indicated a good to
excellent command of the Greek language, expressed a definite preference
for reading Greek text, interacted socÍally with their compatriots
and generally were particlpatÍng members of Greek social clubs.
It is therefore concluded that the Greek parental sample,
fathers ín particular, have retaíned a significant portion of pre-
migration cultural traits despíte residence in Australia for l0 or more
years. Greek culture was dominant in the majority of immigrant
households surveyed and consequently the second generation rrrere
relatively unaffected by the degree of paternal assimilation of
Anglo-Australian cultural values. Moreover¡ this was generally
supported by the MPCL and CSEI results in which both groups were
compared by means of planned orthogonal contrasts.
2. To what extent were Greek cultural values responsible for the
cullure tensíon experienced by Greek-Australian ad'olescents?
On the basis of the infor¡nation described above, low and high
assimilation samples were combined. The following picture of the
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Greek-Australian adolescent emerged.
On the whole a typical adolescentr male or female, born of two
Greek parents living in Australia enjoyed the company of many frÍends'
of both Australian and Greek-Australian natíona]ity. There was
however a slight tendency for the latter to outnumber the former.
This was also reflected in parental.preference for 'Greek friends.
Very few parents however, hrere found to restrict their childrs choice of
fr iends .
During the lower grades of secondary school the family was
nominated as a major source of social interaction. Approximately 50
per cent of grade eíght res¡rondents indicated that their social life
revolved mainly àround the family as also did 78 per cent of ninth
graders and 55 per cent of tenth graders. The figures in the uPper
grades were somewhat loweri i.e., grade elevenr 32 per cent; grade twelve,
20 per cent. Greek social gatherings were attended frequently by all
bicultural individuals. At least 80 per cent of respondents in each
grade had attended a Greek function within the last three months.
Similar functions hel{ by Anglo-Australians became increasingly important
Iater on, e .g., 84 per cent of twelfth grade biculturals had recently
been to an Australian social function.
From an early age the majority of children had attended Greek
language classes outside of normal school hours. Attendance, in
percentages, from grades eight through twelve were 79,74r 73,84,
and 100, respectively. The study of the Greek language was furthered
during high school with its inclusion in the Australian school
curriculum. AI1 respondents indicated a good command of Greek. In fact,
Greek was the major language of conmunication with parents, although
English was used more frequently wíth brothers, sisters and other
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Greek-AusÈralian friends. Minimal overt tension was recorded between
parent and child generations regarding the language used within the home.
The prominant posítion accorded Eo Greek was hardly ever disputed.
This principle was applÍcable in other areas too. For example' all
parents vrere perceived by their adolescent children as expressing
a strong desire for fuÈure Greek sons- and daughters- in-law. In most
cases this desire Ìiras also shared by the adolescent generation.
Tension within the Greek immigrant household was evident on the
subject of interaction with Èhe opposite sex. Greek parents were
considered by respondents to disapprove of dating between adolescents.
Parental disapproval of dating waÉ recorded amongst 50 per cent, 78
per cent, 55 per cent, 47 pet cent and 56 per cent of eighth through
twelfth grade Greek-Australian respondents respectively. This was an
area of particular concern to females. The comparisons made with
Anglo-Australian peers were obvious in many of their responsest e.9.,
"Australians let their daughters and sons go out more frequently with
the opposite sex" (15 year old Greek-Australian female)r "Greek parents
are too strict" (14 year old Greek-Australian female). Arranged
marriages was another topíc upon whích overt tension was probable.
The majority of respondents generatty disagreed with such arrangements,
i.e., grade eightT 50per cent; grade nine, 74 per cent; grade ten, 95
per cent; grade eleven , 79 per cent; grade twelve, 96 per cent.
Further tension was expected to result from the differential
freedom accorded to each sex. It was generatly agreed that Greek-
Australian males were allowed greater f,reedon for behaviour than Greek-
Australian females (agreement was expressed by 67 per cent in grade
eight, 61 per cent in grade nine, 86 per cent in grade ten, 63 per
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cent in grade eleven and 92 per cent in grade twelve). Neverthelesg,
the overt tension generated by this double standard riras surprisingly
low. Arguments between female respondents and theír mothers were
experienced by 29 per cent of eighth grade biculturals, 5g per cent
in grade nine, 50 per cent ln 9râde ten, 40 per cent in grade eleven
and 53 per cent in grade twelve. sÍmÍlarly, arguments with father,
with the excepÈion of grade nine (where parental self-esteem vras low);
were also infrequent. The respective sampre proportions, from the
lowest grade to the highest¡ were 36 per cent¡ 75 per cent, 33 per cent,
40 per cent and 47 per cent.
Bicurtural respondents, both male and femare, were generarry
aware of cultural differences between Greeks and Auqtralians I e.g.,
religion, límitations upon freedom, different customs, ,,oId fashioned
parental ideas" (14 year ord Greek-Australian male), and as one 17
ì year old femare respondent, expressed it¡ "the importance of having a
good reputation before marriage." This situation might be expected
to resurt in curturar conflict, or at least curtural tension,
culminating perhaps with a rejection of immigrant varues. on the
contrary' the vast majority of respondents indicated that Iife at home
l¡as essentially happy. From grades eight through to twelve respectively,
the proportion of subjects in agreement were 92 per cent, 93 per cent,
95 per centr 74 pet cent and 64 per cent.. General agreement was also
expressed with the customs and the life ways associated with their
immigrant parents ' Throughout arr grades surveyed, 56 per cent agreed
with most, if not all, Greek customs. Furthermore, minimal confusion
was attributed to their bículturalism. only 2 per cent of the entire
bicultural sampre experienced confusion regarding Greek and Angro-
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Australian life styles. Apparently the two life styles htere clearly
differentiated.
Bicultural subjects in grades eight (96 per cent), nÍne (57
per cent), 
:nU 
twelve (72 per cent) vüere generally happy at school.
The respective proportions in grades ten (41 per cent) and eleven (47
per cent) grere somewhat lower. Greek-Australians enrolled in the
tenth grade were the least well adjusted at school. This result
concurs with that obtained upon the school work and curriculum indices
of the MPCL.
' The majority of Greek immigrant parents had hígh educational
ambitions for their chíIdren, male or female, wishing them to proceed
to Lertiary education (the proportions from grade eight through twelve
vrere as follows; 33 per cent, 6I per cent, 55 per cent, 58 per cent.
88 per cent). These ideals were also shared by the respondents
themselves, i.e.r 33 per cent, ag per cent, 68 per cent,63 per cent,
84 per cent. A progressively larger percentage of parents and children
aspired towards university education throughout the upper school grades.
The third and final guestion dealt with the comparability of
this situation with that in Greece.
3. How much cultural chanqe was induced throuqh miqration?
An insight into present day Greek culture was obtained from the
monocultural Greek adolescent sample
Similarity was observed between the life led by Greek youth in
contemporary Greece and in Austtalia. To begin with, the importance
of the Greek family was once again established and any disruption to this
unit was considered to evoke parental disapproval. The majority of
Greek parents in Australia (80 per cent) and in Greece (80 per cent)
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desired that their children remain within close proximity to homet
even if this involved forsaking future job opportunities. The
family also featured in the social lives of Greek adolescents in
grades ten (37 per cent) and eleven (55 per cent) although nonfamily
influences were also involved.
Similar leisure pursuits characterized adolescents of Greek
descent in Australía and in Greece. Common activities included reading,
sport, radio and televísíon. Formal club membership both in Australia
and in Greece was low.
The differential treatment of the sexes was again observed.
-significant proportions of males (grade ten, 67 per cent; grade elevenr
80 per cent) and females (grade ten, 79 per cent; grade eleven, 75 per
cent) acknowledged thís fact. This is considered to stem from the
traditional belief that the female is subordinate to the male.
Throughout her life the Greek female must defer to the authority of
her father and, when married, her husband. Within the modern day
Greek household females face greater restrictions than do males. More
often than not females also require chaperoning when out in public.
This situation, not surprisingly, resulted in overt parent-adotåscent
conflict. In contrast to her immigrant counterpart, the monocultural
Greek female exhibited greater preparedness to confront both parents
over Èhis issue. Overt conflict regarding personal freedom was
experienCed either ttsometimestt, ttoftent' or t'very often" by 71 per cent
of grade ten female respondents with mother and by 66 per cent with
father. The corresponding figures for eleventh grade females were
67 per cent and 93 per cent respectively. The Greek-Australian female
sample results, discussed previously (p.f39) ¡ wêE€ somewhat lower'
¡
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These adolescents experienced problems of corTununication with
both parents. Such diffículties grere recorded for 28 per cent and
45 per cent of tenth and eleventh graders respect.ively. (The respective
percentages for the Greek-Australfan conParleon grouPs r.rere l8 per
cent and 2t per cent). Thie BEoblen accqrdlng to monocultural
Greek respondents, resulted from the fdeological differences between the
generations. Lack of parental understanding of teenage problems was
the most common explanatíon forwarded by those attempting to explain
the situation. Dissatisfaction at home was also expressed by 37
per cent of tenth and 36 per cent of eleventh grade respondents.
The evidence therefore seems to suggest that a certain amount of tension
l¡etween the generations is normaÈíve within those Greek households surveyed
and parental-norm conflict is its cause. This is supported indirectly
from responses given to question three of the MPCL where it was
founcl that 65 per cent and 82 per cent of tenth and eleventh graclers
respectively¡ agree<l with the suggestíon that certain school periods
should be reservecl for student counselling. Respected teachers and
close personal friends were the most frequently mentioned individuals
from which students would accept help. There thus seems to be an
obvious need for discusslon, a need which apparently is not fulfilled
at home. Unfortunately, comparative Australian data were unavailable.
Ouestionnaíre responÊes also indicated that Greek parents in Greece'
like their immigrant counterparts, were extremely ambitious regarding
the educational advancement of their children. Approximately 76 per
cenL of parents of female subjects and 68 per cent of male subjects
in grade ten desired a unlversity education for thelr children. A
considerable proportíon of parents of year eleven respondents had
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similar aspirations, i.e., r00 per cent of parents of males and 75
per cent of females. contrary to traditional beliefs, the education
of femares ldas not discouraged. Further si¡nirarity between creece and
Austraria was oËserved regarding the contravention of social standards.
Greek parents in generar were,.aware of the stigma invorved with
nonconformist behaviour. The behavíour of children r^¡as considered
to reflect upon parents, hence the moderate rever of concern over
staying out late, bad language, datÍng, personal appearance and
other adolescent behaviours.
A notable culÈurar discrepancy in attitude to arranged marriages
existed between Greece and Australia. This custom, whire effective
within certain sectíons of the Greek-Australian popuration (the
percentage of parents, perceived by their chirdren, agreeing with
such arrangements h¡ere as forl0ws: grade eight, 46 per cent; grade
niner 35 per cent; grade tenr 33 per cent; grade elevenr 59 per
cent; grade twelve, 32 per cent) was declining in modern day Athens
(grade ten, 10 per cent, grade eleven¡ lg per cent). A fact which
must not be'overrooked in the evaluation of such data is that arr
Greek itnmigrant parents originated from rural or isrand areas of Greece
and most have received limíted education. This situation therefore
may not be directry comparabre with that in Athens.
rt nay generarry be concruded from the preceding information
that migration to Australia was not overry disruptive to Greek curture.
The immigrant generation have retained a majority of pre-migration
cultural beliefs, attitudes and behaviours which were subsequentry
transmitted to the Austrarian born generation through the process
of socialization. concentration within ethnic settrements has
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helped significantly in the survival of immigrant culture. SupporÈ
is therefore given to the work of Vasta (L975), Bottomley (1976t 1979,
and others who also have found that immigrant cultures, Southern
European at least, are transported relatively intact, and subsequently
maintained, in the new country. Furthermore, the socialization received
from two cultural perspectíves, i.e., ethnic and host, was not
disruptive to the personal and social adjustment of bicultural Greek-
Australian adolescents. These subjects in fact indicated favourable
adjustment, comparable to Anglo-Australian monocultural peers.
Tentative evidence however, in the form of higher MPCL tallies on
certain subscales and replies to the Adolescent questionnaire, was
suggestive of greater emotional conflict and overt tension within the
monocultural Greek sample. Sex differences were also found indicating
that female respondents from all three cultural groups experienced
greater adolescent turmoil than males. fn the final analysis one
must conclude that the psychological conflict resulting from the
co-existence of two cultural systems withín the same individual was
not established. The evidence therefore serves to counter the popular
culture conflict hypothesis.
5.2 BicuLturalisn and self-esteem
The definition of self-esteem used in the present context was
that of Coopersmith (1967, p.4), i.e., "By self-esteem we refer to
the evaluation which the individual makes and customarily maintains
with regard to himself: it expresses an attitude of approval or
disapproval, and indicates the extent to which the individual believes
himself to be capable, significant, successful and worthy. In short,
self-esteem is a personal judgement of worthiness that is expressed
L4s
in the attitudes the individual holds tovrards himself." Thus self-
esteem is a judgemenÈal attitude expressing approval or disapproval
of personal attributes and attítudes. High scores signify a highly
valued self and lower scores unworthiness. The attitude to self
was considered to vary acrogg different areas of experience, therefore
the four subscales comprising the CSEI, i.e., Peer' parent, school,
self , \¡¡ere examined individually in addition to the overall result.
In this way it was possible to detect impaired self-evaluations in
certain specific areas even if Èhe overall index was satisfactory.
of all the CSEI scales, ethnic grouP differences on school and
global esteem proved statistically sígnificant in eighth grade data
analyses. Anglo-Australian subjects exhibited lower esteem on these
indices when compared to their Greek-Australian school Peers. It
wiIl be recalled that this group also encountered greaÈer difficulty
in the various areas defined by the MPCL. It was therefore
speculated that the changing circumstances consequent upon promotion
to secondary school was the most likely cause. However is iS not
clear why this disruption of school routine was not reflected in
the results of bicultural grade mates. The respective effects of
sex and the sex by ethnic aroup interaction did not reliably distinguish
performance on .the remaining subscales.
The only significant group difference detected at grade nine
occured on the parent subscale of the CSEI. In this instance,
Greek-Australians índicated signif icantly lower self-evaluations.
This finding was supported by the results of the MPCL in which this
group was associated with greater home and family related problems.
The overprotective attitude of many immigrant Parents may have
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contributed to this situation. Moreover, Matteson (L974) and
Watkins (L976) in two independent investigations found an association
between low self-esÈeem and famíly connunÍcation problems. There is
nothing to indicate that these reeults may not be generalized to
include the irunigrant household as well. A general tendency for
lower personal self-esteem amongst females, monocultural and bicultural'
was also observed.
Self-evaluations in the míddle grade of secondary school were
explored with an additional group comprÍsing male and female adolescents
born and raised in Greece. Planned orthogonal contrasts indicated
that this group was significantly different from Anglo-Australian
monoculturals. The latter possessed higher global self-esteem and
personal self-esteem. The interaction effect between sex and ethnic
group also attained statistical significance on the parent subscale.
A comparison of mean scores associated both groups of female monoculturals
with lower self-evaluations in this area than female biculturals.
!'urthermore, a cross cultural tendency for lower female esteem was
demonstrated for global self, peer self and personal self. Ethnic
group membershíp in year eleven was also a significant determiner of
esteem level. Greek monoculturat adolescents expressed lower
evaluations regardíng self, parent and global esteem.
Anglo-Australian females in their final year of school were
identified with higher school and personal self-esteem than Greek-
Australían females. The latter also scored higher problem counts on
three MPCL scales, i.e., Personal-Psychological Relations, Morals and
Religion and MPCL total score. The validity of these results is questionable
in the absence of a suitably natched monocultural Greek control 9roup.
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!ùithin the confines of sampting Il¡nitations associated with
data collection in Greece, the following conclusions are drawn.
Firstly, a general Concurrence ttas Observed between Ehe results
yielded by the CSEI and Ehe MPCL. the latÈer wae sensiÈive to the
scales comprísing the former. Tþqt le' a htgh lncfdence of problems
in a particular eubscale usually reaulted in impaired esteem and
vice versa. Performance on the MPCL and the scalea of self-esteem
varied with ethnic group membershiP' sex and grade of respondent.
Secondly, some evídence suggestlve of lovter esteem amongst
females was found. Conseguently support is given to Èhe work of
Louden (197S) who found that. while there vrere no significant differences
between English, West Indian and Asian adolescent samples, females had
significantly lower esteem than ma1es. These results contradict
the work of other investfgato,rs who have failed to detect significant
differences between the sexesr ê.9., Coopersmith (1967). It must be
pointed out that much of thís earlier. work was conducted with child subjects
and therefore may not be direcÈly relevant during adolescence. The
generally lower level of fe¡nale esteem found here is explained in terns
of the differential treatment of the sexeg. In general, females
faced greater restrictions over behaviour than did males and this may
have adversely affected self-esteem. Another possibility' dÍscussed
by Maccoby E Jacklin (f9?4), concerns a general tendency observed
amongst females towards self-dÍeclosure. Males on the other frana appear
less. willing to divulge pereonål Informatfon. This could not be
examíned further because, as mentioned on Page 57r the reliabÍIity
and validity asaocíated with the IÍe ecale of the CSEI under
Australian teeting conditions útas doubtful . 
t'
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Thirdly, no support is given to the argument that migrant
adolescents suffer from inferior conceptions of self (Connell g! al.,
1975). on the whole the self-esteem of Australian born Greek
adolescents did not appreciably differ from Anglo-Australians.
The combination of the respective data of migrant adolescents born
within and outside of Australia, even though all but the most recent
arrivals were studied, must not be overlooked in comparing the
results of this investigation to that of Connell and his co-workers.
This discrepancy may also be accounted for in terms of the nío..""
known as selective perceptíon. Through selective attention the
individual may remove from awareness those situations in which minority
group cultures are referred to in negative terms and thereby maintain
a higher level of esteem than might otherwise be the case. Recent
studies, the present survey included, have served to indicate that
two ethnicities do not necessarily give rise to inadequate self-
concepts and negative self-appraisalsr e.9. Soares & Soares (1969),
Arias (1976), Louden (1978). Conseguently the minority group
individual need not accept the devaluation which is usually accorded
to migrant status., It had been stated earlier that ethnic groups
characterized by solidarity are best equipped to preserve the self-
esteem of its members. The Greek ethnic community is one example
of such a group. Subcultures therefore seem to encourage positive
self-appraisal through the provision of alÈernate foci of self-
definition.
Fourth1y, the resul,Ès <j6taÍnèô with the additional comparison,group
indicate that adolescence is a particularly troubled period for Greek
monocultural males and females. In comparison to the other groups,
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Greek adolescents were assoCiated with low esteem and were less
well adjusted.
Finally it must be concluded that the culture conflict
hypothesis was not supPorted by the data. Greek-Australian group
membership was not consistently assoclated with a diminished sense
of personal worth. It is however acknowledged that at certain
points during adolescence the self-esteen of female biculturals did
suffer. This evidence was hardly sufficient to signify the onset
of severe emotional disturbance. In fact, on, the majority of
CSEI scales no differences between Australian and Greek-Australian
adolescents were found. Moreover, bicultural grouP performance on
the CSEI was comparable to the South Australian student subsample
employed by Ross (L9741. If anything, the Greek-Australian
biculturals attained higher scores, thereby indicating favourable self-
evaluations (it must be borne in mind that the ethnic conposition of
this comparison group was unknown). Furthermore, degree of paternal
assimilation did not significantly influence self-appraisal or adjustment.
No significant esÈeem differences vrere recorded between low and high
assimilation groups. In view of this it must be concluded that
Greek-Australian bicultúralism was not injurious to self-esteem.
An important consideration which has received Iimited attention
thus far concerns ethnic identíty, i.e., that psychological
idenÈífication with an ethnic group. The literature suggests that
ethnic identity forms an Íntegral part of self and self-concept.
The'discussion wiII now consider the significance of ethnicity
upon individual adjusÈment.
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5.3 EtÌnic identif ication
Some authors, e.9., Park (L92Sl, Stoneguist (1935, L937), have
argued that a major consideration in the adjustment problems of
immigrant adolescents concerns the conflict in ethnic identity between
immigrant, which in this case was Greekr êrrd host, i.e., Anglo-
Aust.ralian, cultures, The individual with experience of this situation
would be culturally marginal, undertain as to his membership in
either group.
Evidence of cultural marginality was not.found by this study.
Most subjects vrere abre to secure a distinct ethnic identity as
indicated by their responses to the semantic differential. Throughout
the five grades investigated the same recurring theme arose. Anglo-
Australian nationality was dominant in the ethnic identity of monocultural
Anglo respondents. The average Australian indivídual was perceived
as distinct from a Greek indivídual resident either in Australia or in
Greece. Furthermore a distinct,ion was perceived between the latter two
concepts. Bicultural subjects, on the other hand, expressed closer
identification with Greek people generarry, i.e., whether in Austruri.
or in Greece. An Anglo-Australian was perceived as being dissimilar.
The most. interesting development occured with the Greek monocultural
sample who aspired towards an Anglo-Australian identity. rn fact
concepts involving Australia, i.e., "An Australian", "A Greek In
Austraria", held greater significance than those making reference
to their own membership group, i.e., t'A Greek In Greecer'.
These findings are discussed using reference group theory.
Previous writers have identified an individualrs reference group as an
important determiner of behaviour t ê.9., Hartley & Hartley (Lgszl. A
reference group in this sense represents an identifícational, behavioural
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and value source. The close correspondence between membership
and reference groups for Anglo-Australian adolescents resulted in
a relatively low incidence of emotional conflicÈ and generally favourable
self-evaluations. These subjects were fÍrmly grounded in the dominant
Anglo way of life and the influence of alternate cultures therefore
was slight. The perceived discrepancy between individuals of Greek
and Australian nationality served to reinforce identification with
the host social group.
Monocultural Greek adolescents expressed a general identificatíon
with Australia. The reasons for this can only be speculated upon.
It had been pointed out in a previous chapter that this particular
subject sample r^ras associated with a comparatively higher socio-economic
status than the other groups. Bearing in mind the relaÈively poor
economic climate of Greece, it is suggested that the average Greek
citizen did not represent an ideal point of reference, socio-economically
at least, for these individuals. Closer identification was displayed in
act.ual self-concept with Greek-Australians, and in ideal self-concept
with Anglo-Australians. A not inconsiderable proportion of participanÈs
(19 per cent in grade ten and t8 per cent in grade eleven) had indicated
having contact with Australian people. Although the exact nature of
this contact is unknown, it is highly probable that it occured
during visits paid by Greek immigrants with their families to
the land of their birth. This is a common practice amongst Greek-
Australian and Greek-American immigrants. Reciprocal visits by Greek
citizens to family and friends in Australia or in America are fewer
in comparison. The Greek adolescent may have formed extremely
favourable opinions of anglicized compatriots living abroad from contact
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with the visiting immigrants. culturar stereotlpes refrected
by the media may have also conÈríbuted. The Greek population is often
exposed to Anglo idears and values through television and in print.
since televisíon, music and reading were popular adolescent leisure
time activítÍes ít is highry probabre that most, if not all, subjects
have been exposed to such infruences at some time in their rives.
several subjects (9 per cent) did express a definite preference for
listening to American popular music. rt is therefore suggested that
these subjects were infruenced by an external reference group.
American, Australian or British ideals com¡nunicated through the media
or contacted in person may have acted as important determiners shaping
attitudes and influencing behaviour. The anglicization of the younger
Greek generation may be partly responsibre for the overt tension
discovered between parenÈ and child generatíons, the experience of
emotional conflict and ímpaired self-esteem.
Membership and reference groups coincide for Greek-Australian
individuars, hence the relatívery low overarr lever of confrict.
rndirect support for this is provided by a study of sociar choice
conceived of by Penny (1971) in which nationality was found to be a
major determiner of the friendship choices made by primary school
children. rndividuals of similar ethnic and cultural biography were
those who were most frequently chosen as friends. This resurt was
substantiated in a later study by Coats (1975) of national identification,
nationar preference and social choice in the upper grades of primary
school. Greek and rtalian subjects in particular were found to
overchoose individuals of their own nationality as friends and underchoose
Australian and Englísh children. The Lendency for social interaction
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to occur primarily within ethnic group divisions was also observed by
the author in the high school environment. rn view of this, it is
argued that the Greek-Australians of this study systematically
avoided those situations in whÍch conflict was likeIy to occur.
These adolescentg were aware of the differenceg between Greek and
Anglo-Saxon cultural values as exemplified by the various comnents
made.
I'Not language dif f iculties, just different ideas.,'
(A 15 year old Greek-Australian female explaining
the persistence of communícation problems with
both parents. )
"Greek parents are more protective and strict towards their
children and family. Most Australian parents donrt care
about their children."
(16 year old Greek-Australian female.)
"very often when my older sister goes out, r have to go out too.r'
(comment made by a 13 year old Greek-Austrarian mare
who was required by his parents to chaperone his
older sister. )
The recognition of value differences between cultures did result in some
disagreement between parent and child as indicated by the Adolescent
questionnaire. rn most cases however the freguency of such disputes
was relatively low and on those occasions where tension was personally
distressing' consolation was available from ethnic peers who were also
undergoing a similar experience.
A further considerat.ion in the explanation of the results involves
the selection of Lhe bicultural sample. Subjects were selected from
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schools containing sizable proportions of individuals of Greek-Australian
ethnicity. In contrast to the situation found at most other Australian
state schools, the Greek-AustralÍans sampled here comprised a majority¡
rather than a minority, group. The relatívely hígh rate of ethnic-
Australians to Anglo-Australíans therefore may have functioned to
insulate the former from direct experience wÍth divergent cultural rlorlrs¡
thereby reducing the impact of cultural conflict.
It has also been suggested that the incidence of culture conflict
is underestimated in migrant surveysr ê.g., Connell et al.. (L9751,
SalaÇaras & Humphris (L972). The low incidence of reported disagreement
is generally attributed to the closer ethnic family ties and stricter
paternal control. Thus while immigrant adolescents, especially
females, Rây prefer it to be otherwise, compliance with parental demands
was the usual outcome. On the other hand, the positive evaluation of,
and close psychological identification wíth, Anglo ideals expressed by
monocultural Greek adolescents may have been.sufficient to overcome this.
Contradiction of parental values and authority characterized this'
particular research group as the least well adjusted of all.
According to several sources t ê.g., Gobbo (L9751 , a confused
sense of personal identity is believed to afflict children of migrant
background. It was previously assumed that such children would generally
aspire towards the dominant group in society. Necessarily involved in 
.
this was the wholesale acceptance of the associated cultural traits with
a consequent rejection of the immigrant culture. The assimilation of
host group culture however does not necessarily ensure membership into
that group. CulÈural alienation and rnarginality are the consequences
of non-acceptance. The data yielded by this survey índicate that
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such was not 'the case. Rather than being culturally marginal ' the
immigrant adolescent identified closely with the ethnic culture
in a somewhat similar manner to Childrs (1943) "in-grouprrreaction where
second generation IEalian immigrants resolved their culturaL dilenma
by identifying with the ftalian ethnic grouP. The high degree of
institutionalizaÈion within Greek et.hnic communities in Australia may
be responsible for bhis effect. The Greek-Australian youngsLer was
effectively socialized within the Greek ethnic community in which
cultural ideals were protected and preserved. Cultural conflict
was negligíble and self-esteem maintained.
5.4 ConcLusions
The overall finding of this survey was that there vrere very few
detrimental effects associated with Greek-Australian immigrant
biculturalism. These effects, isolated mainly in the initial secondary
school- years, were questionable in liqht of the evidence produced with
the additional Greek monocultural sample. In fact, these differences
declined when data from the lower and upper grades respectively
were combined for re-analysis.
lhe empirical evidence questions the argument that integration
of two culLures results in culture conflict, i.e., that emotional
disturbance due to the difficulty of reconciling the values '
customs and accepted ways of behaviour of two ethnic groups.
Vfith the exception of performance upon one MPCL subscale (Adjustment
to School Ïlork), the degree of paternal assimilation of host grouP cultural
values did not significantly influence personal and social adjustment
or se.l-f-esteem. Low and high assimilation groups were comparable
on Èhe remaining psychometric indices. On the whole Australian born
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Greek adolescents were relatively weII adjusÈed' comparable to Anglo-
Australian peers. Furthermore, bicultural adjustment was generally
superior Lo that indicated by monoculturaL adolescents in Greece.
Several discrepancies between Anglo-Australian and Greek
cultural values were associated with overt tension within the
immigrant family. The overall frequency of these dispuÈes remained
low and usually occurred with those topics holding significance to
adolescents, boy-gir1 relationships for example. With the exception
of year nine respondents, immigrant biculturals also exhibited
satisfactory parental self-esteem in the face of parent-adolescent
tension. Family cohesiveness, a general characteristic within the
Greek household, served to confine such tension to a minimum,
thereby preventing disruption to the family unit.
The bicultural experience was previously associated with
marginality, in theory at least. Evídence in support of this was not
found here. Greek-Australian subjects reacted to their biculturalism
by ident.ifying more closely with the ethnic v¡ay of life. Although
rveak identification occured with the host society, a Greek cultural
orientation was preferred. This was aided considerably wíth the
establishment of ethnic group settlements.
The data did however indicate significant differences between
male-Eemale performance cross-culturally. Females, Anglo, Greek
and Greek-Australian, were generally less well adjusted and were also
associated with lower levels of esteem. This was explained in terms of
the differential socialization of the sexes.
In sum, the results of this investigation support the increasing
number of studies which contest Èhe traditional association between
r
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biculturalism, personal and social maladjustment and cultural
alienation. This however does not preclude the possibility that
a few bicultural individuals may indeed experience the discrepancy
between cultures as an intense Psychologícal conflict. This
condition, if it occurs, Ís more tikely to characterize those
j-ndividuals whose development has been temporarily disturbed through
movement from one socio-cultural environment to another. Such is the
experience of the child, adolescent or even adult under international
migration. Under these circumstances personal and social adjustment
may be seriously impaired. These remarks are not directly applicable
to the biculturals under investigation who were both Australian born
and raised.
Two major reasons prevent the generalization of results of
American studies to the situation prevalent in Australia today.
FirsÈIy, the present attitudinal environment is more overtly accepting'
or at leas! increasingly tolerant, of ethnic minorities. A
substantial period of time has lapsed since that first wave of immigration
during which much social change has occured. Australia today prides
herself as being a multicultural society. The stigma which was once
associated with migrant status has diminished and in many cases has
disappeared. Perhaps the most obvious example of this is the
education system where students are allowed the opportuniÈy to study
one or several ethnic languages. Moreover, such studies have been
given status by the public board of examination and by insLitutes of
higher learning. l4ulticultural radio and television programs are other






The second consideration involves the increasing sophistication
in experimental methodology and analysis which has led to some teasing
out of previously confounded variables. This allows questions to
be asked and answered with greater precision and confidence.
5.5 Suggestions for future zesearch
The implications of this study highlight the need for an
external point of reference in migration research. The results of the
pilot study were suggestive of culture conflict within Greek-Australian
adolescents. However, data provided by the additional monocultural
Greek sample used throughout the main study indicated that such was not
the case. fn the absence of this group, the culture conflict hlpothesis
would have proved difficult Èo reject. Using two monocultural control
groups it was possible to infer that adolescence hras a particularly
difficult period for Greek individuals. Anglo- and Greek- AusÈralian
individuals were well adjusted in comparison and consequently
biculturalism was not linked with the experience of culture conflict.
Therefore it is strongly recommended along with Whit.lock (1971)
that the situatíon existing for.home country controls be examined by
future investigators working in the field of migration.
Constraints on both the number of subjects and the time available
meant that the size of subsamples fe1l to low levels in some parts of the
study. This may mean that some of the conclusions will need to be
substantiated by future research using larger sample sízes.
Furthermore, the sample selected at the upper grades of secondary
school may not have been entirely representative of the adolescent
population. School drop out rates increase at these school grades
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and a highly biased group of select individuals remain. Subsequent
work should be directed towards school leavers in addition to school
attenders. An extension of this work to include young adults should
also prove useful. The relatively restricted life led by school
students is broadened with entry into the workforce or tertiary
institutions. At this stage the individual is confronted with a
wide range of people of varying biographies. The difference between
cultures may be híghlighEed under circumstances such as these.
Furthermore, the ideal experimental design for developmental research
is longitudinal. In this way personal and sociat adjustment can be
monitored throughout the same individual during the course of
development. Atthough this procedure vras not feasible under the
conditions of the present survey it is recommended for future
proposals.
Several investigators implicate the differential assimilation of
immigrant family members as a source of overt tension and intrapersonal
conflictr e.9., Danziger lL97L'), Salagaras & Humphris (1972), Vasta
(1975). In this study, the findings with respect to paternal assimilation
did not confirm the expectations that differences in Lhis variable would
covary with adolescent adjustment. It is suggested that the assimilation
schedule may be partly responsible for the results obtained. WhÍIe
it was considered appropriate for use with Latvian immigrants by
Putnigè (f98I), it may have had limited application with Greek
immigrants. Vlith the exception of one subscale, i.e., responses of
grade ten biculturals to the MPCL subscale labelled AdjusLment to School
Work, no statistically significant differences hrere recorded between the
respective low and high assimilation samples. A possible explanation
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may have to do with the procedure used for allocation to either low
or high criterion groups. The vast majority of scores while high
on rGreeknessr, lrere distributed around the midpoint of the
Australianization scale. The cut off point which was used may have
been inappropriate, therefore failing to distínguish performance
between the two bicultural groups. The ideal condition required
groups of fathers representíng low and high assimilation orientations
respectively. Further research dírected to a more fine grained
analysis of parental víews may reveal differences which were overlooked
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APPENDIX B. Responses to the Greek Adolescent Questionnaire.
Table B(i) Characteristics of the Greek-Australían sample at
grade eight.
Questionnaire item Low assimilation High assimilation











































































Social life is spent with
Family only
Family mostly I





































Within the last month 4
Within the last 3 months -
Within the last year

















Vùithin the last month
Within the last 3 months I
VÍithin t,he last year I

































































































































Happy all the time
Happy most of the time 3
Both happy, unhappy
Unhappy most of the time I











Happy all the time
Happy most of the time 3
Both happy, unhappy
Unhappy most of the time -































































Compared to qirls, bovs have
Much more freedom
Slightly more freedom




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Within the last month
VÍithin the last 3 months 2
t¡Iithin the last year 2












lrlithin the last month
Within the IasÈ 3 months -
Vüithín the last year 2














































































































Happy all the tirne
Happy most of Èhe time 2
Both happy¡ unhappy I
Unhappy most of the tíme I
















Happy a1I the time I
Happy most of the time 3
Both happy, unhappy
Unhappy most of the time -
































The principle "What will other people sav" affects
All parental behaviour
Most parental behaviour I














4No paren behaviour 2
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Compared to gir1s, k¡oys have
Much more freedom
Slightly more freedom



























































































































































































































































































































Characteristics of monocultural Greek and bicultural






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































behaviour L7 L2 3 2
Littleparental 6 4 - 2behaviour
No parental



























































































































































































































Problems of communication with parents
Yes 9 L4 I I 27
78No 3 6 24 4 4
2
3 7




















































































Parental approval of school urslons, camrls. socials etc.





2 3 I I 9No


























Attitude to Greek customs
RESPONDENT
Disagree with all
Disagree with most 3
Indifference 9
{gree with most 26
Agree with all 7
PARENT
-õGgt.e with all
Disagree with most I
Indifference I

































































Characteristícs of monocultural Greek and bicultural

















































Parental attitudes to friends
Insistence on I _
Greek













28I 9Indif f er ence




















































































































































































































4 4 1 INo






































































































































































































































































































































AI at Greek school after normal school hours
Not t6,_ 3 3 4Yes
No
Greek as oart of Australian hool curriculumElec tos
Yes Not 6 3 1 4 L4
5Appl icable I 2 2No




















































Parental appr ova I of school rs tons, camps, socials, etc.Yes
No













Parental aoo Io f future movemen t awav from home
Yes
No
2 I l I
6
5
10 t0 5 3 2 3 6
Atti tude to Greek cus toms
RESPONDENT
Disagree with all
Disagree with most 2
fndifference I
Agree with most 4





Agree with most 5









































Confusion be tween Greek and Australian life ways

























































































































































WiÈhin last 3 months
!{ithin last. year

























































































































Happy all the time I
Happy most of the time 3
Both happy, unhappy I














Happy all the time
Happy most of the time 4
Both happy, unhappy 1
Unhappy most of the time
Unhappy all the time

























The principle "Idhat will other people say" affects
All parental behaviour
Most parental behaviour 3
Some parental behaviour I


















Low assimilation High assimilation Total
FemaleMale Female Male
Compared to qirls, boys have
Much more freedom
Slightly more freedom








































































































































































































Parental approval of school excursions, camps, socials, etc.
YeS 5 7 5 23
2





























































































This is a questlodnalre about the llfe of young people of Greek heritage
living in Australia.
Most of the questions can be ansr.rered by drawing a clrcle around the letter
assoclated with the alternatlve of your cholce-




However, a few questions require a longer reply 1n t.he form of a sentence
or two. In such cases your answer should be wrítten in the sPace provided.
Read through each questlon carefully and be sure to answer ALL of the
questions asked. You do not need to write your name on this questionnaire
so please ansvrer all questlons honestly. I am not interested in identifying
individual resultq. This ls not a test so there are no rlght or \¡Irong
ans\¡rers. Your replles wil I be treated ín the stríctest confidence.
Thank for r coo rat ion.
APPENDIX C CONT.
l. P lease complete the fol1ow lns table for vourself . vour brothers
191
and/or Your sisters.
2. ( a) How many Greek frlends do you have?
a. No Greek friends at all.
b. Only one Greek friend.
c. Three - flve Greek frlends.
d. Six - ten Greek frlends.
e. I'lore than ten Greek fríends.
(b) How many Australlan fríends do you have?
a. No Australlan fríends at all.
b. Only one Australlan frlend.
c. Three ' five Australian friends-
d. Sfx - ten Austalian friends.
e. More than ten Australfan frlends.
















inslst on Greek friends onlY-
prefer Greek frlends.
are indifferent to the nationallty of friends'
APPENDIX C conI.
4. (a) Do vour Darentg
L92




(b) If yes why ls thís so?
a
b
5. Which statemenÈ best describes your soclal llfe?
a. All of my soclal life ls spent wíth my famlly.
b. Most of my social llfe 1s spent with my family.
c. Half of my eoclal life is spent with my family,
whlle the other half with nonfamily (t.e. frlends)
d. Most of my soclal life is spent wlth nonfamily.
e. All of my soclal lÍfe 1s spent with nonfamily.
6. Do you belong to any Australian clubs or socleties?
Yes
No
7. Do you belong to any Greek clube or societies?
Yes
No
8. llhat do you do ln your leisure time?
9. (a) How lons has ft been slnce you laet attended a Greek function. i.e
concert, wedding, baptism etc.?
a. Wtthtn the last month.
b. I,Ilthin the last three months.
c. l^lithln the lasÈ year.








(b) How lonq has it been since vou Iest attended an Australian function
i.e. concert, weddlng, etc.?
llithin the last month.
tlithtn the last three months.
Withln the lasÈ year.
More than e year ago.
Never.






a. Strongly disapprove of,dating.
b. Disapprove of datíng.
c. Indifferent to dating. ,
d. Approve of datlng.
e. Strongly approve of datlng.
11. ( a) [Jhat natÍonalitv do vour Darents h¡ant vour future wife/husband to be?
Greek
Non-Greek
( b) !,lhat nationallty do you wish to marry?
a. Greek
b. Non-Greek
12. (a) Do YOUR PARENTS':thlnK arraneed marriases are a good idea?
Yes
No
(b) Do YOU think arransed marriages are a good idea?
Yes
No










14. (a) Have you felt that you \.Iere in any vlayttdifferentrr from other







If yes, pleaee explain HOW and WHY you felt this way?
APPENDIX C cont.
15. (a) Llould you descrlbe yourself at bchool as:
]-94
a. happy all the time.
b. h"ppy most of the time.
c. h"ppy sometlmee, unhappy othertimes.
d. unhappy most of the tlme.
e. unhappy all of the tlme.
(b) If c, rl , or e, l^lhy?
16. (a) I^Iould you describe yourself at home as:
a. happy all the time.
b. happy most of the tlme.
c. happy sometlmes, unhappy other
d. unhappy most of the time.
e. unhappy all the tíme.
t ímes.
(b) If c, d, or e, I^Ihy?
17- (a) Compared to Australian Darents. how would you describe vc¡ur Darents
ideas ?
a. Many differences between the ídeas Australian and
Greek parents have.
b. Few dífferences between the ideas Australian and
Greek parents have.
c. No dffferences between the ideas Australian and
Greek parents have.
17. (b) If a or b, in what way(s) do their ideas differ?
18. (a) How much of vour Darentsl behaviour is øulded bv the DT ]-nc I D 1e
rrWhat will other people savrr?
a. All of their behaviour.
b. Most of theÍr behaviour.
c. Some of theÍr behaviour.
d. Very 1 ittle of theÍ ¡ behavlour.
e. None of their behavlour
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18. (b) If a, b, cr d, what are the main arees in which thls principle is
most evident?











much more freedom than girls.
e1lghtly more freedom than gir1s.
as much freedom as girls.
lees freedom than gir1s.
much less freedom than girls.
1e. (b) If a. b. d. or e. Does this difference in the amount of freedom






















20. How would you rate your ability to speak Greek?
a. I speak Greek very well.
b. I speak Greek falrly well.
c. I can only conduct a símple conversation in Greek.
d. I speak very llttle Greek.
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b. Mostly Greek, but some English-
c. Half Greek, half English.
d. Mostly English, but some Greek-
e. English only.
FATHER a. Greek only.
b. Mostly Greek, but some English.
c. half Greek, Half English.
d. mostly Engllsh, but some Greek.
c. English only.
BROTHERS / STSTNRS a. Greek only.
b. Mostly Greek, but some EnglÍsh.
c. Half Greek, half English.
d. Mostly Engllsh, but some Greek.
e. English on1y.
GREEK FRIENDS a. Greek on1y.
b. Mostly Greek, but someEngllsh.
c. Half Greek, half English.
d. Mostly Eng1lsh, but eome Greek.
e. English only.
22. (a) Do vou experience dlfficulties when conrnunicatine wlth your parents?
Yes
No
22. (b) If Yes, why?
23. (a) Do you attend (or have you ever attended) Greek school after
normal Australían school hours?
Yes
No





a. Your decíslon to attend Greek school.
b. Your parents decision that you should attend Greek school.
APPENDIX C cont.










decislon to study Greek.
parents decÍsfon that you should study Greek.
you have reached minimum school leaving age.
you have completed high school.
you have completed a course at trade school
mechanics, halrdresser, etc. ) .






















1,eave school as soon
complete high school.










26. (b) If no, why?
27. (a) Do your parents ever blame the I'Australian way of lifert for some of





27. (b) If ves. what sort of behaviour do Your parents dislíke?
APPBNDTX C CONT.
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29. (a) In eeneral. how do vou feel about Greek customs?
a. disagree wlth all Greek customs.
b. dlsagree wfth most Greek customs.
c. indifferent to Greek customs-
d. agree wlth most Greek customs.
e. agree with all Greek cosÈöms.
29. (b) In general, how do your parents feel about Greek customs?
a. dlsagree with all Greek customs.
b. disagree with most Greek customs.
c. indlf ferent to Greek cust.oms.
d. agree with most Greek cusÈoms.
e. agree with all Greek customs.
30. ( a) trIer,e you at any time confused and uncertaln about the choÍce between
a
b











confused all the tíme.
30. (b) Îf b, c, d or e, why?
NOTE Please check to see that you have answered ALL of the questions.
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APPENDIX D. Parental assimilation schedule (also included
is the letter of introduction and background information
sheet) .
(i) tter of Int ction to Parents.
Dear Parents,
My name is Maria Kourakis and l^am working on a Thesis for my Masters
oågree in psychology at Adelaide Universíty. My research topic concerns
the adjustment of Greek imnigrants living in Australia.
As the number of people approached to participate in this study is not
large I would be most grateful if you would fÍ11- in the attached
qu"ãtio'naire. You do not need to disclose your name as I am not
interested in identifying individual results. Please answer ALL
questions asked. rhis is not a rtestr and there are no right or
wrong answers. All information wilt be treated in the strictest
confidence,




If you reguire further information or assistance, please feel free to
lelephone me on week-nights on 298 L458.
Your son/daughter may return the completed questionnaire to the
Greek teacher at school.




(ii) Background Information Sheet


























City or large town
Small town
VÍltage or country surroundings
City or large town
Smal1 town
Village or country surroundings
(in years)
(in years)











Completed the first 3 years of
Primary School
Completed Primary School









Completed the first 3 years of
Primary School
Completed Primary School
Completed the first 3 years of
High School
Completed High School
Technical /Tr ade School















6. Have you undertaken any course(s) in Australia in an attempt









8. lVhat is your present employment?
Mother
Father

















































































Very often -------- 4
Fairly often -------- 3








Only a Iittle Australian
Not at all Australian
Items marked by asterisk represent the Greekness scale.





























Only a little Australian





































































9. How often do you interact with Austratians at work?










10. I consider myself to be:*
a. Mother
b. Father




OnIy a little Greek
Not at all Greek
Very Greek ---- ----- 3
Greek --------- 2
Only a little Greek ----------- I
































APPENDIX E Student Information Sheet
YOUR NUMBER IS
GRADE AT SCHOOL
MALE or FEMALE (Please tick appropriate box)
In which suburb do you live?
What is your Mother I s,/Father I s occupation?
Mother...o.
Father ....... .









fn what COUNTRY r,úere vour F.ATHERI s PARENTS born?
Your Fatherrs Mother
Your Father rs Father ... . .
J
In what COIJNTRY were vou r MOTHERTS PARENTS born?
Your Motherrs Mother
Your l4otherrs Father














APPENDIX F sample letters of consent distributed amongst parents.
(i) sample letter - Enqlish
August,1981
Dear Parents,
The Principal- of --Hlgh 
School, has
kínd1y allowed me to write to you seeking your permission for your
child to participat.e in a research survey. The results will- be
particularly helpful to the teachers of the school.
This survey is betng conducted for a Master of Arts Degree at
Adelaide Unlverslty. The research toplc is concerned wlth the víew
Èeenagers have of themselves, of others, and of their place in todayrs
multl-cultural society. The questlonnaires wlll- be treated in the
strictest confidence.
I would be rnost grateful for your consent of your childrs




M. Kourakis - Student
Adelaide UnlversitY
please tear off here and return to school
UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE SURVEY
Please Cross Out hlhichever Does Not Apply
I w11l-/wi11 not allow my child,








(ii) Sample letter translated into Greek












u -ln6ypar¡ &"v l-nt,;pi-'l¡¿'t¿ ?Õ16.'ftit,tõ.i :l::?
¡;l:;rrrr^ .':"ît.c, rrir¡rr.r..;¿r¡\ff v(x. ùrro1'p?x,rc'rc típ nL6 tóxt.t¡ iríìÀt.rrJt¡ lttrl.

















ou Î:l'i6r: ltóouv't., øít¡;uoq l). i'lá.vr:ip1À"u
Lnu,t,ro'.^ít v uír 'uF,. o]c,-: ,,J.,,tr'ì¿u:7,i¡l"1
r. pÉpoc 'ul; p uá, 'órrcúvct, 'ç&' lxu:'cc-




'rñr:; ' At,¿;,\r,ilõr-.ç'. 'il6 ae¡ta'^cf1r; 'é
OÍ''éri:rriÌ,ru fi\í;ruouv rov EC(uro r
u íriLr;årr' i''u ítv rrol,t.rs O v vu"fi xo LV0JV
t ^- t .t\/'¡,r:,/'')c cl.Li"- t,iïrlu'L Llllì ¡
a,
ç u,Í, ,po !1-íltp ux 'cais ,itti:.',tcrr iot¡¡Lío LlLvcru " -U'l;oc)tto(' trf;'l;ov olloLi)
ro(tc. iÀ¡'o,,'ä ]Ltv,l lr Céort Itoú 'Lacvt'
Ûo'r,iiahirxq, 
-'Il 








^ìr t alvlf) EIIT L t'l ¡'-)'
Â.it\1'f'1,'t/'llll Jll-l- \'lll 'l .ìi, fj',".
t',;',¡,,ç.¡.¡l:r iù/ ,\ítv l..ttv'vp'cr:,ut rt'v6 lii¿ uõ i ¡,.cu. . . .
l';:,'i¡.. t . . . ';!; )'"í,t.'i',í, r, ¡rôpoq O'cí1v ll¡.te uva.
aa aaaa. a a a a a a a aa t a a a t. ' 
a
/tt
( l) \/ . f-tfx.l; I ì I. r; i
'Yirc.rypacpí¡ yoi,êu.... a. ... o..




















The Pilot Study: Mooney Problem Check List - form H results.




























































0 .09 12.81***0. l9
1. 36 1.99 0 .29
2.93 3.29 0.90
L.73 6 .571 1..29
0 . 88 9 .78**rr L.24
2.Or 8.46** 0.94
2.L0 3. 81 1.83
L.97 5.60** 0.78
2.09 3 .78 2.47




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 .I3*r, 4.33* 4 .30*
0.99 0.8r o.79




9 . 08***13. 40***13. 18*'tit
































































































































































The pilot study: coopersmith self-Esteem rnventory results.



































































































3 .72r, 0.00 0.26
0. 13 0.08 o. 89





*p<0.05 ** p < 0.001




















































































0 .46 0 . 16 L.54
0.4r 0.04 3.50*
0.76 L.32 .0.09
0.37 0 .02 0.11





























































































































APPENDIX I Semantic dífferential pilot data analyses for each
ethnic group throughout grades 8, 9, and I0.
1. Mean scale ratings for each concept.
Table I (i) Mean concept profiles for 35 Anglo-Australian subjects

























































































Table I (ii) Mean concept profiles for 35 Greek-Australians (low

























































































Mean SD profiles f.or 23 Greek-Australian subjects

























































































+2. Linear distances (D) and Pear correlations (r) between concepts.
Table I (iv) Distances ancl correlations between mean SD concept profiles
rated by the Anglo-Australian research group.
Myself How I An A Greek in





































D and r between concept profÍles for bicultural Greek-
Australians (Iow assimilation group) .




































Table I (vi )
*p<.01 ** p < .005 *** p = .oor
D and r between concept profiles for the bicultural Greek-
Australian group (high paternal assimilation) .
Myself How I An -A Greek in





































Multidimensional scaling solution in two dimensions for
Anglo-Australian subjects in grades 8r 9 and 10.
Figure I (ii)
in Australia
A Greek in Greece
D = 6.53
Two dimensional configuration for bicultural Greek-




. Low assimilatíon grouP















APPENDIX J Test Material Translated into Greek.




I¡peuõore túv rdge npdtco¡ xard tóv åEïs tpdno:
"Av it npótcro¡ nepuypdrpeu rürs otoÐdveoau ouvrj$rrrg, ßdÀe oti otríÀn rtNAItr tuo ttxtt.
"Av ñ npdtoo¡ ôév nepuypdrpeu ¡õs arlosdveocr.u ouvíÐos, gdÀe oti otiÀn
nOXIrr Iro tt¡1tt
Adv ùndpxeu ourotfi ii rcíeos dndvrnon.
Tr. x. AouÀeúco oxÀnpd
IIepvõ noÀÀí üipc óveuporoÀúvtog
EU¡rcru oúyoupos/n yucí tdv êcr.utd ¡-rou.
rr.r¡vcí ii.seÀa vd iíuouv xdno uo s dÀ^o s.
tÂ a ,, 1 t afipeoûJ euxo^c oe Í0pEEs.
Ot yovel,s uou xu åyuí ôucloxeôcí6oupe noÀú uoqú.
Aév otevsXop uÉ¡rou noré yud t únote.
rd ßpúoxo ôúoloÀo vd uuÀdr¡ pnpootcí otñv tdEn.
@rí íi-$ela vd eluou nud véos/vécr.
"Av ufiopoüoü, sd dÀÀaqa noÀÀd npcíypoto yud rdv åat¡tó
uou.
10. Kcívrrr ånorpdoeus Xopús noÀÀri 6uoxoÀúcr.
11. Elpou ôucroneôqorutcís oÉ no,pécr,.
L2 , xtevo¡op uó¡rou eiixoÀcl ord onútu .
l-3. IIdvts xdvo td oootd.
14. ElUqu neprirpcrvo s/n yucí tri peÀdt¡ uou otó oXoÀeio.
l-5. Ilpdneu ndvtcr vd uoú Àdeu xdnouos rú vd tdvo.
l-6. 'Apyõ vd ouvn$úoo zdtu rouvoúpyuo.












18. Elucu ouXvcí ué nauôud tñs ñÀuzúas uou.
-z-
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19. Oi, yovets Uou ouvri$os ÀgUBdvor-rv ùndqn tcí oÜo$íUotd Uou.
20. Adv eluou nord ôuo'ruxuouévo s/n.
2I. Kcívr¡ tív roÀútepn ôouÀeud noÚ unopãr.
22. 'YnoXopõ noÀú eÜxoÀcl.
23. Iuvitr¡s ¡rnopõ vcí lpoodXt¡ tdv åaurd uou.
2Lt. Eðuq,u dpNetd eÜtuxuopévos/n.
25 . Ilpot uuõ vd nqú4o pd nouô ucí yuxpdtepcl ónd uévo .
26. Où yoveis uou ëXouv noÀÀds dnoutíoeus dr<í uévo'
27. Moú ópóoouv öÀou roÚ YvoPúço.
28. Moú ópéoeu vd ud onxojveu é ôdoxoÀos orrív rcíEn.
2.g. KorclÀaßcrúvt¡ tóv èautd ¡tou.
30. Etvau &pretd ôÚoxoÀo vcí ef,ucrL eYo.
31. "OÀc,¿ elvqu pnepôeuéva oti 6r¡rî uou.
32. fd df la nauôud ouvíÐrrrs d,xoÀouÐotv tús 6uzés uou üôées'
33. Kaveús ôév uoÕ ôúveu noÀÀí rpoooxí ot<í onútu.
34. Aév ué ycrÀÀc^ívouv notd.
35. Aév nnyoúvo 'rdoo xal'cí o^có oxoÀeIo öoo scí iitelo'
3õ. Mnopõ vd ónorpooÚoo yucí xdt u rc¡¿ú vd tó xdvt¡.
37. név uoú ripéoeu noÀÚ vcí etucu ôryópu/xopÚtou.
38. 'Yruo'ruuõr toÀÚ tóv ècrutó pou.
39. Aév uoú &péoeu vcí elucr,u ué dllous cïvspuinous '
40. "Ep¡ov'rou ot uypdg noú gd iige ¡.o vrí rpÚyrrr cïn<í td orútu
41. Aév etuau noté v'rporqÀós/í
L+2 . I'r e vcxXurp u éucx u ouXvcí o'r ó oXoÀ elo
43. Ntpénoucru ouxvd yucí róu åcrutó pou.
+4 . Aév elpou tdoo öpopqo s/n öoo o i, d¡,lo u .
2L8
NAI oxr
45. "Av ëxo ildtu vd ruõ, ouvísr¡s 'cd léo.
2L9-3-
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+6 td d¡,lq nquôud ué neupcíÇouv ouXvd.
4l Oü ^yoveiE uou ué xqtaÀcrßoúvouv.
48. ilcívta Àéo tiv &¡,íse uo.
49. 'O ôcíorcrÀos/ñ ôaotdÀq uou ud xdveu vcí atosdvopclu ötu
ôóv ef,ucru nsÀ6s/í.
50. Aév ué voudqeu tú sd uoú ouußeI,.
51. Eluou &notuXú4.
52 . I'revo¡trtp udpou eijxoÀq ðtcrv ¡ré pcÀÀóvouv.
53. où drrou efvou nuó noÀú xoo¡laydn¡tou dn'örtu e[uau åYt,i.
54. AÛosdvogcru rdvtcr ötu où yovets uou ué onpuíxvouv.
55. Ildvtcr Edpo tú vd ró od <ïvÐpuinous.
^ttt56. 'AnoÐappúvoUoL ouXvcí otó oXoÀeio
51 . Tcí rpdyuaro ouvríÐos ôÉv gé neupdçouv.
58. Aév pnopel xoveús vcí ðÇaptdtclu &nd uévcr.
OXINAI
APPENDIX J cont. (ii) Semantic Differential
OAHTIEX
ôúrquo X
ô uvq'r d ><:
"Av ñ clvtúlntþn rpoúve'rcru vd oxet(çerav pdvo Àúyo






Irív Nd$e oeÀúôa crútoú roú ßußÀucípuou $d Bpels -¡-rúcr"dvtúÀn0n" ii 
tti6fott
npéne u vd èxtup¡Ðet xaf v6" onUe ur¡Ðe[ oÚ'¡.1<purvu Ué tdv núvcrxo rïnó rdtr¡'
vd ßoÐUoÀoyfoeus crÜrí tív <ïvrÚlnq,n otdv núvarcr aÜtd xcrú od oeupcí.
Nd xpnouuorouíoeus tdv núvcrrcr zatd tdv <ix<íÀouÐo tpólo:
"Av vo¡rúqeus öru ñ <ivtÚ¡,ntl,n oXetúeetcru d,pretcí otevd (dÀÀcí ðXu noÀÚ)







"Av volrú6eus ötu ñ cxvtúlnçn oXetú6ercu ðpretd otevd (&ff¿ ð¡u noÀú)
uJ rrj u¿" íi-tív di¡,ln dxpn toú rúvaxa, Scí 6dleus Ëva ttxrr ôs èEñs'
ii
ôuvotó : : : : : X: :åôÚvcxto
,,.(oú^^ot oXL Te^e LUJS
tcí ßcíle ug 'ró "x"
loÐn'r uxó
n
)aevepYnr uxo X naÐnr uxó
'H xcrteúSuvo¡ npdg rñu ònoúa ßrí4euS tdrtXrrå6qp'rõ'rcru, npoqovñr5, rïnó noucí
&xpn roú rúvcr,zo,poúu..o, vd elvou tuó XüporxrnpLoruxí tn5 rïvtúlntþnS noú-.
ilÐ;"i;y.i.. "Ru uouú6eus ötu ot<ív núvoro fi rivtúÀnùn efvou..oÜôÉtepn, íi
,íu noú å¿ O¡o dirpes oX.rúiou.ou td ijOuo ué tív &vtÚÀn,l,n, ii dr.ò nÚvoxcxs
r¿u", teÀeúurE do¡rios"U¿ triv dvtúÀnQn, 'rd're Sd ßdÀeuE'ró "X" óxpußõs otri
uéon tõv naúÀt¡v:
dorpoÀds::,X:-::ånuxúvôuvo
IIPOXOXH: (1) Ncí ßcíÀeus tó I'Xrr or6 péon tûlv ncrÚÀov, öxu otrí revd:
X-t
"EroL "oxu ëtou
(2) Nd e õoou oúyoupo S/n ðt r onUe udveu S tóv NcíSe rúvcr,rcl.yucí
tív rcíSe dvtúÀntþn - pr{ ncxpcr.Àeú{,eu s rovévc¡ '
(3) Mív ßdçeus repuooótepo dló Ëvcr ?rxtr oróv rcíse rúvara'
Mrjv npoonqÐeîS vcí ÐuUnÐetS lõS crndvtnoes oé napóUoteS åpotrîoeuS o'crÛtó "có réot '
Ncí ßagUoÀoyfioeuS td xdse ãpótnpç¡ EeXrrrp uo'rd xoú &veqdprnrcr. Ncí ouUnÀ¡póoe uS
toús núvorås ,ïpnrtcí yprjyopo o'outó 
't6 réar. Mív cïnopef,s noÀú oé xú,no uo rúvorq''
Itpoir.Uo¡v.o, où npA,tåS åvrunuíoruS oou, td &peoa ctÜo$íUotd oou' 'And tiv dlln
Urpr¿ öU,¡S, Uív elocru cinpdoe¡roa/n, Ouótu $éÀouUe rús npoypaturéS êvtunóoeus
oqs. Aév-únríp¡ouv or¡o.ré's ii lgseudves clrcr,vtñoeus, åvôuaqepópqote yucí tcí











Àcru np ó s
rqtó'r e po s
¡clpoú¡revo g
du uv'r uzcí s
ånuueÀis
ñp euo s
lasnt u xd s
rpooôeutuxds
xaÀó ßoÀq s
vt po nclÀó g
åloüot ñ s
&ô úvcrt o s
Àourpós
rcrrót epo E






ouvrnp ur uxó s
ta
cluoT np o s
neprjrpovog




¡r eÀcryXo À u xd s
ènuSerurdg
eriep ésuoto s _: 
-. -:-:-:--:-:




ouvT np LT u xo s
peÀoyxoÀuxóg























¡crpo úp e vo g
ci¡r uvt uxcí E
ENAX AYXTPAAOE
vreunéÀns
eriep é.s Lor o s
êvepy¡t uxds







p eÀayXo À u xó g
Ë¡¡ uÐer urd s
vt epnéÀ¡g
eüep Ée Lor o s
åvepynr uxds















vt eunéÀns : ênuueÀús
úeûepésLoros_: : : : : : : npeuos
êvepy¡r uxdg ¡a$nt uxds
ouvrnPuruxds-:-¡-:- : : : : npooôeutuxdg
cúotnpds :-:-:-:-:-:-: laÀóßoÀos
Í ep n9avo s vlporoÀdg




peÀo1Xo Àu xó g








(iii) Mooney Problem Check List - form H.
'AyópL...o . Kopírou..
lú.V,n. . "ovo¡ll oXoÀe íou. .
"Ovopcr fl dl"l"¡ ëyòeulq ^ruvrór¡raq (&v odÀer.q)... ..............
OAHIIEX
AÛró òév eTvar, òuayóvtoufl. ETvar, p.ía na"cdolao¡ npopÀr¡¡rdtr,.rv noú ouXvcí
&naoxoÀoüv paor¡réç xaí ¡-Lasrjtpr,eq (,por.r¡rdç ua( goutritpr.eq) tfrq ùtr tvt(uç
oou: npopÀripa'ra ytú rfv üyeía ¡ \tú ¡pri¡-rata, \Lá ]4oLvûrvun¡i l|'ú, \Lú
0p¡ozeí4, o¡oÀr,Nri è,pyaoía, êna"¡1éÀ¡ra:.a Nxn. Mep tyt6" &"n6 'ud npoBÀri¡-Lata
"9rí od d,çopoüv, lÍÀÀa òóv Scí oé &rpopoÜv. KaOóq òuaBd[e tç rr\v nurú9raon
òudÀe4e trí npopÀrj¡rara noú oó &rpopoüv. 'A4oÀou.9oÜv ¡retd "cpía rpú""1¡-tu^cu
noú gd NúvetÇ.
Ilpõto Bfr¡ro: AuríBaoe npooexr L ',Larúoruøruor) Y"ai 6tav Bpeiç evu' rpóßÀ¡pa nc.ú od &gopõ , ,íp¡ruoé to . ltú'.napríòetYþor &"-v oé'
orevû,Xcùpe t" ró yeyov\ç oaL å.òÚvaroq, ùnoypd¡r¡luoe T ó npõro
npópÀ¡¡ra ôs åLñq , ul. .r' xuvéXr.oe ¡-ré tcí rinóÀor,nq
npoBÀrj¡-Lara natú róv 'úò pap¡rí(ovtaç tú' npoBÀf ¡-ra'ra
noú aé, &9opoüv.
Aeúerpo Bñua: 'Agoü ùnoypo¡r¡ríoetÇ 6
luvano('caV.e trí npopÀrl¡lcrra noú
noú oé. orevû,Xopoüv ntó noÀú.
w$ntro yúpo &nó tóv &pr""9¡ró roü
.georpeîq t6 6:-r. eloq,r. &òúvatoq eTvat &'n6 rd npopÀri¡rata noú oé
orevoxopouv nuó noÀú, BdÀe i.vav núnXo yÚpo &"n6 "cóv &put¡-Ló toü
npoBÀtj¡-Laroq ðn íonc t¡c èLic, 'O. EToar, &òúvatoq."
Tpíro Bfr¡ra: 'AgoÜ BdÀer, Ç nJnXovÇ yÚpor &nó to,iC &pu.9poúq -rõv rzupuólepov
rrpopÀ¡pdtr,.rv, ðõoe &navtrjoe LÇ o-i,(ç èpui:Lfioerq flepuÀriQeoq or(ç rexe-





3. L€,v &"oneîoat à.pNerú" ouXvd
4. 'Appr,lora ívetç noÀú ouXvcí
J. Kovpú"Çeoa i noÀú eüzoÀcr
6. Xpetúeeoar, vd ¡-Ldêe tç nioç vú"
¡-raIeúeLç Àeprcí.
I . L€v l{.petq vrÍ Loòeúe r.q Àerprri ouorri
B. "EXÊ L q À u yótepa Àerprcí &"ró '¡o'îc,
<p íÀouq oou
9. llpé.ru2t vú (rpã.ç Xecrr6. &"n6 "ço,3c
Yove rÇ oou.
10. Adv 'éXetç tantrN6 Xc.p\e tX(nt
11. 'Apyeîq vd yvo-rp í(eoau ¡-rd &v"9pónouq
12. EToar, v'uponoÀóç oríq yvorp tVíec
11. AioÐríveoor d,¡rr¡Xav ía o€. uoo¡ltn{.ç
ov"¡nevrp(:oe rç
1!. LvoNoÀeúeoau vd ouveyíletÇ Vía NovB€,vra
15. Lé,v eTout oíyoupoq ytú" rr\ ooo'urj
é"9 r. ¡-Lo'run ía
16. Ncí þyulveuç oé pav.repoú
11 . ETour vtponaÀ6ç ytú. vrí (,n^cã"c pavteBoú
18. Aév o¡-Líyetç eiinoXa p"é. tó öÀLo rpúÀo
19. L{.v eïout êÀzuo'r twóÇ ot6 d.ÀÀo rpúÀo
20. L€,v od &grlvouv vd pyeîq od pavrepoú
21 . "Eyetç ouXvd ncruydòe q
22. Z¡eva¡opeiq roúq dÀÀouq
2j. Mr\ã"ve yurí oévø
24. 2é. zopo'riòeúouv
25. llToa L rrò la,cpoper uytóÇtl
26. @u¡róve uq
21 . IIu(pveuq pep twí npúy¡tata otú. oopapcÍ
28. EÏoar &vrjouXoq
29. 'F,l6"nreour, noÀú eüzoÀq,
10. 'Av¡ouXeîç
31.Aév n¡'yafve tç &.pnerú" ovyvti orrjv ènu"\rp(u
J2. Aé.v ðf,czoÀou0 r.î,ç r,', lbqv L n6 oov
11" 'Arioppe îq "¡rci rf,v ëvvola roü @e oü
14. "EXe L(; &pçr.poÀíeq ytú. .crl Op¡oze írr.
JJ. ET,oau ¡rruepòe¡rdvos drq np6e. t (ç
"9pr¡oxeur tnéç n(otetq, oor)
16. 'Av¡oi-.,Xe iÇ yLú núnot.o ¡-LdÀoq 'rfrq
olnoy€vetú"ç oov
t.r t , ,37.'YndpXer. óppóo'cetu orflv oí,noyéveld oc_ru
18. 0i yoveiq <¡oit ytú"vor'Lv ¡reydÀeq "9uoíeq
y tó" o{.vu
19; Oi yoveiq oou òóv od Na'raÀaBo,írrouv
40. ,é, .9eopoüv oú.v nuuòí oró on(tr
cont.








Aév ¡rnopeTc vtí. &zoÀou8eiç r6 èn6"yyeÀ¡-ro
noú 9éÀe r, q
"EXt r.s &pquBoÀíeq "¡tú. rfv ånuÀoyrj
d,rou e[û,YYe^p]roq, oou
@éÀer.ç vú \€,petÇ 'c(,Ç ênay"¡eÀ¡rcr"ctn€.ç
oou ixavó'ur¡'reç
,^ t,'AFrg u PcÍÀe u c ór r. "9d gpe ïq ðouÀe t6" o¡6
ênuSup¡tó êndyyeÀ¡-rd oou
OéÀe r.q ou¡rBouÀéc \rú" 16 t ( Ðú" nú.vetç
p,erú" &"n6 ró yu¡rvdoLo
{6. kíveuq noÀ}.6q pópec oró oXoÀeîo
47. ]ri,oau ¡-río 'cú.lr¡ n(ou o16 oXoÀeîo
{8. Ilpooappoyí o{. y"au voúp u o oXoÀeio
4,). Aév òLdÀeE,e s tú. ncxrúXXr¡Àa pa.9rj¡-Lnra
)0. Adv drplr.póve tc. &"pvtet6q ñ,pe,- clLó t)ucíBao¡rc
51. L€v é¡euq zatdÀÀ¡Ào pépoq ot6 oníru oou
1ud òrdpao¡la
52. 'H oinoy{,ve ld ooi.r òév rntaÀ apu(vt:r, 'r (
ytú"ve tc, oró oXoÀaicr
5J. @6,1,e,,ç vrl napazoÀou0eiq pa^9r1¡.icrra rroú
òdv rd npoorp6pe r. 'ró oXoÀeicr
54.' YnoXpeóveoa I vú" napauoÀou"9eis ¡-rcr"9rJ¡-rcxra
noú òdv ooü d,póoouv
55. Tcí ¡rc0rj¡-ra'rd oou òóv ëXouv oXdo¡ Vé tú
za0¡¡rep tvrj luf
56. "Exeuq ouXvoúç novozócpo,Àouç
57. "}tr¡1euc, &òúvata ¡ónua
!8. XuXvrí òév ner.vdq yLú. vú" qã.ç
59. Lév rpi;ç 16 or¡o'ró cpøy¡ró
60. : u Tú, q tyú. yríve tc !ú"poc.
61. "ExeLq ê¡,cÍxtql"a nuX6" poü¡a
62. "EXelq Àíyø Àegr6. yt6" òuaozdòno¡
61. 'H olzoyóv¿ud oou d.v¡ouxeî ytú. uí Àerprd
64. np€,nel vd npooéyetc, t6 n6"Ðe ru rroú
Loòeúe uq
6J. npé.net vú" &"qfoetç ró oXoÀeîo yuú. vd.
òouÀeúe ug
66. té.v {.yetç &"pneuj [ipu ytd" òr.aozdòao¡
67. Aév õ uaoneöú"letç 16. npí"ypura no'î ¡rí,
ò r.aor.reòd(ouv o i CiÀ¡.o r.
69. ¡év ë.yerç noÀÀrj tituap(u vú" òLapd(er.ç
a\t6, no,3 o'd,pdoouv
69. "EX€L c, èXú.XLo'c.^Ç el*stQ(ec, vtí" Byuíveuq
na( vd" d,noÀa¡LBdvrLc rí qúon
oou.
11. L€,v ùndpXouv zc'udÀÀqÀa ¡,rópq yud vú nit"ç
yud pavreBoú
12. L€,v \(.petÇ r.îìc vd ô L aoNebúe¿rq r6vf Tiv




/o. OéÀeL ç vú" ë.yeuç ¡ría nr.ó erlXdpuor¡
fipooofi uw6rq"ca
Âóv nr¡ycrí,verç naltú" p€ d,ÀÀouq
'Av¡ouXeiÇ \Ld ró nõq êv'uunootúeetç
toúq &ÀÀouç
l). TIupuo,Sper;ar eÜytoÀa &"n6 roúç d,ÀÀouç 116.
BO. Adv Eyet,ç r\v inavírryca vú. eïout. &"pXny6c 117.
APPENDIX J cont.
Bycrfve tç oé noÀú Àíya pcrv'ceBoú
rÞr:põour rrl o're vf¡ è,ruçf p6. ð"yópruf
Nop(,to tu
Nrpéneoau vd ¡rr,ÀõÇ \Lú ró oé\
' ove L ponoÀe iq
-ft.flj l,oûr 0fipôoexroq,
EIoa r, vre ¡-rndÀ¡q
Mepuød rpí"ypura öé.v ú" naípve uÇ orú
ooBapd
Oi yoveïq oou oó únoXpeóvovv vú nã"ç
o"n\v ènnXqo(u
Aév ooü &péoouv oi Àeuroupyúeq rfiq
è,nnLrlo(uç
'ApqrBcíÀÀe tç rr\v &U"fu titc Àørpe íuc nui
rffq npooeuXfrq
@dÀeu Ç vd. aio$cíveoa t Nov¡ú" oró @eó
'Enr¡pecí[eoat &"n6 guÀÀer Lnf 11 "]pr¡ozeu-
r uwrj nponardÀq{r1
L{.v Çeiç p{. 'toúç yoveiç oou
Oi yoveiq oou eTvq,r Xopuopévou
Aév 6eî r1 6 nm€.pcÇ Ìi Ti ¡r¡répa
Aév òtuoneòú"(xr.q o'5re p.€, róv nar{.pa
oüte ¡rd rrJ ¡r¡répa






AÉv êvòua,çópeoa u ytú" rd pr,BÀía
L€,v èncppú"Çeouu naX6" p(. ÀóyLa
Tó ÀeLuÀóyuó oou eTvau Trepropuopóvo
AuozoÀeúeoq,u ¡ré npogop tn6.ç &.vagopéç
ÕoBõocx r. vd ou¡-r¡-re"c,6,yetç o€, ou(rlrrioe r. q
ou\v ^c6"lr1
AúozoÀq, rcruøÀaBa (vetç rd oXoÀ tw6" p u BÀ ícr
AúozoÀa na'uaÀcrBa íve tç "cotîç òuondÀouq
XuXvd qio0dveoau &vrJouXoç orfv rúlr1




&"pne'cé,ç ou[¡'rrjoe tç o'cr|.v
111. Lév e'Los"L tóoo ùye trjc" nuí òuvaróq óoo
0d ërrpetrc vú. eToat
112. Lév &noÀa¡rBrívetç 'cfv ünaropo óoo ënpene
111. Lé.v Not¡-Lã,oa t &"pneró.
114. Kpvútve uq ouXvd








96, Aio"gdveocxr. rrJv &"v6.ynq vd òuaÀéLer,q
wúnoto êndyyeÀ¡-La 111 .
97. Aio0dveoa t rt\v &"vú:ynq vd ¡rd$eLÇ Trep too6- 1J2.
repu yt6. rú ê.nuyy{,À¡rcrra 111.
98. 'Avuruo¡-rovxT.ç v6. 9úye u c &"nó ró oXoÀeï o 114.
nu( vú ßpeis òouÀe r.d 115.
99, A6,v vo¡-rí[e tc, ör r. 'ró oXoÀeio ooü n6.veu
vtaltó 116.
1OO. @éÀe tÇ vú eloq,r. póvoq oou 1J7.
OóÀeuq vd zepò(eetc òuxd oou Àegtd
@éÀeu ç vú" &"yopú"Ceuc, nepuooó'repa
npdy¡ratcr òlud oou
Xpe r.d(eoau Àecp'ud yr.d onouò{.ç perú" 16
yupvdo i o
Xpeuó"Çeoar. vrÍ Bpeiq òouÀe tú" yxí.
peptNéç úpeç
Xpeud(eoau òouÀe uú. o"cíç 6uuNonéç
L€.v ë.yetc, rínore tó êvör.ocpópov vrÍ
nú"vevç a"r, Cç êÀeú"9epeq ópeq oou
"EXerç noÀú Xiyq ei;natp(a vú. nã.ç
o€ Ðê.urpa nuí ovvavì.(eç
"Exe uc Àíy'n eÜNaup(u vú" &noÀa¡rpríve r.q
paòró9ovo í]'r¡Àeópao¡
"FJ¡e uq Àíyn ¿Ltvtutpfu ytú" vd" d.NoÀouÐeiq
ytdnotu &oxoÀ ía
Aév Ëxe tÇ 'c(rote tó åvòuaçépov vcí
ytúvevq ot(ç òuuvton€ç
' Anoyo¡'re'îrr¡weç &"n6 .ltúnoua & yrínr¡
IIpdBÀ¡pa pé. r6v gíÀo oou
IlpóBÀ¡¡rø Vé ri rpuÀevdòa oou
L{.v lé.peur. äv Orí ouve¡ (oetç 'r(ç
oXéoe rq, oou
'Avop,,,t téoat &v "9rí 9ptîq nató'\Xr¡t of r1
o'3ev\o
'Apyeiq vú. nú.ve r. q rp r. À íeq
EToou òeuÀóq nu( vrponuLóç
I1À¡yóveoau noÀú eünoÀa
N'upéneoal noÀú eÜNoÀa
At o8ríveoa u Nurírepoç
X'revaXu-rp t,éoat
AuozoÀe úeoa u v6. &.nogao í(e tç y rd"
np6"y¡turu
Õopõoa t, vú N&v¿ r, c Àd"9n
'Ano0øppúveooL noÀú eüzoÀq
Meptn6.ç qopéq OdÀer.c, vú pft yevvri"9¡zeq
not€
'Avapol téoat notú elvqt Tì ò r,arpoprí
p"e"cul'î roü zcxÀoü naí toil vtaNoit
EToo r. ¡.Lne pòe¡rév oç ytti' rlp uo¡-réva le ,"wd"
Sdpara








































0éÀer, Ç vú no":ruÀríper.q nepr.ooó'uepa yud
'rrj B íBÀo
' Avu¡-rc,.,'t- u(.ortt 't. rl y (vov'tqt ,-, i civ {)pulrLo r,
ö'uav ne0dvouv
)loü zcívouv mpt,rtn:í¡ où yoveùc. oou
Oi yoveîq oou rporupoüv tóv riòepçó
n ,fu &òepqrj oou
Mqrépa
IIatópoç
@dva'roç orr]v o Lnoytlve ru
Tú ¡-ra^9ri¡ro'c,l- 8ú" nøpazoÀou$eiq ró cíÀÀo
r p í¡r¡vo
Tí ¡-ra^9rj¡-ra:"u vú, òr.aÀó6e tç yu6" vrí npo-
ero ù l-ro,orÐi, ç y ó, zoÀÀéy r, o
Tí pa$rj¡-rata vú" òr.aÀéLe uç yt6" vd npo-
Ðro t [-ro,orei, C y t6, òouÀe lcí
ttaaralloq vq. tnTaL Òeuxc Lq YLû. wanoL o erIcr.Yy-
eÀ¡ra
OéÀeuq vd pLcíOetç p"(a réyv1
Aév teÀelóvelÇ xíÇ onouòóq oou ðyøaípoq
Aóv ooü &pdoe r. 'uó oXoÀeio
Aév ðvò Lacpópe ocr t ytrí p,eptnú. ¡-ra"9rj¡rcrra
Adv ¡-Lnopeic, vú" ouy%evrpo^9eiq otrí
¡-La"9rj¡-La'ud oou
Aê.v l€.pete- nisç vd ¡,reÀer&q &noreÀeo¡-ra.-
t tnrí"
227
þlIoa i Ë p.',-r'ceupóvoq
',A'yc,nãq n6"noto npóoo.rno norj. òóv o'd,yan&
Aí.v l,{.¡:t uÇ &v e Iou L ð6-,û-r ucu¡-rdvr,-
llpoona0ei ç vú. &.nocpaoíCetç vú" d,ppaBov uao-
xeLc
Xpetrí"t,eoar. ou¡rpouÀtç ytú. ró yú"p"o
xoü zdvouv wpLrtnf oi äl¡.or,
Z€. gavú"Çouv rfovóprrr
2€. notrú"lovv oi &ÀÀor.
Ikrpø¡re p íCeqar ot (,C õpuot¡p t6r'qreç
A i o$rÍveoa r, ¡re ydÀ¡ ¡t"ovultrí"
.I,oßãoa t" vú. eToat ¡-Lóvoq oou
'Arrotuy¡dvetç oé noÀÀd npdy¡rara noú
npoono,Sei ç vú" nú"verç
KÀaic p.€. ró nøpcr¡ruzpó
Aév BÀdne rç r(1v &.1(u úov npc,y¡rd'rov
no,S nd"vetç
EToau òuoru¡uo¡-Lóvoq r(ç nLó noÀÀóq qopóq
L€.v leyvõ.q FLapunrí Àcí"3¡ no6 ë,uuveç
X' êvo¡Àei rì i ¡gq rfrq flapdòe L oou Nq, í
tfrq KóÀao¡ç
OoBõoa r, ¡lrjnr,rq oé t t ¡-ulprjoe r, ò Oe óq
Xó o'revaXurpoüv tú" nanrí rupríy¡.Lara no'3 rú.
trl a(I'AACI, T1OLÒLq, Xû,VOUV






































Aév ùncípXouv d,pze'uú" naXó" Br.BÀía orrj 2O1.
B u BÀ r. o"9rjzr1 2O2 .
Mepuzcí ¡-LaOrj¡-rcrra &.nar.'uoüv noÀú òucÍBcro¡-ra
L€v o'd.rp{vouv vrl nríveLq. pepuzcí ¡-ra0rj¡ratu 2OJ.
rroú oéÀe uc èoó
L{.v tú. nqyuívetç naX6" p"é. n6"nouo òdozcÀo 2O\.
Xtó oXoÀeîo oou eTvut noÀú aüot¡poí ZO1_.
-vÜLO0r l.lovftxorlq.rÒr
A{.v ú" nr¡ycxíve uc. wxXú. pé 'róv ctòe p9ó
,t . . ,.n pÐ rnv û,Òe pçrl oou
Oi yoveîq oou zdvouv r(ç nepr.ooótepeq,
&"noqríot L(, yLrl o{vu
Ol yoveiq oou òóv ooü å¡rnuo'reúov'¡al
OdÀeLq rEpuooó'repr¡ åÀeu"9e p(a otó oní.ct
"Exeuq npoBÀTípo¿'tu pé ró õéppu oou 206. Nd nd,c, il v6" ¡njv nîxç o16 øoÀÀdyuo
Aév ëXe r'ç nuLfl ord.or¡ roü oóparoq 2Ol . Xpetd"leoat vrí" l€.peLÇ ne puooóre pa yr.rí
-tE ú oa r noÀú zovr óq rri noLX(.y ta
EIoat noÀú Qr¡Àóc, 2OB. Xpe tri"Çeoar. vd d,norpaoíoetc, \tú" nú"noro
Aév eïoo r, rLoÀú ö¡-Loprgoq oupar tvuí ov\lLewpr, pLóvo r,toÀÀóyr, o
209. ÕoBõorr. ¡-rrintrq òév od òeXroüv oó NoÀÀóyuo
Méverq pßTtp urí" &"nó ró oXoÀeio 210. ÕoBdoar. prinoc ödv srí priopeiç noré vrí
Mlvouv ouyyeveic. ¡raf,í oou r.ã"ç oé. noÀÀdyr.o
Adv ëXe tc 6tn6 oou öu-rpd'r r. o 211 . tsvonoÀeúeoa t p.é. rcí. ¡-1a"9¡¡-ra'L Lzrí
Aév ëXe tç p.ê.poç yvú. vú. nã.ç toóç 212. "EXeLq åöuvû.U(ec. otó .¡pcíQr.¡ro
rpíÀouq oou 21J. LvonoÀeúeost vó. núvelq olpstúoetÇ
'H oizoyéve Ld oou òóv ðXe r. a,l'rovt ív¡'uo 214. "Eyetc åòuvapíeq pé rriv ôp^goypurpía r¡
ur 'rr| ypap"parunfl
Aév o'd,grivouv vcí xp¡oLporoueîç'có 21J. LvonoÀeúeoat vú" ypd.rpeuq ên.9éoeLq Ìi
o ixoyeve tuwó afLton(vqrc. èpyao íeç
Aóv o'd.çrivouv vcí pyo(vetç ¡ró &vspónouq
noú o'd.póoouv 216 . Td ¡ra"9rjpa'ud oou c.T,vat &.v tcxp&.
Aév o'å,grjvouv vcí Bya(vetç rf v'3yta ovyv6" 21'1 . oi òdoi¿aÀoí oou bdv ëxouv rupoot'rnrw6rn'ra
'AoXoÀeioo.L ¡rd ðÀríXLorÐq ¡-rc0r1'rr,øéq 218. Oi òdozrrÀoe öév ðvòr,arpípov.rau ytú" r,oóc,
õpao'Lr¡p tórrSceç ¡-ra"9¡róq


















22O. OI òcíozqÀo u
porj^9e Lø
òóv ooü öívouv &.^co¡t"rvtf
"EXeLq rpoBÀíþiara p.{. úp &.npóaorj oou
"EXe u Ç wd"nouo npóBÀ¡¡ra o'urjv ô¡ruÀícx
(n.X. 'upcxuÀ (ee¡c.)
-a ,.þj r oü L aLepy LrLoÇ
"Exeuq &vcousÀteÇ ú¿v &.bóv,,-,v
"EXe uq &vópCI.Àrì ë¡r¡rev¡ pori íj & ,ll
yuvd trLe úa nd"9¡o¡
0i yoveiq oou òouÀeúouv ùnepBoLtnú"
onXnpú"
Aév ëxe'ue òpuopéve q &véoe tÇ otó ot(tu
Aév ooü å.póoouv oi lív"gpuriiot orf
yetrovld oou
0éÀe L c v6" t eic od d.ÀÀ¡ yetrovtrí
N'upéneoa t y td" ¡,6 orít t noú ¡róve u q,
@óÀe r, q vd pd0e u q Xopó
@óÀer.c v6" Vú.geuç vú. òóXeoat xóo¡l"o otó
oru í'u l oou
06Àe r. q vd popqo"geiç noÀ u r uot tn6"
@óÀer,ç vú. vtaì.vrepóQe tç uiv è.pqú"vLorj oou
nYt.Eúoau ánpóoeX'roç vé, ú" poüXa nct( rú.
npdy¡-ra'rd oou
Byaíverq pó wd"not"o d,ro¡ro noú òév tó
òéXe ta r ri o't"noyé.ve u d oou
Qopdonr, ¡rrinoq Xdoeuç 16 iiropto rroú
ayafiaÇ
\, aØ , . ,,
^oprqtrc, or)o epcùTeulrevû' oTopû,'Avu6.rcu'r tic:ut pCXp u Lro u ó or¡¡reîo od lr&s
p.é. nú"nouo &''uo¡.Lo roü dÀÀou rpúÀou
'Avo,pr,-,'u v6.aat d,v orí roúvrpaureT,c nol-é,
OéÀeLÇ v6" eT.oa¿ rLó ò¡¡rorpuÀrlq
Aév ooü &pé,oet nú"rouoç
Aóv åpéoe t.c, o€. n6.notov
'AnogeúyetÇ yt&nouov ruoú õóv ooü &péoeu
Mep tnéç gop€c ouprep tçé.peout ori.v nq, r ò í
r1 oó"v d.vóp r, ¡-ro
EToa r, ne r, opardpr¡q
MeyaÀono teiç rú. npdypara
"EXe u ç Nuwot,vy(a
Aóv ò tuoweõríÇe r,q noÀú
Aév ð¡e l q øri'r oneno í,9qo¡
'228
261. Aév ë¡4etç rf¡v neípo ytú wú.nor.q, öouÀer.d
262. Aév ëxe LÇ r.e ípa õouÀe uãc
26J. ao}ã"our, tfv &vepy ía d.cpoü &norpo u'rf oe r ç
264. 'ApçrBríÀÀe tÇ, 'c(c inavórrpéç oov vd"
natag€.petç p,íu vtaÀrj òouÀe Ld









1. I\€.c Qd¡-r¡.raro Xopíq v6. t6 SéÀe uq
2. Bp((,¿rç yta( 1"6.c, aloXpoÀoyíeq
= ll¡¡5. " ll¡e u C Vía v"anf ovvrj$r- tu
4. Adv pnopeic v6" n6þetÇ 'triv nunf ovvr\Ðetu
5. Aév ëXe uq ëÀeyXo toü èauloü oou
' YndpXe r, õ u crgopd lvor¡rõrv p.eralr3 ëoé.vu
na( ti,tv yovóo.rv oou
,
ÂVT L pL^ûq oTOU( YOVE r q OOU
O l, yoveiq oou ëXouv ¡-LeycíÀeq à"rur,trjoeuç
&"nó oé.va
,..avEAr.L(. ,)'Y0'tLll Xû. 1 OTOpYTì
OóÀeu c vri èpyíoouv &,nó &,ÀÀo oLwoyev-
x tun6 rre p r. [3dÀÀov
Aév ooü &péoeu ró òt,dBao¡ro
"i:lXe L Ç qtr,oxf pvf p1'l
'Apyeiq vcí õr,uBú.oe tç
'Av¡ouxeîÇ yLú toúq Ba.9¡^Loúç
'Av¡ouxei (. yLú t (ç è.l"etd.oetç
Ol vtn"9r¡yr¡lcé.c õév Àap"pcívouv Lirró(.,¡ rd
ct i ogri¡lara 'rõv go r.'L ¡rõv
Oi za"9¡y¡'ués òdv n6.vol¡v önoq ÀÉve
"ÌIXe uq noÀÀoúr- d,oXerouc, nuÐqyr1t{ç
O i pa"9¡-Lo f òév åzr r, ¡-roüv ouot6" t, ( Ç
inuv6113eç
Mep tnéç è\erúoe tç eTvu r. d,ò L r.Leq
Aév ðXe tÇ nc"Xú. òóv'r ucx
"EXerq rrpopÀríparu p.€. tf p,'3u1
Kunv í(e t ç
"EXr u q npopÀri¡rara ¡ró rd nóõ r q, oou
ol I . . , .I evoxÀeL yLaTroL0. ocùuû,TLn\ avLwavoÍn"c&
Luve (leoa L Àegld
AouÀeúeuq roÀÀé., õpet.- ëf,(,r &"n6 tó oXoÀcî
AouÀeúe LÇ \Lú rd rep rooótepa ð6oòd oou
IlÀr1póveoau Àíya ytrí" uj òouÀeud oou
Adv ooü &pdoer. rj òouÀe trí" noé. ë,ye..tc-
Adv ëXer,q, noÀÀéq eÜnat,p(eç v6, nd"vetç
qÜrd noú ^9éÀeus
Aév ëXe uq noÀÀóc ¿ltwrxtp(e ç t,ú d.oXoÀeîoc
p.é, rú" oróp
Aév ÛnrípXeu za'rdÀÀ¡Ào ¡-répoq yuú. onóp
yerrovld oou
éyetç åruuòeÉtórnreç o16. onóp
ðz¡-reraÀÀe 'Seorxr wa\ú. 
'c íq ðÀeú$epe c'
oou
ln{.rpreoar, noÀú yucí "9ó¡rata toü oóf
'Av¡ouXeîc ltú. vj oaorrj oelovaXtnrj
ouprrep L gopcí
fó ßp(ouetq òúozoÀo vú" ovynput,¿Tc. t(ç
ðp¡-rdç oou
'Av¡ouXeiç ytú rd åcppoòíoua voorj¡-Lara
Xpeu6"(eoat nÀ¡porpop(¿q yt6" uí "9é¡-rø'ra
to\ o€.1.
ZqXeóe L q noÀú
Mr.Àãc, ii åve pye iq ¡cop (ç vd" on{.qreoat
No¡-Lí(e tc 6tL ns.v:(ç öé.v oé no"luXaBa íve r
Tó 9p(onevq òúozoÀo vd ¡rr.Àõc ytú" tú.
npopÀrj¡,Lo'rrí oou
Adv ëxe tç nuvé.vav noú v6" neï,c. rú.
npoBÀ{¡-LatÀø oou
"l,lXe iq rroÀÀú lrpooorrrnri npoPXflp,urcr
" hlxe r c, &vü pvïioe r c. l,r" r ã.c, òuot ux r. o¡-Lé v¡q









































































1()1 . Lé, or€-vo¿X(¡poiv 'tcí &oX¡¡rn 'óvetpa
JOrl. \ltepr,ué.r. cpopé.c, rsé o'c¿vuXopeî fi oruóQ¡
ö'r t. ¡rdrrurr. r:'1.,'¡rt.t, trtçtúrp¡x,tv
tor. Ln{greorrr, rrfv utrtr-¡ntov(a
APPBNDIX J CONI.
ta6. Mep uxóq lsctçtic., õóv e T'o,xv 'rórso e i,Xunçtt'ví1c'
oor) e TTpa1rc
Bp(owxtr- róv ¡-rrreÀrí oor.,
' Ynoyurpe i c, oé ne u pøo¡roríq
Aio$cíveont ëvoyctc,
)1,{. :ut,¡,rópr¡onv yuú 'nrirt ttoó öí-v 'é'vtuvec'
O I q íÀo L oou õ€v eÏvs"r. erlnpóoò enaoL
o¡(, onír I oou
I'ívov'rn t vtuvyáõec. otTív olwoyéve ucí oc¡u
Aév ¡rnope Ïc, v6" ovÇrpã'c, ðpuo¡-ríva rrpopÀrj-
parcx otó onít t
6)óÀe r. c, vú" yóyetc &"nó ¡6 on(tt















Lév lépetc- r( 9óÀeL c. npaypurtvtú
XpetúÇxout v6. iyer,q oXóõ tu ytrl ró
¡-LóÀÀov
'lJ ,ri no^y'ívt trí o<.¡v L¡utoò((.t,r' peprwí,.(IltO TCX OXLOtTX. OOr)
,l,r¡fjû.orx t lurl'ró ¡réÀÀov
' Avr¡,l,.r¡r îr. ytri.'t,(1 rt'tlttx tLot.t,14(¡ lr¡tt íu
luí pvx l q Xc¡rr1ÀoÚç, prr'0 ¡-rorír,
Aév wuttxXtxþu(vxL.- pÐp twú" ptxÍ)f1pa'cu
l\év xT.ou.t &.pwt:r,&. i:.1)tnvoc-












Oi õpao'rqpr,ét¡'ueq oró o¡oÀeTo oou öév
E'L vrx r na}6. òpyrtvr,l¡róveq,
Oi rpo r.r1léç ò€.v itvuXrx¡-rBrívouv à"puxrí.ç
aü.0úvr:q
Aóv r)nrípXe r. ró a'úoc¡pa åvó'r¡'iac, o'có
o¡oÀeic.r oou
'I-I öpa "y t6" t6 ò L cíÀe u ¡-L¡-La 'r ó ¡reor¡¡rép u
eT,vat, noÀú Àíyn
oi oyoÀ tnéc, ctvvxÀeÚoe L c òév a ,, T',r L naLéç
Aeútepo Bfl¡-La: 'Êavuwc,(tul:."¿'rrí npo[3Àri¡ra'ra ttoÚ ùrro'yprí¡-L¡-Luoec' na( þúÀe ivuv nóYXo
y,Jpu &nó id" &.puì9¡-Ló rõv npopÀr¡¡-rcírov noú oé orevaxcopoüv nLó noÀú.
APPENDIX J cont.
Tp íto 3ñu.a: Aõoe &,nnv rf¡oxvç or íç åzóÀou"9e q róooepe uç åpotrioe r.q
EPr)Tt1)lIIl
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f . irlopí[e r. q ö'u u 'rd irpopÀrj¡-Latø noÚ orl¡-re (aoeç ò ívouv ¡-Lúu ,tr oopp ollrìpe vrì
UXL,,e rl4ovcx, 'ET)c wuraoïû.olq oou;
"Av .9dÀe tç vri núvr',rc, rfv eLuíva nuó ou¡-LirÀ¡po¡róv'¡,
örr u nÀ¡p ogop(ec, åní nÀóov "geurpeîq onpo(vr tnéc,.
vcí rrpoo^9éoe L q
2. M{. Àíya Àó.¡ua, nõc Sd nepuéypcxçec, tú" ðr.zd oou npoBÀri¡-Lata;




1. Oú flseÀaq vú" 'eyeLq nepuooó're p¡ eJnatp(u or,ó oxoÀeio oou Ytú' va
ovÇqtã"ç, v6" owéqreoqt wa( vú' ypdqe LÇ \Lú" rú" npopÀrj¡ratd oou;
Nø1..
"ox t, .
'rqrjynoe nõq sio.gdveoa t ytd tó s6¡-La qÜró.
4. "4v eï¡eq rí1v e|maupía, sd ii^9eÀeq vd ¡rr.Àãç p'é. wúnouov yt6" tú"
npoBÀri¡rata noú o¡¡-Le ír,roeq;
Naí........
"ox L .











Arit<í elvclu ëvcr ðpurr¡¡.ratoÀó.yuo yucí rí foli rõv vdov noú rotcíyovrq,u rïnó
å¡.lnvuxri oûroydveucr.
Où nepuooótepes ðporíoeus ¡.rnopoúv vd rïnavt¡Ðoúv ué td vcí ßdÀete ëvo
núxÀo yúprrr ónd triv d.ncívtnon rñs npotúunoñs Õos.
r.X. Ioú dpéoeu ró oXoÀe1o;
NA]
0xI
Mepurés ðpotrjoeug, ðuts, cincrutoúv yucí &ndvr¡o¡ púcr ii 0Úo npo'rdoeuE.
Ié tétoLes repurTóoeug ypdQre tiv cirucívrnoñ ocxs otcí revó.
Auç¿ßcíore rpooexrurcí tñv xcíSe',ðpuitnon xcrú vcí ßeßcxuoÐeõte nojs <inqvtíoete
od o^lr rús ðpotrioeLs. Aév elvcru &v&yrn vd ypcít¡ete tó övoud oas o'cxúró
tó épr.,.rtnucrtoÀóyuo ro,ú yr' clùrcí napcrxcrÀetoÐe ðn,^,s cirqvtñoere ud eüf urrpúve r-.cr.
Aév évô ucrqépopcru vcí avclÀúoo d,"ropuxd dnoteÀéopo'ra. Aév e tvclu ô ucryarv uopcí5
xu( yv' clùtd oév ùn<ípxouv ourorés íi ¡.oge ¡.iéves rinavrríoeus. oü órtovtrioe Ls oos
Ðd ¡p¡oupono un$oúv teÀeúrrrg é¡rnuo'reururd.




l-. luunÀ (l)oe Tov I[0 nd'rr¡ l úvq ncr eruucí ué tdv Ëc¡¿u'ró oou TOU crÒ OU











XCIPA |ENNHTEOXH^IKIA ( åtõv)APXENIKO/@FIAYKO
2. (cr) IIóoous Ëllnves rpÚÀous é-xeu5;
xoÐóÀou ËÀÀnves rpúÀous
¡rdvo Ëvov ËlÀ¡vcr rpúÀo
3-5 ËÀÀnves c0úÀous
6-10 ËÀÀnves gú^ous






( ß ) ilríooug o'lorpclÀoús rpúÀous éxeug;
(q ) rcrs<íÀou cniotpoÀoÚs q úÀours
( ß ) udvo Ëvqv crÛotpcxÀó q úÀo
(y) s-5 oùotpcr¡'oÚs qúÀous
(ô) 6-10 aÜotpaÀoÚs qúÀous
(e) nepuooórepous drd l-0 crÜotpoÀoús
rpúÀous
T Àous;
3. lloL0 qfio rL óx<íÀouseg npotdoeLs IrE Oú EL E TIE uoodtepn clx ße t,0,L L
on tóv yoveõrv oou (¡s Íp s L 1(O s oou Qs ro
(c¿) orl yovets oou ênuuévouv vd ëxeus
ËÀÀnves <pú¡.ous ucívo
(g) oü yovels oou tpo'rupoúv vd ëxeus
ËÀÀnve s cp úÀous
(y) où yovels oou <iôuo,rpopoúv Yud riv
ågvurdtn'rcl tõv qÚÀtrv oour
APPENDIX J cont.
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ii vcí oó ån uoxdn'rovtau4. (o) [é d,ruo o eúouv oü oveis oou vd ånuozdnreoou
U a Àou ooui
NAI / OXI
(ß) "Av NAr, yLcrrL;
5 . IIo ud &¡ó r ús &xdÀouÐe 1t oT00eL fle 0 eL uÊ ile LOOO T e n &xpúßEucl tL
14O LVUJV LT oou
Ilepvõ öÀn tiv zouvt¡v uwl Çuí uou ué tív olxoyéveucí uou
IIepvõr tfiv nepuoodtepn xoLvrrrvLrrí çr¡í uou uó triv
orlroyéveud ¡rou
IIepvãr tñ uuoi no uvtrvurri çr¡rî Uou Ué triv oüloyéveucí
uou l1o¿ú trív dl¡,n uuoi ud rpúÀous
Ilepvõ rriv nep uoodtepn xoLvurvu'xí qìí uou uó q ÚÀous






6. Eloou ¡.r éÀo ç rcíro uou êÀÀn vuxoú ouÀÀdvou íi rdnouas ôpYcívoons;
NAI / OXI
7. Tú rdveLs orús åleúsepts ñ,oes oou;
B. (q)






'Evrós toú t eÀeutcrúou urívcl
'Evtdç tóv 'reÀeutaúov 3 unvõv
'Evtós toú nepaouévou ¡Póvou
'Eôõ xaú nepuood'repo citd Ëva xpcívo
ror é
( ß)







.Lvro S rou re^eurcluou Unvq
'Evtdg tõtv're:Àeu'roíov ij Lrnvü¡v
'Ev'¡:ós "L<.rú nepoo¡rdvou X¡.¡óvou
'Eôõ raú nepuoodtepo ónó Ëvcr xpdvo
TTOTE
23sAPPENDIX J cOnT.
I 'E ,ILVOUV O L OVEL
Y pr0 xo0 TOLO;
oou 'roús véou 'no u úvouv od qv'r e ßo Ú c
(q) xcxrcl)lpúvouv crúotnpd tcí pavteßoÚ
( ß) xatozpúvouv tcí pcrvte$oÚ
(v ) óôuorpopoúv yucí tcí pcrvteporÍ
(ô) èylpÚvouv td PcrvtePoú
(e) åyzpúvouv noÀÚ td PovreßorJ
10. (a) IIouós éÐvurdr rcrs 0éÀouv oü vets oou vd elvou ö/ eÀÀovr ¿xós/í
o 4uY s oou;
(o) "EÀÀ¡vas -'EÀÀnvúôcr
(ß) Mí "EÀÀnvos - 'EÀÀnvúôo
(ß) IIouõs ðsvurdtntcrs ÐéÀeus èoú vcí etvqu é/ri u eÀÀovt ux6 E/'il oÚ6uY<í s oo u;
(cr) "EÀÀnvos -'EÀÀnvú6q
(g) Mñ "EÀÀ¡vus - 'EÀÀnvúôcr
l-l-. (cr ) Nouúçouv'OI IONEIX tOY ð atrL oL yo¿UOt, U d rooEevucí etvou rcrÀí Lôéq;
NAr / OXr
( ß) NouúCeu s EIY ötu orl vduou ué rpoE evud ef,vcru noÀñ i,oécr;
NAI / OXI
oou ötu ouvoôeÚeoquL2 . "Orclv LVEL S ud ô uooxdôcro¡ ðnuuévouv ot ove L
1I ÍoLov rlfipoo YCL
NAI / OXI
l-3. (cr ) Xró ox oÀeto seopeis tdv åautd oou ôs:
(a ) xcrpoúuevo/n öln tiv öpcr
( ß) xcrpoúuevo/n tiv ne puoodtepn ü,po
(y) ¡opoúuevo/n lrepuxés rpoPés,
orevcÌXurpnudvo/n d¡,¡'es qoPés
(ö ) otevo¡op¡pÉvo/n triv nepuoodre pn öpcr
( e ) or e vcxxurp nuévo/n öln t iv öPa




14. (cl ) Itd onútu Ðer¡peõs 'rdv ðcrutó oo,-l tils:
(cr ) xcrpoú¡revo/n öÀn tiv öPcr
(ß) Xopoúuevo/n rlív nepuoodrepn ¿ôpü
(v) xapoÚ¡revo/n uePurés rPoPés,
orevclXurpnuÉvo/n ciÀ¡.es rPoP és
(ô) orevoxopn¡róvo/n tfv nepuooótepn öpq
( e) orevcxxopnpÉvo/n ö¡,n tív öpa
(ß) "Av (y), (ô), íi (e), Yuotú1
l-5. (q,) Korcí nóoov ån EO¿ atelq L n oTclo T(l)v eõv oou <ïnd tív tï














(Ê) "Av (cr) (ß) íi (ô) 1Io Le ef,vau oü nepuntoioeus önou( )
zô¡À ETCT L O vnoux (xI noÀ
16. (a) Xtrív OIKOIENEIA oou Scí ëÀeyeE ötu:
(cr ) td &yópucr ëxouv nep uoodrepn åÀe usep úa
dnó tcí ito p ú'ro uo
(ß) tcí &yópucr ëXouv Àú1o nuó noÀÀri èÀeutepúcr
&nó tcí xop ú'rouo
(r) tcí <i1ópucr xaú rú" uopútouo, ëxouv tiv ijôucx
éÀeusepúo
(ô) rd dvópuo Ëxouv Àuyd'rep¡ éÀeuÐepúcr <ïrud
'rd xopútouo
(e) tcí &ydpuo Ë¡ouv noÀrJ Àu'¡ótep¡ åÀeutepúc
dnó tcí top Úto ucr
( "Av e[ocrL uovoxoîoúôu, ii dv ëxeus uóvo d6e prpoÚs ii
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ô) (e) c[ uT ôuo dor åÀeuÐepúa fi o roÀ eC(Ê) U
lIO T "xa etoE o vcl 7{o¿
THX MHTEPAX (cr) noté
(ß) oxeoóv notÉ
(y) uep¡xfs rpopds
( ô ) ouXvcí
(e) noÀú ouxvd
TOY IIATEPA (o) noté
(ß) oxeodv rotó
(y) uepuxés <popés
( ô ) ouxvcí
( e ) no ÀrJ ouXvcí
THT AAEPOHX (cr) roté
(ß) oxeocív notd
(y) ueprxis popés
( ô ) ouxvcí
(e) noÀú ou¡vcí













uuÀõ êÀÀnvuzcí ¡oÀÚ rcrÀd
uuÀõ èÀÀnvuxcí ôpxetcí roÀcí
puÀõr pdvo &¡Àcí åÀÀnvurcí
1.ruÀõ noÀÚ Àúya åÀÀ¡vurd
oév uuÀõ èÀÀnvuxcí ratóÀou
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r-8. (o ) 'Avt u¡retorú4eus 6uoxoÀúe s uÉ td vcí u uÀds ud torlg yovels oou;
NAI / OXI
(ß) "Av, NAI, "yucrtú;
19. @éÀouv où YOVeLS oou vcí ouvevúoeuç tiv êrnqúôeuorj oou:
(cx) uéxpu tív ålcíxuotn rìÀurúa roú ¡-inopel5 vcí qúyeus
&n<í tó yupvdouo
(e)
uéxpu noú vd teÀeuóoeus tó yupvcíouo
uóXpt noú vd"reÀeuóoeus utd texvurí o¡oÀri
(¡r¡xclvurdE, xoupéoE, r.À.ru. )
uóxpu noú vcí teÀeuuíoeus fioverLotriuuo ii
noÀÀéy uo










vcí rgúyeug &nó t<í yupvdouo ðoo oúv'ropcr ¡-rnopetg
vcí teÀeuúoeus td yupvdouo
vcí reÀeuóoeus uud te¡vuttri oXoÀri
vcí teÀeuríoeLs rotveluottiuuo ii xoÀÀdyuo
dÀÀn repúntr¡on (oaoe Àentouépeues)
27. (o) Lê. Ivouv oL ove L OOU VO OU e'E eus oé ålt6
TCT xo po eofl ep ÊS ]1T^. Io PYCT OVTqL O1I oXoÀeto;
NAI / OXI
(ß) "Av, oxr, yuotú;
o e xaTaoil (¡0eus
T
22 . Ocí oé dq¡vcrv o ü 'yovet 5 oo
NAI / OXI
u vcí rpúyeuE ónd ró orútu yucí vd ßPef, s ôouÀeucí;
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23. (cr) f evu rd. n[rs crrlosdveoqu yLd rcí å^¡'nvuxcí ËÐuucl:
(o ) öuoqurvõ ué ðlcr rd åÀÀnvuitcí ëtuucr
( ß) ôuorpovûr ud tcí nepuooó'repo èÀÀnvuad
ët upcr
(v) &ôuaqopõ yucí rrí è¡'lnvuzcí ëÐuua
(6 ) ouyrpovûr uó t<í nepuooó'repq åÀÀr¡vultcr ëÐupo
( e ) ou¡.rrprrrvõ ud ölcr tcí èÀÀnvuxd ësuucr






ôucrrpovoúv ué ö¡.4 tcí åÀÀnvurtd ëguuo
ôucr<pulvoTlv ud tcí nepuoodteps åÀ^nvurcí
ëg uucr
riôucrrpopotrv yucí tcí èÀÀnvurd Ëeuyo
ouprpovoúv ué rcí nepuoodtepa èÀÀnvulq
ëtupa
ou¡r<purvoirv ué ö¡,4 rcí åÀÀnvuxd Ëguuo
***




(v) Parental Assimilation Schedule.
'Ayanntoú YoveIC'
'OvoUóeopcru MAPIA KOYPAKH xu eluctu <poutrlrpuo. 'EtouUóe<o'rr1
ôuc[rpr,9ñ Uou Vuú vó nd.p<¡ tó 'Avótepo II'uuXúo -"Mduorep NtuzpÚ"-
oTñ vuxoÀoyúcr, ócnó ró noveruuotf¡uuo 'AôeÀo[ôog. rl uó 'uó oxonó clr]'uó
rd,vo Uuóv ëpeuva ÓvóUeocr oroÚS 'EÀÀnvtl¿ñE xcrtcrYoYñE )úctToúxoug
rñg Aúo-rpoÀ úcrg.
'Erueu6r1 ò órpuÐpóS -rõv d.róUcov noÚ Ðó potnùoÜv 6év elvau noÀÚ
uevd,Àoe ,9d. oõ.E nspcrxoÀéor¡ t6uoú1epç¡ öncog ôncvtrloere tó éruuouvon-
rópevo êpo1nporoÀóyuo. Aév elvç¡u ôvóYxn vó BdÀe1e T'övopó ocrg
oró êp<¡-unpcrroÀóyuo yLctTú 6év év6ucQépouctL Yud d.roUuxó ônoteÀéouctra'
rlcrpcrxcrÀõ öru¡G dnov'rrloere o^Ex Túg ép<or{oeus. Àév ùnópxouv ocootég
xa,L Àov,9ooUéveç ônovtfloeug, YLctTú oÛtó 6év elvcu éEét6¡on -"TéoT" '
"oÀee oL nÀnpoqopúe s ,9ó ÛeopnsoÜv êunuò'reutuxég'
OL nuó noÀÀég êpc¡trloetg UTIopoÜv vd, ônovtn'9oCrv Ué tó vó góÀere
ëvcr "airL' - "/ - oró xcrróÀÀnÀo terpóY<ovo r['x' l7l Noú
t] 'oxu
"Av SéÀere nepuooó'uepeG nÀnpoeopúeg nqpctxctÀõ ön<¡E uoÛ rnÀeQo-
vñoete otóv dcpu$pó 298-1458 uetoEÚ 6 xa'i 9 tó Bpci6u'
IlctpoNctÀõ önroE ró Ënuotpérüere otóv xctsnvntrl tõv 'EÀÀnvuxõv
roü xxoÀetlou ooc.
xõE eúXoP uo'uõ:





TIAHPOOOPIBX AIIO TOYX I-ONEIX















flóocov Xpovõv e(,ore ¡
o. Mnrépq. xpovõv
9. Ilcrrépoc XPovõv
IIóoo xpóvuct ëxere o'uriv AúorpoÀúct;





TeÀe ú<¡ocr 6nuot uxó
TpetS npõzeg tóEeue Yulrvctoúou
TeÀe úc¡oo yuuvóouo
Texv uxrl oxoÀr1 / 'nncrVy eÀpat uxf¡ oxoÀn
'Axoônuic- / KoÀÀévuo / novenuotriuuo
Ka$óÀou oxoÀe[o
TpetE npõteg 6nUotuxoÛ
TeÀe úc¡oo ônUot uNó
Tpeig npõreg Yuuvctoúou
TeÀe úrooo yuuvóouo
Texv uxn /'unctyveÀpot uNri xxoÀft
AxoônuLc. / Kol,Àévuo ,/ nqvenuo-uriuuo
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5. "Exere ouvexúoeu rúe onouôéS ocrG otrlv AúorpcrÀúct V uó vó
pó'9ere rrlv dtyvÀuNr1 YÀrjlcroa;




6 "Exere ouvexúoeu rúC onor-lôég octc otrlv AÚorpaÀúa Vuó vó



























































3 . xr ú g 14o rv1¡v uxég êx6nÀóoe t G ouvctvootpérpoucru ué "EÀl.rlveg :
g. IIqrépctc
4. @e<opõ tóv ècturó uou etpou:
c¡,. M¡répo
B. Ilcrrépcrg







































g. IIóoo ouxvd, ëpxeo'1e o'énaqñ p'AÚotpaÀoÚg, otóv tóno êpYcloúcrg;
o. Mnrépo IIóvrore





I0 . @ecopri róv èctutó uou:
IId,vro're

























I . IÏct'u épcrg
g. IIctrépcrg




Analyses of variance of MPCL combining data of eighth






















































































0 .63 1.04 1.35
0. 19 0.31 1.14
o.27 0.46 0.s6
0 . 19 1. 38 1.13
0 .50 2.75 0.53
0.05 6.08't 0.54
0.30 r.87 0.23

















































































































































*p<.05 ** p < .005















































3 .10* 8.26** 0 .45,























































































































































































































































*:t p < .005
4 .15
4.97
z.so 0 .40 1. 13
APPENDIX L
Table L(i)
Mean semant.ic differentÍal scale ratings'
Mean SD concepÈ profiles for L4 Anglo Australians













































































Table t (ii) Mean SD concept profiles for 13 bicultural subjects

















































































Mean SD concept profiles for l-1 bicultural subjects








































































Table L(iv) Mean SD concept profiles for 14 Anglo-Australians
enrolled in the ninth grade of secondary school.
Myself How I An A Greek in




































































Mean SD profiles rated by 12 low assimilation








































































Table L (vi ) Mean scale ratings for lI Greek-Australians (high












































































Table L (vii )
cont.
Mean SD concept profiles for Il Australian





















































































Table L(viii) SD concept profiles for 83 Greek monocultural
adolescents ín the tenth high school grade.
Myself How I An A Greek in















































































Mean concept profiles for I0 bicultural adolescents















































































3 .90 3 .00
Table L (x) Mean SD profiles for L2 Greek-Australians (high












































































Table L (xi )
cont.
Mean SD concept profiles for 11 Anglo-Australians






































































































































































Mean SD profiles rated by I0 Greek-Australians































































Table L ( xiv) sD concept profiles for t high assimilation bicultural
adolescents in eleventh grade.








































































Mean concept profileg for 14 monocultural Australian





















































































Table L (xvi ) SD profiles for 12 Australian-born Greek adolescents





























































































Mean SD concept profiles for 13 bicultural Greek-





























































































School (43 per cent) I
Future (23 per cent) 2
Social interactionr especíally
wíth the op¡rosite sex 3
(17 ¡rer cerlt)
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ApPearancer/attractÍveness (59 per cent)
Soclal interactÍon,/recreatÍon
(45 per cent)












School (44 per cent)
Social interaction
(24 per cent)





School (53 per cent)
Future (18 per cent)
Physique (13 per cent)
Recreation (9 per cent)
(n=63 )
1. Dating (43 per cent)
2. School work (37 per cent)
3. Appearance/attractiveness (33 per cent)
4. Relatíonshíp with parents (29 per cent)
5. Social Ínteraction (17 per cent)
6. Future (8 per cent)
Fema1e (n=50)
1. SocíaI interaction (42 per cent)
2. School (38 per cent)
3. RelatÍonship with parents (34 per cent)
4. Appearance/aEtractivenesÉ (14 per cent)
5. Future (8 per cent)
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